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Preface

This edited volume is a collection of reviewed and relevant research chapters 
concerning developments within luminescence technology and applications. 
It includes contributions by various authors and is edited by a group of experts in 
organic light-emitting diode (OLED) technology.

The book includes the following chapters:

Chapter 1: Luminescent Materials in Lighting, Display, Solar Cell, Sensing, 
and Biomedical Applications

Chapter 2: Triboluminescence: Materials, Properties, and Applications

Chapter 3: Mechanism of Photoluminescence in Erbium-Doped Chalcogenide

Chapter 4: Optically Clear Adhesives for OLED

Chapter 5: Picture Quality and Sound Quality of OLED TVs

Chapter 6: TADF Technology for Efficient Blue OLEDs: Status and Challenges from 
an Industrial Point of View

The target audience comprises scholars and specialists in the field.
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Chapter 1

Luminescent Materials in Lighting, 
Display, Solar Cell, Sensing, and 
Biomedical Applications
Abhishek Kumar Soni and Bheeshma Pratap Singh

Abstract

This chapter comprises a broader extent of the luminescence phenomenon 
with the mechanism involved therein as well as applications. Typically, the up and 
down conversion and downshifting behavior of the optical materials have been 
elucidated in brief. The fundamental understanding of these optical materials has 
been described by using schematic representations. It is well documented that the 
rare earth-based optical materials are known for their luminescent enrichment 
due to availability of the ladder-like energy levels. These energy levels can be 
utilized for the excitation of the luminescent materials by using a suitable excita-
tion source. In the process of development of luminescent materials, choice of 
host matrices and dopant ions is very crucial. Strong correlation of these optical 
materials has been shown with the current scenario of our society and daily 
life. In view of the ongoing research, nanophosphor, glasses, and quantum dots 
with size- and shape-dependent optical behavior have been given in detail. The 
involved mechanism and the energy transfer phenomenon have been well elu-
cidated by schematic and figures for the evident explanation to the readers. Our 
emphasis is to elucidate these optical materials in the development of innovative 
multifunctional applications such as lighting, display, sensing, LEDs, solar cell, 
and biological applications.

Keywords: light conversion, phosphor, quantum dots, optical temperature sensing, 
LEDs, solar cell, biological and clinical

1. Introduction

1.1 Luminescence in rare earth ions

In 1888, German physicist Wiedemann for the very first time employed the 
term “luminescenz.” Luminescence promotes emission of light from a material at 
a certain excitation wavelength. It can be categorized into diverse kinds depending 
upon the various involved processes of excitation. It is classified as photolumi-
nescence, thermoluminescence, electroluminescence, and chemiluminescence. 
Photoluminescence is a process in which the emission of light (photon) can be 
obtained from the object upon excitation. It is subgrouped into fluorescence and 
phosphorescence. In the thermoluminescence phenomenon, emission of light 
from a solid material occurs upon heating. Electroluminescence arises from gases 
under applied electrical potentials, while chemiluminescence may prevail during 
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the chemical reaction process [1–3]. The fluorescence phenomenon exhibits a short 
time duration of decay levels, while phosphorescence exhibits prolonged decay time 
after the seize of the excitation source. Inorganic materials accommodated with 
impurity foreign ions most commonly lanthanide ions exhibiting luminescence 
upon excitation are known as phosphors.

In 1994, Bhargava et al. [4] reported for the very first time on Mn2+-doped 
ZnS DCNCs that exhibit characteristic features such as change in band gap 
and shifting of emission and excitation spectra of prepared nanomaterials. An 
external quantum efficiency of up to 18% was observed. This report opened the 
new pathways in the field of nanophosphor research area.

Optical materials doped with lanthanide activators are very promising candidates 
for photoluminescence studies. The luminescent material exhibiting luminescence 
properties can be utilized for solid state lighting (SSL), light emitting diodes (LEDs), 
display devices, solar cell, sensing, and biomedical applications. The advantage of 
these luminescent materials in diverse application fetches among the researchers to 
search the novel improved materials with magnified luminescence properties. RE ions 
exhibit ladder-type energy levels and sharp emission lines. Upon doping into a low 
phonon frequency host lattice, these ions can be easily excited by employing different 
excitation sources.

Up-conversion is a non-linear anti-stokes optical process in which a low energy 
input photon is converted into a high energy output photon by the process of 
sequential multiphoton absorption. Surprisingly, due to different involved energy 
transfers in different RE ions, the emission properties can be manipulated by suit-
able doping and/or co-doping.

This chapter has been considered to account for basic understanding involved in 
the luminescent materials, viz. up- and down-conversion and downshifting behav-
ior of the optical materials. These nanomaterials could be a reasonable alternative 
for novel multi-functional optical materials utilized in lighting, display, sensing, 
LED, solar cell, biological, and clinical applications. Quantum dots (QDs) and their 
uses in the biological and clinical application have been justified in view of current 
uses. Figure 1 shows the various applications of luminescent materials.

1.2 Rare earth elements

Commonly known as 4f- block elements having an atomic number ranging 
from 57 (La) to 71 (Lu), these elements adjusted themselves at the bottom of the 
Mendeleev periodic table.

1.3 Silent features of the rare earth elements

The f-block elements reveal various well-defined features that distinguish them 
from the d-block metals. Some of the peculiar properties of f-block elements are as 
follows:

i. The f-block elements manifest a range of coordination numbers (6–12).

ii. RE ions form ionic complexes that undergo facile exchange of ligands.

iii. RE ions reveal small and very sharp electronic spectra and less crystal-field 
splitting.

iv. Since 4f orbitals in the RE ions are well shielded by 5s2 and 5p6 orbitals, there-
fore their optical properties are mostly not changed by the host.
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v. RE ions most commonly exist in its 3+ stable oxidation state.

vi. Some RE elements also reveal other valence states such as 2+ and 4+ under 
specific conditions.

1.4 Spectroscopy of rare earth elements

A partially filled 4f shell is well shielded from completely filled outer 5s2 and 5p6 
orbitals which gives it sharp electronic spectra. The energy level spectra of REs do 
not alter to the outer environment in which they are indulged.

In general, lanthanide ions exist in 3+ state and also exhibit 2+ oxidation state 
in some case. RE ions in triplet states demonstrate intra-4f-4f transitions which 
thus result in an intense narrow emission band in a vast variety of host matrices. 
The shielding of 4f orbitals furnished by the 5s2 and 5p6 electrons promotes to 
radiative transitions which match well with the free ions. Some other RE ions such 
as Sm2+ and Eu2+ show the divalent character. These ions also reveal the visible 
luminescence under suitable excitation wavelength. Moreover, this book chapter is 
predominantly based on the luminescence of the trivalent RE ions.

Neutral RE elements reveal the electronic configuration [Xe] 4fN6s2 or [Xe] 4fN–1 
5d 6s2, where [Xe] constitutes a xenon core whose electronic structure is repre-
sented as [Xe] = [1s22s22p63s23p63d104s24p64d105s25p6]. The electrostatic shielding 
of 4f orbitals by the outermost 5s25p6 orbitals leads an atom-like behavior in RE ions 
under a solid host matrix such as a crystal or glass.

Term and symbol is represented as (2S + 1)LJ, where S, L, and J are total multiplic-
ity, orbital angular momentum and angular momentum, respectively. Involved 
selection rules for intra f-f transitions in lanthanide ions are given in Table 1.

Figure 1. 
Various applications of luminescent materials.
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1.5 Rare earth ion levels in solids

According to Laporte rule, 4f-4f transitions are forbidden and show a very weak 
oscillator strength of about ~10−6.

The Hamiltonian of a particular RE ion can be represented as follows [5]:

  H =  H  free ion   +  V  Host   +  V  EM   +  V  Vib.   +  V  ion−ion    (1)

where Hfree ion represents the Hamiltonian of an isolated ion, VHost describes 
the environment effect on the RE ion, VEM describes RE ion with an electro-
magnetic field interaction, VVib describes the interaction of RE ion with host 
lattice vibrations, and Vion-ion describes the interaction between the RE ions, 
respectively. The Hamiltonian of free ion (Hfree ion) can be splitted into several 
components, i.e.,

   H  free ion   =  H  CF   +  H  C   +  H  SO    (2)

where HCF belongs to central-field Hamiltonian which reveals the interaction of 
an orbiting electron with the nucleus and effective field from all other electrons, 
while Hc term represents the residual Columbic interaction of the 4f electrons with 
each other when there is no centrally symmetric contribution and HSO is the spin-
orbit coupling, respectively.

1.6 Suitable hosts for doping of rare earth ions

For efficient device applications, a lanthanide-based activator as a foreign ion 
and selection of a good host matrix are of vital importance. Energy level structures 
of most of the lanthanide ions are independent of the host matrices but phonon 
frequency plays an important role in nonradiative transitions via multi-phonon 
relaxation between closely spaced energy levels. The nonradiative relaxation rate 
can be evaluated by the energy gap law [6],

   k  nr   =  β  el   exp  (− α (ΔE–  2ħω  max  ) )   (3)

where “βel” and “α” are constants for a given host lattice, “ΔE” is the energy 
difference between the energy levels under consideration, and ħωmax is the 
maximum phonon energy of the host. Hosts having low phonon energy decrease 
the possibility of nonradiative relaxation channel rate, which promotes to high 
luminescence efficiency. The phonon frequencies of some host matrices are listed 
in Table 2.

Operator Parity ∆S ∆L ∆J*

Electric dipole Opposite 0 ≤6 ≤6 (2, 4, 6,
if J or J′ = 0)

Magnetic dipole Same 0 0 0, ±1

Electric quadrupole Same 0 0, ±1, ±2 0, ±1, ±2

*J = 0 to J′ = 0 transitions are forbidden always; J = 0 → J′ = 1, 3, 5 exhibit weak transition intensity; and J = 0 → J′ = 2, 
4, 6 convey strong transition intensity.

Table 1. 
Selection rules for intra f-f transitions in lanthanide ions.
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2. Mechanism: down-conversion and up-conversion processes

2.1 Energy transfer in down conversion process

The downshifting process is a single photon process in which a high energy 
absorbed photon is converted into a low energy photon. This process is governed by 
the Stokes law. Luminescence of an optical material is ruled by the energy transfer 
process involved between acceptor and donor ions. Mostly, resonant radiative 
energy transfer, nonradiative energy transfer, and phonon assisted energy transfer 
between donor (D) and acceptor (A) are prominent energy transfer processes 
involved in the lanthanide ions. These important processes are represented in 
Figure 2.

2.2 Energy transfer in up-conversion

In 1960, Auzel has first observed the up-conversion (UC) phenomenon. It is a 
nonlinear anti-Stokes process in which two or more than two lower energy input 
pumped photons are converted into a high energy output photon [8]. There are 
some more different types of processes involved in the UC phenomenon. The more 
common energy transfer processes involved in the UC process are described as 
follows:

1. Ground state absorption (GSA)

 The RE ion lying in the ground state absorbs the excitation energy and gets 
promoted to a higher excited level. This process involves the single ion.

2. Excited state absorption (ESA)

 The atom in the excited level will be further promoted to the higher levels upon 
excitation. The ions from the higher level upon de-excitation emit an up-con-
verted photon. This is also a single-ion process.

Host matrices Phonon frequency (~cm−1)

Borate 1400

Phosphate 1100

Silicate 1000–1100

Germanate 800–975

CaMoO4 800

Tellurite 600–850

YVO4 600

Fluoride 500–600

LaCl3 260

Bromide 175–190

LaBr3 175

Iodide 160

Table 2. 
Host matrices with maximum phonon frequency for different hosts [7].
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2.1 Energy transfer in down conversion process

The downshifting process is a single photon process in which a high energy 
absorbed photon is converted into a low energy photon. This process is governed by 
the Stokes law. Luminescence of an optical material is ruled by the energy transfer 
process involved between acceptor and donor ions. Mostly, resonant radiative 
energy transfer, nonradiative energy transfer, and phonon assisted energy transfer 
between donor (D) and acceptor (A) are prominent energy transfer processes 
involved in the lanthanide ions. These important processes are represented in 
Figure 2.

2.2 Energy transfer in up-conversion

In 1960, Auzel has first observed the up-conversion (UC) phenomenon. It is a 
nonlinear anti-Stokes process in which two or more than two lower energy input 
pumped photons are converted into a high energy output photon [8]. There are 
some more different types of processes involved in the UC phenomenon. The more 
common energy transfer processes involved in the UC process are described as 
follows:

1. Ground state absorption (GSA)

 The RE ion lying in the ground state absorbs the excitation energy and gets 
promoted to a higher excited level. This process involves the single ion.

2. Excited state absorption (ESA)

 The atom in the excited level will be further promoted to the higher levels upon 
excitation. The ions from the higher level upon de-excitation emit an up-con-
verted photon. This is also a single-ion process.

Host matrices Phonon frequency (~cm−1)

Borate 1400

Phosphate 1100

Silicate 1000–1100

Germanate 800–975

CaMoO4 800

Tellurite 600–850

YVO4 600

Fluoride 500–600

LaCl3 260

Bromide 175–190

LaBr3 175

Iodide 160

Table 2. 
Host matrices with maximum phonon frequency for different hosts [7].
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3. Energy transfer up-conversion (ETU)

It is governed by participation of two different adjacent ions in which one ion 
acts as a sensitizer and absorbs the excitation energy, which is transferred to the 
neighboring ion acting as an activator (already lying in the excited state). The emit-
ted photon can have higher energy excited photon.

4. Cross-relaxation process (CR)

If two sets of energy levels (in the same ion or in two different ions) are hav-
ing the same energy difference between them, then there is certain probability of 
energy transfer and/or exchange occurring between the levels under consideration.

5. Co-operative energy transfer (CET)

When two active ions in a metastable intermediate level interact with each other 
and excite one ion into a high lying level and the other ion getting de-excited, in this 
process, very high concentration of doping is required.

The abovementioned energy transfer processes have been summarized in Figure 3.

3. Applications of the luminescent materials

3.1  Lanthanide doped nanophosphor materials as a solar spectral convertor for 
photovoltaic applications

There is tremendous research and advancement going on in the field of solar 
cell technology. It is still a challenging task for the photovoltaic (PV) community 

Figure 2. 
(a) Resonant radiative energy transfer, (b) nonradiative energy transfer, and (c) phonon assisted energy 
transfer between donor (D) and acceptor (A) ions.

Figure 3. 
Schematics of various processes, viz. down-conversion, up-conversion, and involved energy transfers.
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to prepare highly efficient and cost-effective conversion of solar energy into 
electricity. The spectral distribution of Sun light at Air Mass 1.5 global (AM 1.5G) 
constitutes with the photons having wide spectral range varying from ultraviolet 
to infrared (200–2500 nm) since PV cells are only sensitive to a small fraction 
of the incident solar photons. This is due to the fact that current solar materials 
respond to a narrow range of solar photons. Photons having energy higher than 
the bandgap of the material are only absorbed and excess energy is released in the 
form of heat [9].

In order to utilize the whole solar spectrum, a novel perspective through use 
of up and down conversion and quantum cutting has been exploited as an optical 
material that can act as a spectral converter since lanthanide-doped nanophosphor 
materials reduce the spectral mismatch losses, and therefore magnify the efficiency 
of photovoltaics.

In the up-conversion process, the sub-band gap of solar spectra is utilized. It 
is reported for Tm3+, Er3+, and Ho3+ co-doped with Yb3+ up-converters for wide 
band gap solar cells, while Er3+ doped up converters for c-Si solar cells. Moreover, 
Ln3+ doped up-convertors are under study for solar cells and have low conversion 
efficiency (~3%). The up-conversion efficiency may be magnified by employing 
plasmon resonance, quantum dots, and organic dyes [10–12].

Quantum cutting permits the effective use of the high energy photons which 
have above band gap value, which furnishes potential for efficiency enhancement of 
narrow band gap solar cells such as c-Si solar cells. An internal quantum efficiency 
of ~200% has been reported in lanthanide (Ln3+ = Tb, Er, Pr, Tm, Dy, Nd, and Ho) 
coupled with Yb3+ for narrow band c-Si solar cells [10].

Yb3+ ions act as an acceptor with NIR emission band at ~980 nm which has a 
band gap just above the band gap of c-Si. In order to improve the absorption cross-
section which is common in lanthanide activators, other ions such as Ce3+, Eu2+, 
Yb3+, and Bi3+ ions and/or hosts have been utilized for sensitization purpose [13–15]. 
The up-conversion-based material is kept in between a bifacial solar cell reflecting 
layer which is utilized to harvest the sub-bandgap of solar spectrum. The quantum 
cutting phenomenon is a linear process which is independent of the incident power. 
This permits the use of nonconcentrated sunlight [16]. Quantum-cutting-based 
optical materials are adjusted on the front surface of a mono-facial solar cell which 
permits the absorption of down converted photons by the solar cell.

Downshifting furnishes the accomplishment to enhance the spectral response of 
solar cells into short-wavelength regime. In order to enhance power-conversion effi-
ciency in solar cells, RE-doped phosphors and glasses, QDs, and lanthanide-based 
organic complexes can be employed as solar concentrators and downshifting layers. 
Spectral conversion modules involving down-shifting (DS), quantum-cutting 
(QC), and up conversion (UC) materials for PV applications have been shown in 
Figure 4 [10].

3.2 Quantum dots

In case of quantum dots (QDs), particle size is squeezed below its Bohr radius, 
which is termed as the quantum confinement effect. Under the quantum confine-
ment effect, color of the QDs can be manipulated according to size and composi-
tion. It is due to the quantum confinement effect, emission color of QDs can be 
managed according to their size and composition [17]. Owing to these charac-
teristics, QDs are applicable in solar cells, lasers, bio-imaging, and light-emitting 
diodes (LEDs) [18–21]. QDs can be mainly classified into Cd-based QDs as CdSe, 
CdTe and PbS, Cd-free InP, CuInS2, and all inorganic CsPbBr3 and mixed halide 
and CH3NH3PbBr3 perovskite quantum dots (PQDs) [22–26]. PQDs comprise ABX3 
compositional formula unit in which A represents cesium (Cs), methyl ammonium 
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to prepare highly efficient and cost-effective conversion of solar energy into 
electricity. The spectral distribution of Sun light at Air Mass 1.5 global (AM 1.5G) 
constitutes with the photons having wide spectral range varying from ultraviolet 
to infrared (200–2500 nm) since PV cells are only sensitive to a small fraction 
of the incident solar photons. This is due to the fact that current solar materials 
respond to a narrow range of solar photons. Photons having energy higher than 
the bandgap of the material are only absorbed and excess energy is released in the 
form of heat [9].

In order to utilize the whole solar spectrum, a novel perspective through use 
of up and down conversion and quantum cutting has been exploited as an optical 
material that can act as a spectral converter since lanthanide-doped nanophosphor 
materials reduce the spectral mismatch losses, and therefore magnify the efficiency 
of photovoltaics.

In the up-conversion process, the sub-band gap of solar spectra is utilized. It 
is reported for Tm3+, Er3+, and Ho3+ co-doped with Yb3+ up-converters for wide 
band gap solar cells, while Er3+ doped up converters for c-Si solar cells. Moreover, 
Ln3+ doped up-convertors are under study for solar cells and have low conversion 
efficiency (~3%). The up-conversion efficiency may be magnified by employing 
plasmon resonance, quantum dots, and organic dyes [10–12].

Quantum cutting permits the effective use of the high energy photons which 
have above band gap value, which furnishes potential for efficiency enhancement of 
narrow band gap solar cells such as c-Si solar cells. An internal quantum efficiency 
of ~200% has been reported in lanthanide (Ln3+ = Tb, Er, Pr, Tm, Dy, Nd, and Ho) 
coupled with Yb3+ for narrow band c-Si solar cells [10].

Yb3+ ions act as an acceptor with NIR emission band at ~980 nm which has a 
band gap just above the band gap of c-Si. In order to improve the absorption cross-
section which is common in lanthanide activators, other ions such as Ce3+, Eu2+, 
Yb3+, and Bi3+ ions and/or hosts have been utilized for sensitization purpose [13–15]. 
The up-conversion-based material is kept in between a bifacial solar cell reflecting 
layer which is utilized to harvest the sub-bandgap of solar spectrum. The quantum 
cutting phenomenon is a linear process which is independent of the incident power. 
This permits the use of nonconcentrated sunlight [16]. Quantum-cutting-based 
optical materials are adjusted on the front surface of a mono-facial solar cell which 
permits the absorption of down converted photons by the solar cell.

Downshifting furnishes the accomplishment to enhance the spectral response of 
solar cells into short-wavelength regime. In order to enhance power-conversion effi-
ciency in solar cells, RE-doped phosphors and glasses, QDs, and lanthanide-based 
organic complexes can be employed as solar concentrators and downshifting layers. 
Spectral conversion modules involving down-shifting (DS), quantum-cutting 
(QC), and up conversion (UC) materials for PV applications have been shown in 
Figure 4 [10].

3.2 Quantum dots

In case of quantum dots (QDs), particle size is squeezed below its Bohr radius, 
which is termed as the quantum confinement effect. Under the quantum confine-
ment effect, color of the QDs can be manipulated according to size and composi-
tion. It is due to the quantum confinement effect, emission color of QDs can be 
managed according to their size and composition [17]. Owing to these charac-
teristics, QDs are applicable in solar cells, lasers, bio-imaging, and light-emitting 
diodes (LEDs) [18–21]. QDs can be mainly classified into Cd-based QDs as CdSe, 
CdTe and PbS, Cd-free InP, CuInS2, and all inorganic CsPbBr3 and mixed halide 
and CH3NH3PbBr3 perovskite quantum dots (PQDs) [22–26]. PQDs comprise ABX3 
compositional formula unit in which A represents cesium (Cs), methyl ammonium 
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(MA), while B represents Pb and/or Sn cations, and X represents Cl, Br, and/or 
I, that is, halide anions. QD-based LEDs with narrow FWHM can improve LED 
conversion efficiency from 5% to 15% and have correlated color temperature (CCT) 
values in the range of 5000–2700 K as compared to commercial red phosphor-based 
LEDs [27].

QLED devices gained curiosity in recent years over organic light-emitting 
diodes (OLEDs) due to their high color purity, relatively less cot, and lower energy 
consumption. The color gamut value for highly efficient QLEDs surpass 140% of 
the NTSC standard higher than that of commercial OLED. QD-based W-LEDs can 
reach ~104% enhancement of the NTSC standard [28]. High color purity of QLED 
devices annihilates the use of color filters, which magnify the power consumption 
value. QLED-based device performance is influenced by several constituents such 
as photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY) of QD films, electron-hole pair effi-
ciency from transport layer, and band arrangement of the device. A Cd-based red 
QLED device has been reported having ~20% external quantum efficiency (EQE) 
which is comparable to that of commercial OLEDs [29].

Instant development perspective for the first to fifth generations of white-light 
LED (W-LED) and lighting devices has been shown by Yoon et al. [30]. The very 
first generation of W-LED is mainly based on InGaN blue chip incorporated with 
yellow-emitting phosphors (YAG:Ce). Moreover, red color component of YAG-Ce-
based W-LEDs is very feeble and it attains cool white light having a CRI value of 
~70–80 [31, 32]. In order to enhance CRI values, in the 2nd generation, red emit-
ting nitride phosphor-based LEDs are developed. Moreover, employed red nitride 
materials reveal lower efficiency since they possess a broader full width at half 
maximum (FWHM) and inherent subsidiary scattering loss. In the third genera-
tion, W-LEDs can be transformed as advanced in the form of backlight display. Red-
QDs and narrow-band phosphor (KSF) are employed for the high-quality display 
applications. Prepared devices revealed wide color gamut as compared to traditional 
phosphor device. Red-QDs combined with YAG phosphor produce warm W-LEDs 
having a higher CRI value [33]. Wang et al. [34] incorporated red color CdS-ZnS: 
Cu QDs incorporated with YAG:Ce. In this study, the obtained device showed high 
values of CRI (Ra = 90) and CCT (4927 K). In order to replace Cd-based QDs, 
Cd-free CuInS2/ZnS QDs incorporated with green Eu2+:BaSO4 phosphor have been 

Figure 4. 
Schematic spectral conversion module for photovoltaic utility involving down-shifting, quantum-cutting, and 
up-conversion-based luminescent materials. Reproduced with permission from reference [10].
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prepared [35]. For fourth-generation development, the Illuminating Engineering 
Society of North America designed a new measurement module termed as TM-30-
2015 having a defined color fidelity index (CFI, Rf) and color gamut index (CGI, 
Rg). In order to obtain an Rf value of over 90, it is difficult to produce warm-to-cool 
light W-LEDs. Warm-to-cool light W-LEDs should be produced for highly efficient 
white color. More recently, color-reproducible- and W-LEDs have been developed 
for next-generation lighting devices. The spectrum of QD-based W-LEDs should 
match daily fluctuation in sunlight under natural circadian rhythm for biological 
applications. The developed device is based on PQD having six-color white-light 
LEDs. In this module, six-colors, viz. cyan, green, yellowish green, amber, orange, 
and red of CsPbX3 PQDs are used. The W-LED device thus packaged reveals high 
circadian with a tunable range and high color purity. The improved device shows a 
luminous efficiency (LE) of 58.8 lm w−1, a CRI value of 95, CFI with Rf = 91.4, and 
CGI with Rg = 102 and a CCT value of 6459 K. Circadian luminescence is estab-
lished on the day-night rhythmic change of natural-light environments [36].

3.3 Phosphor-based LEDs

LEDs are most commonly referred to as a p-n junction diode that can emit 
visible radiation under the suitable current application to the leads (electrical 
connection connecting a length of wire/metal pad). The mechanism is based on 
the phenomenon of electroluminescence. In the electroluminescence process, the 
material emits light in response of electric current. Figure 5(a) and (b) represent 
electronic symbolic representation and packaged conventional LEDs, respectively. 
LEDs can be divided into two broad categories namely inorganic and organic LEDs 
(OLEDs). The OLEDs can further divide into two main groups: (1) small molecule 
OLEDs and (2) polymer OLEDs. Phosphor-based W-LEDs are main attraction due 
to their excellent properties such as low power consumption, long life, compact-
ness, and environmental friendliness. The successful implementation for W-LEDs 
could be done via composed blue InGaN LED chip and phosphors (yellow emitting 
Y3Al5O12:Ce3+ phosphor), and they are called phosphor converted W-LEDs [37]. 

Figure 5. 
(a) Electronic symbolic representation, (b) packaged conventional blue LED chip, (c) white light generation 
from red and green phosphor, (d) white light generation from yellow phosphor, (e) white light emission from 
PIG operated with blue chip, and (f) excitation and emission process originated from the two TC energy levels.
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The approaches for the generation of white light is based on the combination of two 
or more visible colors (mainly primary color red, green, and blue) emitting phosphor. 
The advantage of uses of blue LED chip is such that it can be used as excitation light 
to phosphors as well as a source of blue component. Figure 5(c)–(e) shows the 
white light generation from red and green phosphor, white light generation from 
yellow phosphor, and white light emission from phosphor in glass (PIG) operated 
with blue chip. There are some necessities in the LED phosphors for devices packag-
ing, viz. high efficiency by blue light excitation, stability in harsh environment, 
low thermal quenching, and negligible deviation in emission spectrum (peak 
position and line width). Table 3 shows some synthesized phosphor applicable in 
the W-LED application. RE-doped optical glasses are noncrystalline amorphous 
solid luminescent materials that can be utilized in the production of lenses, prism, 
optical window, and other optical components. RE-incorporated glasses also exhibit 
good luminescence that can be utilized in LED fabrication. PIG is considered to 
be a reasonable substitute that can overcome the luminescent degradation and 
color aberration issues. PIG has been recognized as a good material for high-power 
W-LED products for long-term service.

3.4 Optical temperature sensing

The noncontact optical temperature sensing can be realized by using the RE 
ion-doped phosphor due the presence of thermally coupled (TC) energy levels. 
These TC levels have been used in the measurement of fluorescence intensity ratio 
(FIR) investigation. The Boltzmann’s distribution population law can be applied to 
measure the FIR under the application of the external temperature. The following 
Boltzmann’s distribution population law can be used for FIR measurement:

  FIR =    I  u   __  I  l  
   = B exp  (− ΔE / kT)   (4)

where “Iu” and “Il” are the integrated fluorescence intensities of the emissions 
from upper and lower TC energy level transitions, respectively. “B” is the pre-
exponential constant. “ΔE” is the energy gap of two TC energy levels. “k” and “T” 
are the Boltzmann’s constant and absolute temperature, respectively. Figure 5(f ) 
shows the excitation and emission process originated from the two TC energy levels. 
Sensor sensitivity (S) of an optical sensing material is an important parameter and 
can be expressed as follows:

  S =   d  (FIR)  ___________ dT    (5)

where all the terms have their usual meaning. The FIR technique is suitably 
applied in the RE ion-doped material for the detection of the temperature. The 
method is also applicable for the measurement of optical heating for laser-based 
hyperthermia application.

3.5 Quantum dots for medical and clinical application

The developments of the QDs have shown a promising impact on the biologi-
cal application due to their highly efficient emissive properties. It is believed that 
the bare (uncoated) QDs cannot be applied directly in biological application due 
to their inherent toxicity. Due to their toxic behavior, their implication in clini-
cal usages is restricted. The QDs have proven their utility in bioapplications and 
are a better alternative of the traditional fluorophores. QDs possess a very good 
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photostability, tunable emission, and longer lifetime. Currently, the major scope 
is to synthesze more biocompatible QDs in such a way that they can be used in 
terms of size, bio-conjugation, surface functionality, and targeting facilities. The 
nanotechnology related to life-science and bioscience is called “Nano biotechnol-
ogy”. The nanobiotechnology is a very fast grooving area and is a challenging task 
for the researchers working in this area. The remarkable result in the form of the 
useful medicine increases the attention in progress of novel therapy and diagnostic 
methods. The nanomaterials that preserve a broad scope in such novel areas are 
known as nanomedicines. Recently, the use of the QDs has been found to increase 
progressively in in vitro and in vivo based biomedical experiments. It is supposed 
that the QDs have specific properties such as adequate circulating lifetime and 
minimal nonspecific deposition and must retain their fluorescence for a satisfacto-
rily long time.

The essentiality for the use of QDs in the surface passivated could be explained 
via three terms that are given as follows:

i. Surface-based properties (effect on the fluorescence and emission mecha-
nism): the fluorescence property in the nanocrystalline particles can be 
quenched in bare QDs due to the surface defect caused by high surface 
energy associated with the nanoparticles [45, 46]. The main drawback comes 
due to the surface oxidation in bare QDs, photo-degradation, and leaching 
of metal ions via long-term contact of QDs to ionic media/cellular media 
causing metal ion toxicity effect [47]. To reduce this effect, it is essential to 
cap the surface of the QDs via a suitable covering agent (ZnS, etc.).

ii. Solubility: solubility is important for the effective optical property utiliza-
tion of the QDs in the aqueous medium. The capping of the QDs provides 
an outer shell which improves the stability and reduces the solubility of the 
QDs in aqueous medium. The synthesis of QDs required a high temperature 
synthesize environment such as thermolysis, hot injection, and various 
other methods. Also, the size and agglomeration can be controlled via using 
the organic solvents (octane, hexane, trioctylphosphine oxide, octadecene, 
etc.) The stabilization can be achieved by using hydrophobic groups such 
as amines or phosphines. But the intrinsic solubility of these stabilized QDs 
is poor. To increase the solubility in the aqueous solution, coating of the 
QDs surface by hydrophilic ligand is important [48–50]. The hydrophilic 
ligand can be overcoated by using ligand exchange, surface silanization, and 
amphiphilic combination [50–52]. Medintz et al. have reported a detailed 
schematic of common QD solubilization and biofunctionalization [53]. 

Materials Dopant ions References

Y3Al5O12 Ce3+ [38]

Sr2B2O5 Tm3+, Na+ [39]

K3La(PO4)2 Pr3+ [40]

Ba3GdNa(PO4)3F Eu2+ [41]

ZnWO4 Eu3+, Dy3+ [42]

Gd4O3F6 Er3+/Tm3+/Yb3+ [43]

LiNbO3 Ho3+/Yb3+/Tm3+ [44]

Table 3. 
Some synthesized phosphor applicable in the W-LED application.
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  FIR =    I  u   __  I  l  
   = B exp  (− ΔE / kT)   (4)

where “Iu” and “Il” are the integrated fluorescence intensities of the emissions 
from upper and lower TC energy level transitions, respectively. “B” is the pre-
exponential constant. “ΔE” is the energy gap of two TC energy levels. “k” and “T” 
are the Boltzmann’s constant and absolute temperature, respectively. Figure 5(f ) 
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  S =   d  (FIR)  ___________ dT    (5)

where all the terms have their usual meaning. The FIR technique is suitably 
applied in the RE ion-doped material for the detection of the temperature. The 
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3.5 Quantum dots for medical and clinical application
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cal application due to their highly efficient emissive properties. It is believed that 
the bare (uncoated) QDs cannot be applied directly in biological application due 
to their inherent toxicity. Due to their toxic behavior, their implication in clini-
cal usages is restricted. The QDs have proven their utility in bioapplications and 
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photostability, tunable emission, and longer lifetime. Currently, the major scope 
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known as nanomedicines. Recently, the use of the QDs has been found to increase 
progressively in in vitro and in vivo based biomedical experiments. It is supposed 
that the QDs have specific properties such as adequate circulating lifetime and 
minimal nonspecific deposition and must retain their fluorescence for a satisfacto-
rily long time.
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QDs surface by hydrophilic ligand is important [48–50]. The hydrophilic 
ligand can be overcoated by using ligand exchange, surface silanization, and 
amphiphilic combination [50–52]. Medintz et al. have reported a detailed 
schematic of common QD solubilization and biofunctionalization [53]. 
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Caps or ligand was used in biofunctionalization. Linkage to the QDs is given 
in pink color, biomolecule linking functionality is given in green color, and 
water solubility is given in blue color. Some models of the surface cap-
ping strategy and their interaction mechanism with the QDs and aqueous 
medium. For the cap exchange (top right) excess thiolated cap relocates the 
original TOP or TOPO coating via binding the ZnS surface layer with the 
thiol group and imparting hydrophilicity with the charged carboxyl (or other 
functionalities) which provides soluble colloidal QD dispersion.

iii. Targeted delivery of QDs: for targeted drug delivery (for in-vitro and in-vivo) 
of the QDs, the choice of use of the abovementioned processes depends on 
the application and also on the easy availability to carry out the strategy. It 
is observed that many alternative methods/strategies and ligands have been 
prepared for the specific biological applications. The essential steps required 
for the target specific delivery of the QDs are to reduce their effect over the 
nonrelevant cells, increase greater contrast in the localized area, and utilize 
more effective FRET-based processes to get better results [54].

The modifications of the QD surface for the labeling of a target can be done by 
using antibodies or enzymes, small molecules, and peptides [55, 56]. The versatile 
strategy has been found to be useful by antibodies. The requirements of the syn-
thetic procedures can be utilized in the small molecules, and hence, it is compli-
cated. It is observed that each process has its own advantage and disadvantage and 
thus no unique approach was seen to be ubiquitous for all applications [55–57]. The 
cell culture examination observed in most of the cases of vitro cell culture cannot 
show complete vivo tissue system. In this, various interactions between cell to cell 
and/or cell to matrix and many other diffusion /transport situations take place. The 
existence of the cells in the body exhibits 3D environments and is very serious for 
their growth and metabolism [58]. In the case of 2D cell culture on a flat substrate, 
all these interactions are effectively reduced, and thus, it confines their capacity to 
reiterate the appropriate level of in-vivo cellular retorts [59].

Lee et al. [60] first time performed a 3D spheroid culture-based NP toxic-
ity testing arrangement by using 3D-liver-tissue-spheroid models with human 
hepatocarcinoma (HepG2) cells. The human liver is considered as the main 
organ for NP gathering. The detailed investigation of the toxicity of cadmium 
telluride (CdTe) QDs in cell culture and in a 3D model has been signified. The 
model can be supposed to be intermediates between in vitro and in vivo obser-
vations. In the case of 2D cell culture, the HepG2 cells are attached closely to 
each other which exist in normally flat shape after spreading on a well-plate. On 
CdTe QD exposer, morphology was found to be changed after 12 h culture. A 
sufficient number of cells are disturbed (contracted and curved/roosted) and 
some are detached from the well-plate. The similar observation was observed 
in the case of CTAB-AuNPs in 2D cell culture. But, the negligible change in 
the cellular structure was seen in the citrate-stabilized gold (Au) NPs. Also, 
no significant morphology was changed in the 3D spheroid culture. However, 
a small rough spheroid surface in the CdTe and CTAB-Au NP-treated cultures 
was found. For the clear view, the confocal microscopy was used to identify the 
live or dead cells. It was observed that the dead cells (red in color) in 2D culture 
transferred into granular shape and were missing from the plate after dropping 
their cell-cell and cell-substrate interactions. Nevertheless, the spheroid culture 
has not changed any different morphology, and apparently, a small number of 
dead cells were found in the surface of the spheroids in a rugged manner. The 
observation tells that in the spheroid culture small dead cells are present as 
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compared to the 2D culture. This study suggests a comparative result between 
the 2D and 3D culture of HepG2 cells.

It is difficult to elucidate significant prediction by vivo effects based on the 
observation of vitro examination. The accurate mechanism involved in QD interac-
tion with the body with metabolism distribution and final elimination after the 
uptake/delivery is still not cleared. Generally, NPs treated before the delivery follow 
long visit via altered body transport systems. Injection is considered as one of the 
main ways for QD-based vivo studies. The exogenous particle contains various 
serum proteins that can be carried out by blood. Protein corona formed by the 
interaction of the QD and protein can develop as a layer on the QD surface. Protein 
corona formed on the surface of the NPs affects biodistribution and biocompat-
ibility. The available bloodstream helps in the delivery of NPs in various tissues 
and organs. The distribution is related to physio-anatomical structures of the 
vasculature and the physicochemical properties of the NPs. On completion of the 
distribution, the QDs undergo metabolic processing and will be evacuated from 
the body through the kidney and urine or feces. The excess sustained NPs inside 
of the body after holding long term periods can affect the normal function of 
organs/tissues. They can produce various toxicity levels such as metabolic toxicity, 
immunotoxicity, chronic organ toxicity, even genotoxicity, etc., [61]. The sufficient 
surface of vascular endothelial cells gives substantial space for the interactions with 
QDs specifically with negatively charged ones. The anionic QDs contain relatively 
low residence time in the blood and provide a huge accumulation in organs [62]. It 
has been observed that the high doses of the QDs produce contact activation and 
hence cause pulmonary vascular thrombosis by activating the coagulation cascade 
[63]. The importance of interaction of the QDs with blood cells is helpful in design 
for theranostic drug delivery resolutions. Fischer et al. have shown vivo mechanism 
by using two different (coated with mercaptoundecanoic acid and cross-linked with 
lysine and bovine serum albumin) coated QDs in rodents [64]. QDs coated with 
mercaptoundecanoic acid and cross-linked with lysine and bovine serum albumin 
was accumulated of about 40 and 99% in the liver after 90 min. A little amount 
of both the QDs was found in the spleen, kidney, and bone marrow. Moreover, 
the authors have not detected QDs in urine up to 10 days after intravenous dosing. 
Akerman et al. have observed a sufficient decrease of fluorescence via CdSe/ZnS 
QDs in animal studies using amphiphilic polymer and mercaptoacetic acid/peptide 
capped particles [65]. It has demonstrated slow metabolism degradation of QDs in 
mice. They observed a shift of the QD emission peak from red to blue upon long 
term exposure of over 2 years after injection of the QDs. In general, PEG-coated 
QDs decrease the toxicity in the cultured cells and provide good information related 
to lung tissue [66]. Tang et al. studied the biodistribution in mice and showed the 
effect of QD surface charge and their chemistry [67]. In spite of the surface chemis-
try and charge of the QDs, all the QDs produce toxic effect in liver, lung, and kidney 
after serious and long-term exposure. They observed that the PEG-coated QDs/
negatively charged QDs accumulated in the liver. The positively charged QDs were 
located in the lung. The silica coted QDs after 5 days of injection show a very few of 
about 8.6% amount remaining in the hepatic tissue. But the QDs having approxi-
mate negligible protein corona were cleared through urine. The larger aggregated 
NPs can be transported to the liver and pass away via the bile excretion [68]. David 
Wegner and Hildebrandt have presented a broad review on different QD-based 
imaging applications for technological and the biological point of view [69]. Their 
review focused on the broad aspect of the QD utilization in in vivo and in vitro 
application extending from the super-resolution microscopy and single-particle 
tracking over in vitro cell and tissue imaging to in vivo examinations, drug or gene 
delivery to theranostic approaches and multimodal imaging.
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Tsoi et al. have reported the blood clearance mechanism of managed hard 
nanomaterials or NPs relative to blood flow dynamics, organ microarchitecture, and 
cellular phenotype [70]. They observed that the velocity of the NPs which enters and 
traverse the liver reduces about 1000 times and shows 7.5 times NP interaction with 
the hepatic cells relative to peripheral cells. The three hard nanomaterial models, viz. 
quantum dots, gold nanoparticles, and silica nanoparticles, have been selected for the 
vivo examinations. Figure 6 shows the distribution of QDs in the liver subsequent 
systemic intravascular injection. Figure 6(a) reflects the silver-stained section of a 
rat liver that was perfused 4 h post QDs injection. The accumulation of the QDs at a 
very higher amount was seen in the zone surrounding the portal triad than in the zone 
surrounding the central vein. Twenty-eight portal triad-central vein pairs have been 
analyzed. Here, one repeating unit of the liver microarchitecture is given for under-
standing Figure 6(a). The blood flows can be seen from liver via the hepatic artery 
and portal vein that are positioned in the portal triad. The blood flows out of the 
liver through the central vein part of the liver. The zone of a radial distance of around 
100 μm was taken for the tracing for each vascular unit of the liver. In Figure 6(a),  
the scale bar is taken as 100 μm. The outline of the image processing that has been 
used to measure the accumulation of the QDs in the zone bordering of the portal triad 
and central vein has been shown in Figure 6(b). Firstly, the zone surrounding each 
vascular structure has been removed by taking 100 μm radius from the vessel border. 
Secondly, the images were converted into a binary format and thresholder to isolate 

Figure 6. 
Distribution of the QDs in liver succeeding systemic intravascular injection. (a) Silver-stained segment of a 
rat-liver that is perfused 4-h post-QD-injection (counterstained with hematoxylin). One repeating unit of the 
liver microarchitecture has been shown. Blood is flowing into the liver through the hepatic artery and portal 
vein, which are positioned in the portal triad. Blood is flowing out of the liver via the central vein. A zone with 
a radial distance of 100 μm was traced around each vascular unit. Scale bar is taken as 100 μm. (b) An outline 
of the image processing used to quantify QD growth in the zones nearby the portal triad and central vein. First, 
the zone neighboring of each vascular construction was removed using a radius of 100 μm from the vessel edge. 
Second, the image was transformed into a binary format and thresholder to isolate condensed silver. Finally, 
the area of each silver stain was controlled along with its coordinates (x, y) relative to the center of the vessel. 
The area of reduced silver corresponds to the amount of QDs gathering and is shown by a color range, where 
soft blue specifies a small amount of QD accumulation and dark blue shows a large amount of QDs gathering 
in each distinct position. (c) Twenty-eight portal triad-central vein pairs were analyzed and the results were 
combined. Scale bar is taken as 100 μm. (d) Scatter plot associated with the area of each silver staining in 
the zone surrounding the portal triad versus in the zone surrounding the central vein. Here, the plotted data 
are displayed same as shown in (c). Statistical significance was assessed by using a two-tailed unpaired t-test. 
Reproduced with permission from Ref. [70].
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reduced silver. Then finally, the area of each silver strain has been scaled by using 
its coordinates (x, y) relative to the vessel center. The area of the QD accumulation 
has been given by a color spectrum in which the pale blue color represents a small 
amount of the QD accumulation and the dark blue reflects a large amount of QD 
accumulation in each individual location. The complete twenty-eight portal tried-
central vein pairs were inspected. The combination of the results with the scale of 
the 100 μm is shown in the Figure 6(c). The area of each region of silver marking in 
the zone surrounding the portal triad versus in the zone surrounding the central vein 
has been illustrated in Figure 6(d). The data points taken are the same as shown in 
Figure 6(c). Moreover, two-tailed unpaired t-test was considered for the statistical 
significance of the data. The mechanism of nanomaterial transport in the liver has 
been shown in Figure 7. The NPs that are injected in the bloodstream encounter the 
mononuclear phagocyte system (MRS), which is the group of organs with containing 
phagocytic cells. The degree of NP uptake within each MPS organ can be monitored 
from the intensity of the blue color (see Figure 7). When the NPs transit from the 
peripheral circulation to the liver, the observed velocity is found to decrease up to 
1000 folds. This implies that the NPs could interact with the liver and hence their 
clearance is possible form the bloodstream. There exist a concentration gradient in 
the NPs along the length of the sinusoid, and the amount of the NPs leaving the liver 
via the central vein is lower than the amount that enters through the portal triad. 

Figure 7. 
Nanomaterial or NP mechanism for the transportation in the liver. The injected NPs into the bloodstream 
meet the MPS, which is a group of organs containing phagocytic cells. The emission intensity of the blue color 
in the figure imitates the mark of nanomaterial/NPs uptake within each MPS organ. As the NPs’ transition 
from the peripheral circulation to the liver takes place, 1000 times their velocity is found to reduce. This allows 
the NPs to interact with a variety of cells, hence resulting in their gradual clearance from the blood stream. 
A concentration gradient of nanomaterials/NPs along the length of the sinusoid is seen, and the amount 
leaving the liver through the central vein is lower than that of the amount which enters via the portal triad 
(see the diagram of liver lobule, as shown in the bottom right). The cells, “B” and “T” are showing a border 
to the portal triad and are exposed to a high concentration of incoming NPs (can be seen from the schematic 
of a liver sinusoid, top). The difference in nanomaterial/NP uptake between these two cell types is because 
of the increased endocytic/phagocytic capacity of “B” cells as compared with the “T” cells. From the NPs, 
that escaped the first set of cellular interactions which is moving along the sinusoid and can come into contact 
with endothelial and Kupffer cells. Hepatocytes are separated from the bloodstream by a layer of fenestrated 
endothelial cells and do not seem to take up intact with the hard nanomaterials/NPs. Nanomaterials/NPs 
that have been escaped uptake during a pass through the liver return to the systemic circulation via the central 
vein and are ultimately carried back to the liver (or another MPS organ). This process is repeated until 
nanomaterial/NP clearance from the bloodstream is completed. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [70].
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of the image processing used to quantify QD growth in the zones nearby the portal triad and central vein. First, 
the zone neighboring of each vascular construction was removed using a radius of 100 μm from the vessel edge. 
Second, the image was transformed into a binary format and thresholder to isolate condensed silver. Finally, 
the area of each silver stain was controlled along with its coordinates (x, y) relative to the center of the vessel. 
The area of reduced silver corresponds to the amount of QDs gathering and is shown by a color range, where 
soft blue specifies a small amount of QD accumulation and dark blue shows a large amount of QDs gathering 
in each distinct position. (c) Twenty-eight portal triad-central vein pairs were analyzed and the results were 
combined. Scale bar is taken as 100 μm. (d) Scatter plot associated with the area of each silver staining in 
the zone surrounding the portal triad versus in the zone surrounding the central vein. Here, the plotted data 
are displayed same as shown in (c). Statistical significance was assessed by using a two-tailed unpaired t-test. 
Reproduced with permission from Ref. [70].
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reduced silver. Then finally, the area of each silver strain has been scaled by using 
its coordinates (x, y) relative to the vessel center. The area of the QD accumulation 
has been given by a color spectrum in which the pale blue color represents a small 
amount of the QD accumulation and the dark blue reflects a large amount of QD 
accumulation in each individual location. The complete twenty-eight portal tried-
central vein pairs were inspected. The combination of the results with the scale of 
the 100 μm is shown in the Figure 6(c). The area of each region of silver marking in 
the zone surrounding the portal triad versus in the zone surrounding the central vein 
has been illustrated in Figure 6(d). The data points taken are the same as shown in 
Figure 6(c). Moreover, two-tailed unpaired t-test was considered for the statistical 
significance of the data. The mechanism of nanomaterial transport in the liver has 
been shown in Figure 7. The NPs that are injected in the bloodstream encounter the 
mononuclear phagocyte system (MRS), which is the group of organs with containing 
phagocytic cells. The degree of NP uptake within each MPS organ can be monitored 
from the intensity of the blue color (see Figure 7). When the NPs transit from the 
peripheral circulation to the liver, the observed velocity is found to decrease up to 
1000 folds. This implies that the NPs could interact with the liver and hence their 
clearance is possible form the bloodstream. There exist a concentration gradient in 
the NPs along the length of the sinusoid, and the amount of the NPs leaving the liver 
via the central vein is lower than the amount that enters through the portal triad. 

Figure 7. 
Nanomaterial or NP mechanism for the transportation in the liver. The injected NPs into the bloodstream 
meet the MPS, which is a group of organs containing phagocytic cells. The emission intensity of the blue color 
in the figure imitates the mark of nanomaterial/NPs uptake within each MPS organ. As the NPs’ transition 
from the peripheral circulation to the liver takes place, 1000 times their velocity is found to reduce. This allows 
the NPs to interact with a variety of cells, hence resulting in their gradual clearance from the blood stream. 
A concentration gradient of nanomaterials/NPs along the length of the sinusoid is seen, and the amount 
leaving the liver through the central vein is lower than that of the amount which enters via the portal triad 
(see the diagram of liver lobule, as shown in the bottom right). The cells, “B” and “T” are showing a border 
to the portal triad and are exposed to a high concentration of incoming NPs (can be seen from the schematic 
of a liver sinusoid, top). The difference in nanomaterial/NP uptake between these two cell types is because 
of the increased endocytic/phagocytic capacity of “B” cells as compared with the “T” cells. From the NPs, 
that escaped the first set of cellular interactions which is moving along the sinusoid and can come into contact 
with endothelial and Kupffer cells. Hepatocytes are separated from the bloodstream by a layer of fenestrated 
endothelial cells and do not seem to take up intact with the hard nanomaterials/NPs. Nanomaterials/NPs 
that have been escaped uptake during a pass through the liver return to the systemic circulation via the central 
vein and are ultimately carried back to the liver (or another MPS organ). This process is repeated until 
nanomaterial/NP clearance from the bloodstream is completed. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [70].
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It can be seen that the “B” and “T” cells border the portal triad and open to a high 
concentration of incoming NPs. The observed differences that have been up-taken in 
both the NPs occur due to the increased endocytic or phagocytic capacity of “B” cells 
compared with “T” cells. The escaped NPs from the first set of cellular interaction can 
move along the sinusoid and hence can come into close contact with the endothelial 
and Kupffer cells. By a layer of fenestrated endothelial cells, the hepatocytes can be 
separated from the bloodstream and were not observed to take up hard NPs. The 
escaped NPs pass from the liver to the circulation process in the central vein and can 
return back to the liver or through the MPS organs. The steps involved in the process 
can be repeated by the NPs until the clearance from the blood stream is competed.

Figure 8. 
Noninvasive imaging using 645 nm mPEG-750 QDs [left, (A, C, E)] and 655 nm-emitting mPEG-5000 QDs 
[right, (B, D, F, G)]. Nude mice have been taken to image at 1 min (A and B), 10 min (C and D), 1 h (E and 
F), and 3 h (G) post injection. It has been noted that even at 1 min, significant liver uptake is visible using 
mPEG-750 QDs (A), while even at 10 min there is little or no visible liver uptake using mPEG-5000 QDs (D). 
At 1 h, the difference between mPEG-750 QDs (E) and mPEG-5000 QDs is even more marked, with PEG-750 
QDs completely cleared from the circulation, while mPEG-5000 QDs persist (F); even 3 h post injection, 
mPEG-5000 QDs remain in circulation (G). Since it is essentially found that all fluorescence was cleared from 
the circulation by 1 h, imaging of mPEG-750 QDs was terminated at 1 h after injection. In other experiments, 
we found that the pattern of deposition of mPEG-750 QDs can be seen at 1 h which remained stable for at least 
24 h. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [71].
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Ballou et al. have tested four different surface-coated QDs in in vivo imaging [71]. 
They have shown the QD localization using fluorescence imaging of living animals 
by necropsy, electron microscopy, frozen tissue sections (optical microscopy), 
and on scales oscillating from centimeters to nanometers for detection purpose by 
using only QDs. Figure 8 shows the noninvasive imaging using 645 nm methoxy- or 
carboxy-terminated poly(ethylene glycol) amine, that is, mPEG-750 QDs (left, A, 
C, E) and 655 nm-emitting mPEG-5000 QDs (right, B, D, F, G). Nude mice were 
taken for the imaging at various time scales, 1 min, 10 min, 1 h, and 3 h, post injec-
tion for the study. It has been noted that even at 1 min, sufficient liver uptake is 
found to be visible by using mPEG-750 QDs (A); after 10 min only a very little or 
negligible visible liver uptake using mPEG-5000 QDs (D) was found. At 1 h time, 
an important difference between mPEG-750 QDs (E) and mPEG-5000 QDs is to be 
remarked, with PEG-750 QDs completely cleared from the circulation process, while 
mPEG-5000 QDs are to be seen persevered; even 3 h post injection, mPEG-5000 
QDs remain in circulation. Moreover, it is crucial that all fluorescence is cleared from 
the circulation by up to 1 h; imaging of mPEG-750 QDs was found to complete at 1 h 
after injection. In other trials, they observed that the pattern of deposition of mPEG-
750 QDs was realized at 1 h, which remained stable for at least 24 h.

The small QDs can penetrate in the blood-vessel walls and tissues and work as 
tracing peptides, in the in vivo antibody, tumor targeting, and as lymph node map-
ping due to their penetration of lymphatic walls [72–74]. But, the ability of the QDs 
to penetrate in other immunological barriers is not very much clear to date. Placental 
barrier (acts as a discriminating membrane to substances passing from maternal to 
fetal blood) has been considered an important process in humans/animals because 
of the prevention from the foreign materials via bacteria, viruses, and other organic 
or inorganic particles. Moreover, all foreign materials cannot effectively stop by this 
barrier. Some drugs cannot be employed in pregnant woman since it can be trans-
ported to the fetus across the placental barrier. At that place, they have the possibility 
to cause congenital malformations or miscarriage [75]. Chu et al. have reported [76] 
the inspection of intact QDs within the placental barrier. The transfer of QDs from 
pregnant animals to fetuses was reported successfully. The fetuses were cryosec-
tioned at the time of observation. The ultrafine sections were distinguished with 
the support of fluorescence microscopy. Fluorescence was not at all observed in any 
tissues from QDs (red in color). The findings suggest that the QDs may be passed 
from female mice to their fetuses across the placental barrier. The small QDs have 
been transferred easily than their larger counterpart. The number of the QDs thus 
transferred will turn on the dosage. The increase in the QD dosage reveals enhance-
ment in the transportation. Moreover, the QDs coated with the silica or other organic 
(such as polyethylene glycol PEG) layer could hinder the transportation process. 
This result shows that the clinical approach of QDs is limited in pregnant women.

4. Conclusion

The chapter includes a verity of luminescent materials that are useful in diverse 
applications such as development of the LEDs, display, temperature sensing, 
and biomedical applications. The spectroscopy of rare earth ions with their basic 
properties has been given in detail. The mechanism for understanding the emission 
processes involved in the RE activated optical materials has been discussed in a 
broad view by taking the concept of energy migration within the luminescent ions. 
The uses of these optical materials, viz. quantum dots and phosphors, have been 
incorporated. A broad view of the quantum dots has been accounted while consid-
ering the surface modification to show their biomedical application.
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Chapter 2

Triboluminescence: Materials, 
Properties, and Applications
Zhaofeng Wang and Fu Wang

Abstract

Triboluminescence is one of the types of luminescence that could be activated by 
mechanical stress. Considering the rising research efforts and achievements in recent 
years, this chapter provides an overview on the study of triboluminescence. The first 
part gives a background description regarding the history, research status, and advan-
tages of triboluminescence. Then, we summarize the material systems for tribolumi-
nescence in both organics and inorganics. In the third part, we review the properties of 
triboluminescence, particularly on the unique characteristics and their improvements. 
Finally, we give a comprehensive summary on the developments of triboluminescent 
devices for applications in various fields in terms of mechanical engineering, energy, 
biological monitoring, and sensors as well as lighting, imaging, and displaying.

Keywords: triboluminescence, crystals, spectral characteristics, cycling stability, 
advanced applications

1. Introduction

Triboluminescence (TL) refers to the phenomenon that materials could emit 
light when they are mechanically stimulated, such as rubbing, grinding, impact, 
stretching, and compression [1–3]. TL was first recorded by Francis Bacon in 1605 
when breaking the sugar crystals [4]. After that, TL has been found in many solids, 
such as rocks, quartz, alkaline halide, molecular crystals, and some organic materi-
als [5]. It is estimated that nearly 50% of inorganic compounds and 30% of organic 
molecular solids have been confirmed to have TL [6]. Because TL could be directly 
activated by the widely existed mechanical activities in daily life without requiring 
artificial optical/electrical sources, TL shows great advantages in energy saving and 
environmental protection [7].

In general, TL could be classified into three types, i.e., fracture TL, plastic TL, 
and elastic TL [8], as illustrated in Figure 1. Among them, the elastic TL has gained 
the most attention because of its structure nondestructive characteristic which is 
crucial for practical applications. The present researches of TL are mainly focused 
on the development of novel TL materials and the performance improvement in 
terms of brightness, color manipulation, and cyclic stability [9–11]. Based on the 
efforts in the above aspects, a variety of decent applications of TL materials have 
been achieved in recent years, covering the fields of mechanical engineering, energy, 
biological monitoring, and sensors as well as lighting, imaging, and displaying.

In this chapter, we provide an overview of TL, regarding the materials, proper-
ties, and applications. Since TL covers a large range from organics to inorganics 
with emitting types from fracture TL to plastic TL and elastic TL, most of the 
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Chapter 2

Triboluminescence: Materials, 
Properties, and Applications
Zhaofeng Wang and Fu Wang

Abstract

Triboluminescence is one of the types of luminescence that could be activated by 
mechanical stress. Considering the rising research efforts and achievements in recent 
years, this chapter provides an overview on the study of triboluminescence. The first 
part gives a background description regarding the history, research status, and advan-
tages of triboluminescence. Then, we summarize the material systems for tribolumi-
nescence in both organics and inorganics. In the third part, we review the properties of 
triboluminescence, particularly on the unique characteristics and their improvements. 
Finally, we give a comprehensive summary on the developments of triboluminescent 
devices for applications in various fields in terms of mechanical engineering, energy, 
biological monitoring, and sensors as well as lighting, imaging, and displaying.

Keywords: triboluminescence, crystals, spectral characteristics, cycling stability, 
advanced applications

1. Introduction

Triboluminescence (TL) refers to the phenomenon that materials could emit 
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such as rocks, quartz, alkaline halide, molecular crystals, and some organic materi-
als [5]. It is estimated that nearly 50% of inorganic compounds and 30% of organic 
molecular solids have been confirmed to have TL [6]. Because TL could be directly 
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environmental protection [7].

In general, TL could be classified into three types, i.e., fracture TL, plastic TL, 
and elastic TL [8], as illustrated in Figure 1. Among them, the elastic TL has gained 
the most attention because of its structure nondestructive characteristic which is 
crucial for practical applications. The present researches of TL are mainly focused 
on the development of novel TL materials and the performance improvement in 
terms of brightness, color manipulation, and cyclic stability [9–11]. Based on the 
efforts in the above aspects, a variety of decent applications of TL materials have 
been achieved in recent years, covering the fields of mechanical engineering, energy, 
biological monitoring, and sensors as well as lighting, imaging, and displaying.

In this chapter, we provide an overview of TL, regarding the materials, proper-
ties, and applications. Since TL covers a large range from organics to inorganics 
with emitting types from fracture TL to plastic TL and elastic TL, most of the 
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content of the chapter was focused on the elastic TL of inorganic solids in which 
the most significant progresses have been made during recent years. We hope that 
this chapter could provide a deep understanding of TL and stimulated new ideas for 
further researches.

2. TL materials

2.1 Organic crystals and organometallic compounds

Organic crystals and organometallic compounds represent an important 
part of TL materials. About 19% of organics and 37% of aromatic compounds 
are estimated to have TL [12]. According to molecular structure, the TL organic 
crystals could be divided into nonaromatic organic crystals and aromatic com-
pounds. The main nonaromatic organics include sugar (e.g., D-glucose, lactose, 
maltose, L-rhamnose, sucrose), tartaric acid/tartrate (e.g., ammonium tartrate, 
sodium tartrate) and other nonaromatic organics (e.g., L-ascorbic acid, cho-
lesteryl salicylate, cholestenol, ammonium oxalate, disodium hydrogen citrate, 
aniline hydrochloride) [13–15]. The main aromatic compounds are coumarin, 
acenaphthene, phthalic anhydride, phenanthrene, phenol derivatives, 9-anthryl 
carbinol, N-phenyl-substituted imides, carbazole derivatives, hexaphenylcarbodi-
phosphorane (Ph3P)2C, and some aggregation-induced emission compounds (e.g., 
tetraphenylethene compounds, N-substituted phenothiazine, aryl dioxaboro-
lane, N-substituted dihydroacridine) [16–18]. The above aromatic compounds 
always possess distinctive TL characteristics because of their peculiar molecular 
structure, and their TL should arise from the spin-allowed/spin-forbidden 
electron transition of molecular excited state (π-π* transition), likewise with their 
photoluminescence (PL). Moreover, impurities play special roles in TL of some 
compounds.

Organometallic compounds, including rare earth and transition metal com-
plexes, have also featured TL. The typical examples are some β-diketone complexes 
of LnIII ion (Ln = Eu, Sm, Pr, Yb, Tb, Gd, or Nb). Among them, the europium 
complexes (EuD4TEA and its doped forms) generate extremely bright and daylight-
visible red-orange TL, which is much stronger than that of the others [19]. But these 

Figure 1. 
Illustration of the fracture, plastic, and elastic deformation-induced TL in organic and inorganic crystals.
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complexes show a very sharp emission band corresponding to the f-f transition 
of Eu3+ ions. The transition metal-based complexes are mainly MnII, copperI, and 
PtII complexes, such as Mn(Ph3PO)2X2 (X = Cl, Br), (MePh3P)2MnCl4, Cu(NCS)
(py)2(PPh3), and Pt(ipyim)(bipz), which give a broad emission band [20].

2.2 Inorganic compounds

The inorganic TL compounds are composed by hosts and doping luminescent 
centers. The inorganic hosts include the halides (e.g., KCl, KBr, NaF, RbBr, and RbI 
[21]), oxides (e.g., Al2O3 [22] and ZrO2 [23]), sulfides (e.g., ZnS [24]), oxysulfides 
(e.g., CaZnOS [10] and BaZnOS [25]), aluminates (e.g., SrAl2O4 [1], Sr3Al2O6 [7], 
and CaYAl3O7 [9]), silicates (e.g., Sr2MgSi2O7 and SrCaMgSi2O7 [26]), phosphates 
(e.g., Li3PO4 [27] and SrMg2(PO4)2 [28]), borates (e.g., BaB4O7 [29]), titanates (e.g., 
BaTiO3 and CaTiO3 [30]), niobates (e.g., Ca2Nb2O7 [31] and LiNbO3 [32]), stannates 
(e.g., Sr2SnO4 [33]), sulfates (e.g., BaSO4 [34]), and oxynitrides (e.g., BaSi2O2N2 
[35]). Rare earth ions are the common doped ions in inorganic TL compounds, such 
as Eu2+, Eu3+, Pr3+, Dy3+, Ce3+, Tb3+, Er3+, and Sm3+ [4]. The other metal ions, like 
Mn2+, Cu+, and Ti4+ ions [23, 36], are also employed as the luminescent centers in 
inorganic TL compounds. To date, the well-recognized inorganic compounds with 
bright TL are SrAl2O4:Eu2+, Dy3+ (SAOED), and ZnS:Mn2+/Cu+.

3. TL properties

3.1 Spectral characteristics

In many organic and inorganic systems, the TL spectra are consistent with the 
PL spectra, suggesting they possess the same emitting processes. The differences 
between TL and PL lie in the excitation/activation processes that TL originates 
from the release of the trapped carries or the piezoelectric effect under mechanical 
stimuli. In some systems, like BaZnOS:Mn2+ [25], the compression-induced TL and 
rubbing-induced TL exhibit 24 nm and 48 nm blueshift, respectively, compared to 
that of PL (Figure 2). Such phenomenon could be ascribed to the conduction band 
and valence band tailoring by piezoelectric fields.

In piezoelectric materials, there is also obvious difference on the concentration 
quenching between PL and TL. For example, the quenching concentrations of 
Pr3+ in CaNb2O6, Ca2Nb2O7, and Ca3Nb2O8 for TL are 0.25 mol%, 0.1 mol%, and 
0.075 mol%, respectively, while the values for PL are 0.5 mol%, 0.3 mol%, and 
0.1 mol%, respectively [31]. The decreased quenching concentration of TL was 
attributed to the participation of piezoelectric field in delivering the energy from 
traps to quenching centers.

3.2 Cycling stability

The TL of organic molecules or complexes mostly originates from the fracture 
of crystals, and thus there is no cycling stability for such materials. For the TL along 
with the nondestructive structure, mainly referring to the piezoelectric effect and 
de-trapping-induced TL, the cycling stability is particularly important. The TL 
aroused by piezoelectric effects usually exhibits stable luminescence when activated 
by cyclic mechanical tests [37]. For example, the Pr3+-doped LiNbO3 could keep 
its TL intensity for more than 100 cycles [32]. ZnS:Cu/PDMS composites could 
maintain the TL intensity up to 30,000 cycles of stretching, and the intensity still 
reached 65% of the initial one without a color change even after 100,000 cycles of 
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that of PL (Figure 2). Such phenomenon could be ascribed to the conduction band 
and valence band tailoring by piezoelectric fields.

In piezoelectric materials, there is also obvious difference on the concentration 
quenching between PL and TL. For example, the quenching concentrations of 
Pr3+ in CaNb2O6, Ca2Nb2O7, and Ca3Nb2O8 for TL are 0.25 mol%, 0.1 mol%, and 
0.075 mol%, respectively, while the values for PL are 0.5 mol%, 0.3 mol%, and 
0.1 mol%, respectively [31]. The decreased quenching concentration of TL was 
attributed to the participation of piezoelectric field in delivering the energy from 
traps to quenching centers.

3.2 Cycling stability

The TL of organic molecules or complexes mostly originates from the fracture 
of crystals, and thus there is no cycling stability for such materials. For the TL along 
with the nondestructive structure, mainly referring to the piezoelectric effect and 
de-trapping-induced TL, the cycling stability is particularly important. The TL 
aroused by piezoelectric effects usually exhibits stable luminescence when activated 
by cyclic mechanical tests [37]. For example, the Pr3+-doped LiNbO3 could keep 
its TL intensity for more than 100 cycles [32]. ZnS:Cu/PDMS composites could 
maintain the TL intensity up to 30,000 cycles of stretching, and the intensity still 
reached 65% of the initial one without a color change even after 100,000 cycles of 
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tests [38]. However, for the TL aroused by the de-trapping of carriers in structure, 
intensity degradation would be serious during cycling tests, i.e., such materials 
showed poor cycling stability [39, 40]. To overcome the above issue, great efforts 
have been made based on the TL mechanism in terms of the de-trapping processes. 
Researchers proposed a strategy to improve the cycling stability of the de-trapping-
induced TL by applying an extra UV irradiation source to ensure the balance 
between the trapping and de-trapping of carries [11]. The power density played 
a key role to stabilize the TL intensity, and the effective power density was deter-
mined to be 1000 mW/cm2 as shown in Figure 3 [41].

3.3 Intrinsic structure-dependent TL

The TL characteristics could be directly modulated by varying the concentration 
of luminescent centers. Generally, there is a concentration quenching phenomenon 
in terms of TL intensity. In CaZnOS:Mn2+, the increase of the doping concentration 
of Mn2+ could not only vary the TL intensity with a trend that increases first and 
then decreases but also arouse a redshift on the TL spectra with the emitting color 
manipulated from orange to red [10]. In addition, the chemical composition of the 
hosts, namely, the variation of the defect phases or traps, could also cause signifi-
cant variations on the TL intensity and color. In (Ba,Ca)TiO3:Pr3+, the co-dopant of 
trivalent rare earth ions, such as La3+, Y3+, Nd3+, Gd3+, Yb3+, and Lu3+, could greatly 
improve the TL intensity, in which Gd3+ could enhance the intensity more than 
61% [30]. This is because that the co-dopant of the above ions could increase the 
concentration of the carries in traps and thus lead to more luminescence emitted 
under mechanical stimuli. In Sr2MgSi2O7:Eu2+, when part of Sr2+ was substituted 
by Ca2+ or Ba2+, the TL intensity and emitting color could be adjusted simultane-
ously [26]. SrBaMgSi2O7:Eu2+ showed the lowest TL intensity compared to that of 
Sr2MgSi2O7:Eu2+ and SrCaMgSi2O7:Eu2+. The replacement of Sr2+ by Ca2+ or Ba2+ in 
Sr2MgSi2O7:Eu2+ could further manipulate the emission band in a wide range from 
440 nm to 499 nm. Researches also showed that the TL performance is dependent 
on the crystal size. In sucrose crystals, the TL intensity significantly increased 
with increasing crystal size (Figure 4), which could be explained by piezoelectric 
mechanism [42].

Figure 2. 
Spectral comparison of the PL, compression-induced TL, and rubbing-induced TL in BaZnOS:Mn2+. 
Reproduced by permission of the Royal Society of Chemistry [25].
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3.4 External factor-dependent TL

The TL powders could be directly stimulated by ultrasonication or impact. The 
ultrasonic TL is dependent on the ultrasonic power with a linear relationship [43]. 
The impact-induced TL is strongly affected by the impact velocity or impact energy 
[2, 44]. When TL powders were composited in various matrices, other mechanical 

Figure 3. 
TL intensity of SAOED response to the cyclic load at a frequency of 1 Hz under different irradiation conditions: 
(a) with UV irradiation turned off; (b) under a UV irradiation with a power density of 200 mW/cm2; 
(c) under a UV irradiation with a power density of 1000 mW/cm2. Reproduced by permission of the OSA 
Publishing [41].

Figure 4. 
TL integrated intensity on dependent of particle sizes of sucrose crystals. Reproduced by permission of the 
American Chemical Society [42].
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TL integrated intensity on dependent of particle sizes of sucrose crystals. Reproduced by permission of the 
American Chemical Society [42].
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actions, such as rubbing, stretching, and compression, would be employed for 
TL. The intensity of the rubbing-induced TL shows relationships to both the 
applied normal load and the friction velocity [43]. For the stretching-induced 
TL, the elastic modulus plays a key role on the critical strain [45]. In addition, TL 
intensity varies along with the change of strain levels and stretching speeds [7]. For 
the compression-induced TL, it depends on the applied load as well as the deforma-
tion rate [31, 37].

4. Applications

TL materials could be composited in a variety of hosts, such as polymer matrices 
and metal bulk materials. The as-fabricated TL composites could emit light under 
the stimulus of mechanical behaviors for various applications. Because SrAl2O4:Eu2+ 
and ZnS:Mn2+/Cu+ are the well-recognized intense TL materials, the present appli-
cations almost focus on them.

4.1 Structural health monitoring

The TL composites could be directly stimulated by the inner stress, showing 
application perspectives in structural health monitoring of devices, machines, 
and buildings [46–48]. To date, TL materials have been well employed to visual-
ize and monitor the stress distribution as well as the fatigue crack initiation and 
propagation of matrices [1, 49, 50]. The sensitization of stress distribution in solids 
was first conducted by C-N. Xu et al. [1] They composited the green-emitting 
SrAl2O4:Eu2+ TL powders in epoxy resins and confirmed that the TL behaviors 
of the SrAl2O4:Eu2+/epoxy composites under a compressive load of 1000 N could 
reflect the stress distribution based on the experimental and simulative results. The 
SrAl2O4:Eu2+/epoxy composites were further employed to realize the measurements 
of instantaneous R-curves and bridging stress in a fast-propagating crack system 
(Figure 5) [51].

Based on the above pioneering achievements, researchers successfully developed 
the structural health monitoring applications of TL materials in steel box girders 
[52], hydrogen storage cylinders [53], and gas pipelines [54]. Compared with the 
conventional monitoring methods by electrical and magnetic signals, the approach 
by TL signals shows advantages of contactless, wireless, convenient, and visualiza-
tion [49, 52].

Figure 5. 
Experimental R-curve and bridging stress distribution in the crack wake based on the TL of 
SAOED. Reproduced by permission of Elsevier B.V. [51].
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4.2 Impact/load sensor

When TL materials undergo loading or impact, the emitted luminescence shows 
one-to-one correspondence between the emission intensity and impact/loading 
energy, which could be utilized to develop impact/load sensors to record the related 
mechanical information [2]. However, for the sensors fabricated from SrAl2O4:Eu2+, 
the prominent problem is that the TL intensity will be decreased along with the 
increase of impact times or loading time, i.e., SrAl2O4:Eu2+ shows poor cycling 
stability that goes against for its applications as impact/load sensors [41, 44]. 
Researchers further found that when an ultraviolet (UV) irradiation source with 
a certain power density was applied, SrAl2O4:Eu2+ could keep the TL intensity 
stably based on the balance of trapping and de-trapping of the carriers in structure 
[41, 44]. The proposed SrAl2O4:Eu2+-based sensor under UV irradiation could 
stably sensitize the applied load both in dynamic and static states (Figure 6) [41]. 
Differing from SrAl2O4:Eu2+, ZnS:Mn/Cu showed almost no TL intensity degrada-
tion along with the increase of cycle numbers because of the piezoelectric effect, 
which could be directly used for impact/load sensor applications without needing 
an extra UV irradiation [37, 55].

4.3 Lighting, imaging, and displaying

The exploited devices for lighting, imaging, and displaying are mainly fabricated 
from ZnS:Mn/Cu and elastomer matrices. The as-fabricated ZnS:Cu/PDMS flexible 
composites showed bright and durable TL under stretching with a brightness of ca. 
120 cd/m2 and durability over 10,000 cycles [38]. The composites could be further 
fabricated into fabrics with patterns that could be applied for imaging and display-
ing as presented in Figure 7 [56].

In addition to the stimulus of stretching and rubbing, the TL composites could 
also be activated by various mechanical sources, such as wind [5], magnetic field 
[57], and ultrasonic wave [58], which fulfill the requirements of green and sus-
tainable developments. For practical applications in lighting and displaying, the 
TL flexible devices with a white light or multicolored emissions are required, and 
a variety of strategies have been proposed. For example, Jeong et al. employed 
ZnS:Cu, Mn and ZnS:Cu as the orange and green TL materials, respectively, and 
fabricated ZnS-based flexible composites, in which TL color manipulation includ-
ing a warm white light was demonstrated by adjusting the component ratios of 

Figure 6. 
Load responsiveness of SAOED in static and dynamic states with UV irradiation turned on and turned off. 
Reproduced by permission of the OSA Publishing [41].
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ZnS:Cu, Mn and ZnS:Cu [36]. They further presented a strategy for the TL color 
manipulation of doped ZnS by physically combining fluorescent dyes in PDMS 
elastomers based on the energy transfer between the TL of doped ZnS and the PL 
of dyes [59]. Hao and his co-workers also realized the remote tuning of TL color of 
ZnS:Al, Cu/PDMS composites by modulating the frequency of magnetic field [60]. 
In addition, flexible devices with dual-mode emissions, i.e., EL and TL, have also 
been developed for imaging and displaying [59, 61].

4.4 Pressure sensor

The TL flexible composites exhibit luminescent signals dependent on the 
applied pressure. Based on such performance, Wang et al. developed a ZnS:Mn-
based pressure sensor for both single-point dynamic pressure recording and 
2D planar pressure mapping with a high spatial resolution of 100 μm and a fast 
response time less than 10 ms [24]. The pressure sensor was further used as a flex-
ible handwriting device that could collect the information of both signatures and 
signing habits as shown in Figure 8, exhibiting high-level security compared with 
the existing technologies. They further introduced the single-electrode triboelec-
tric nanogenerator in the ZnS:Mn-based flexible composites and obtained a full 
dynamic-range pressure sensor for the visualization of pressure distribution both 
in low pressure regimes (< 100 kPa) and high-pressure regimes (> 1 MPa) with an 
excellent pressure sensitivity of 6 MPa−1 [62]. In addition, CaZnOS:Er3+ thin-film 
was prepared, which possessed the pressure and temperature sensing based on its 
TL and upconversion luminescence [63].

Figure 7. 
TL fabrics based on the doped ZnS (a) fibers, (b) ribbons, and (c) dots; corresponding (d–f) optical and (g–i) 
TL photographs of the fabrics in (a–c). Reproduced by permission of the Royal Society of Chemistry [56].
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4.5 Stress/strain sensor

When the TL materials are introduced in elastic matrices, stress/strain sensor 
could be obtained. At present, the widely employed TL materials for fabricating 
stress/strain sensors are ZnS:Mn, ZnS:Cu, and SrAl2O4:Eu, because of their promi-
nent TL properties as well as the one-to-one correspondence between the TL inten-
sity and stress/strain. Yun et al. [64] further found that the co-dopant of Dy3+ in 
SrAl2O4:Eu could improve its performance as stress sensor based on the sensitivity. In 
addition to sense the stress or strain by analyzing the TL intensity, the risetime and 
decay time of TL during cyclic elastic deformation of SrAl2O4:Eu were also demon-
strated to be suitable for evaluating the change of the strain energy [65]. Moreover, 
a calibration method for SrAl2O4:Eu, Dy-based thin-film sensor was proposed to 
enable quantitative full-field strain measurements in pixel-level resolution [66]. 
Qian et al. [45] prepared ZnS:Mn/Cu@Al2O3/PDMS flexible composites and adjusted 
the elastic modulus by introducing SiO2 nanoparticles. They finally obtained a TL 
stress/strain sensor that could be driven by weak mechanics of skin movements.

In the very recent work [7], Sr3Al2O6:Eu with bright and tunable PL and TL 
was presented when it was composited in PDMS elastomers. By combining the 
wavelength selectivity of PL and dynamic stress responsiveness of TL, a multi-
mode stretching/strain sensor was developed by a bilayered structure design of 
Sr3Al2O6:Eu/PDMS composites with coating a light-shielding layer of Au atop 

Figure 8. 
Flexible handwriting device based on the TL of ZnS:Mn for visualization of dynamic pressure distributions: 
(a) schematic illustration of the system; (b) visualization of 2D planar pressure distribution; (c-h) 
visualization of the signing process. Reproduced by permission of Wiley-VCH [24].
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enable quantitative full-field strain measurements in pixel-level resolution [66]. 
Qian et al. [45] prepared ZnS:Mn/Cu@Al2O3/PDMS flexible composites and adjusted 
the elastic modulus by introducing SiO2 nanoparticles. They finally obtained a TL 
stress/strain sensor that could be driven by weak mechanics of skin movements.

In the very recent work [7], Sr3Al2O6:Eu with bright and tunable PL and TL 
was presented when it was composited in PDMS elastomers. By combining the 
wavelength selectivity of PL and dynamic stress responsiveness of TL, a multi-
mode stretching/strain sensor was developed by a bilayered structure design of 
Sr3Al2O6:Eu/PDMS composites with coating a light-shielding layer of Au atop 

Figure 8. 
Flexible handwriting device based on the TL of ZnS:Mn for visualization of dynamic pressure distributions: 
(a) schematic illustration of the system; (b) visualization of 2D planar pressure distribution; (c-h) 
visualization of the signing process. Reproduced by permission of Wiley-VCH [24].
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(as shown in Figure 9). The fabricated sensor could sense the stretching states and 
strain levels simultaneously, breaking the limit of static strain sensing in previous 
researches.

4.6 Mechanics-light-electricity conversion

The TL materials could convert mechanics into light, which could be further 
utilized to generate electricity for various applications. When the SrAl2O4:Eu/epoxy 
TL composites were combined in a commercial silicon solar cell, the mechanics-
light-electricity conversion could be achieved [67]. In addition to the generation of 
electricity by utilizing the mechanics-induced luminescence, TL materials could 
be combined with a nanogenerator and convert the input mechanical stimuli to 
electric and light simultaneously [68]. The TL materials could also be composited 
with a photocatalyst to realize the catalysis activity in dark under the stimuli of 
mechanics [69]. The above conversion systems based on TL show great perspectives 
for applications in dark environments, such as deep sea and polar night region.

Figure 9. 
Multimode stretching/strain sensor based on the TL and PL of Sr3Al2O6:Eu: (a) fabricating process; (b) crack 
opening when stretched, scale bar: 100 μm; (c–e) stretching state responses; (f–g) strain level responses; (h) 
corresponding color conversion based on various dynamic strain levels. Reproduced by permission of Wiley-
VCH [7].
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4.7 Biological applications

Because some of the TL materials show good biocompatibility, such as the rare 
earth-doped oxide ceramics, they are promising for the detection of mechanical 
behaviors in biological tissues/organs. The SrAl2O4:Eu TL powders was applied in 
the synthetic bone, and the related mechanical dynamic environment was moni-
tored with a high-definition and high-speed visualization [70]. SAOED powders 
were also applied in artificial tooth for occlusal examination [71]. The composition 
of SAOED in the commercial denture base resin (DBR) could not only endow with 
bright TL but also improve its mechanical performance. As a result, an artificial 
tooth model with SAOED was made in which bright and sensitive TL could be 
directly observed to guide clinicians to purposefully adjust the occlusal surface until 
a balanced occlusion established.

5. Conclusions

In summary, we present a comprehensive overview on the study of TL. The 
material systems in both organics and inorganics, unique spectral characteristics, 
and TL performance, as well as the representative applications in various fields, 
are included. We hope that this chapter could help researchers in the field to gain a 
comprehensive and in-depth understanding of TL and stimulate continued interests 
and endeavors in this area to promote more innovative applications.
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Chapter 3

Mechanism of Photoluminescence
in Erbium-Doped Chalcogenide
Volodymyr V. Halyan and Inna A. Ivashchenko

Abstract

The monograph describes the technique of the synthesis of glasses and the
method of the growth of erbium-doped single crystals. The photoluminescence
spectra of Ag0.05Ga0.05Ge0.95S2-Er2S3 glasses and glasses from the Ga2S3-La2S3-Er2S3
system have been investigated in the visible and near-infrared ranges. According to
the energy transitions in the erbium ions, a radiation mechanism for conversion and
up-conversion luminescence has been established. The role of structural ordering
and the influence of defects on the radiation efficiency of Er3+ ions have been
investigated. The spectra of photoluminescence of (Ga54.59In44.66Er0.75)2S300 and
(Ga69.75La29.75Er0.5)2S300 single crystals have been studied. The efficiency of the
radiation of the amorphous and crystalline materials has been compared. Also, the
temperature dependence of the integral intensity of the radiation of glasses and
single crystals has been studied. It is established that in a limited temperature range,
these materials can be used for the manufacture of non-contact optical
thermosensors.

Keywords: glass, single crystal, photoluminescence, energy transition,
radiation mechanism, visible, and near-infrared ranges

1. Introduction

Modern scientific and technological progress requires the constant search for
and introduction of new multifunctional materials. One of the directions in the
search for new semiconductor materials is the study of multicomponent systems
of binary and ternary phases, which are promising for practical use. This is due
to increasing requirements for semiconductor materials in connection with the
development of new or modernization of known technical devices. To expand the
list of materials, a study of chalcogenide quasi-ternary systems was undertaken.

Chalcogenide semiconductor materials were the object of research for many
decades. The best studied glassy and crystalline chalcogenides are based on the
Ge-X, Ga-X, As-X systems (X = S, Se, Te) modified by the admixture of Hg, Sb, Pb,
Ag, etc. [1–3]. An important feature of chalcogenide glass is that the introduced
admixtures are electrically and optically inactive. As a rule, they do not create
localized states in the band gap. When introduced into a glass-forming matrix,
admixture atoms rebuild their local environment resulting in the saturation of their
valence bonds. Exceptions are the admixtures of bismuth, platinum, and gold into
arsenic sulfide [4–6].
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Special attention is devoted to the research of the luminescence properties of
chalcogenide crystals and glasses due to practical application in optoelectronic
technology. Their unique properties create advantages over other light-emitting
materials and cause considerable interest both from the fundamental and the
applied point of view. The chalcogenide materials combine high transparency in the
visible, near-infrared, and medium-infrared spectral regions. By selecting the
optimal component composition, it is possible to obtain wide areas of glass forma-
tion and to introduce relatively high concentration of rare earth metals (RE).
Additionally, chalcogenides are characterized by high refractive index, good
nonlinear optical properties, resistance to aggressive media, and easy manufacture
technology. The addition of RE (Er, La, Eu, Pr, Tb, Ho, etc.) to the crystalline or
amorphous chalcogenide medium creates potential opportunities for their use as
high-quantum output luminophores, optical filters, active media in laser techno-
logy, in telecommunication devices, as well as non-contact optical temperature, and
γ-irradiation sensors. The chalcogenide media that are activated by RE ions can also
exhibit both conversion and up-conversion photoluminescence (PL) which creates
the prerequisites for the design of effective converters from the infrared range to
visible light.

Therefore, the preparation of chalcogenide glasses and crystals doped with rare
earths and the study of their emission properties under different temperature and
irradiation regimes are an extremely important area of modern solid-state physics
and chemistry.

2. Synthesis of glasses and single crystal growth

Elementary high-purity substances were used for the synthesis of samples: Ag
(99.99 wt.% of the principal), Ga, In, Ge (99.999 wt.% purity), La, Er (99.9 wt.%),
and S, Se (99.997 wt.%). The elements for single crystal growth were further
purified by double vacuum distillation. The weight of the starting components for
the glasses was 3 g; the batches for the synthesis of single crystals were 10 g.

The samples were synthesized in cylindrical quartz containers with 9–15 mm
diameter. The loaded ampoules were evacuated to a residual pressure of
1.33 � 10�2 Pa. The synthesis of glasses was performed in a shaft-type furnace with
a temperature control system of �5 K accuracy.

The alloys for the glasses of the La2S3-Er2S3-Ga2S3 system with sample weight 2 g
were pre-synthesized at 870 K and 24 h exposure. Obtained samples were ground in
an agate mortar and loaded into quartz containers with a spherical bottom of 1 cm
diameter. The heating was stepwise, first to 1070 K at a rate of 50 K/h and then to
1420 K at a rate of 40 K/h. After 3 h exposure at the maximum temperature, the
samples were quenched into saturated NaCl solution with crushed ice.

Synthesis of the Ag0.05Ga0.05Ge0.95S2-Er2S3 glass alloys was performed in two
stages. Initially, the ampoules were heated in the flame of an oxygen-gas burner to
complete bonding of elemental sulfur. Then the ampoules were placed in a shaft-
type furnace and heated at a rate of 20 K/h to 1273 K. The samples were kept at the
maximum temperature for 10 h with periodic vibration. The alloys were cooled at a
rate of 10–20 K/h to annealing temperature. The homogenizing annealing was held
for 500 h at 720 K. The annealed alloys were quenched into 25% aqueous NaCl
solution at room temperature.

To prevent the spatter of melt during quenching as well as to reduce losses due
to the vapor phase condensing on the walls of the container, the special form of the
container was used (Figure 1), and the upper part was thermostated by asbestos
cord after the binding of sulfur in the oxygen-gas burner flame was used.
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The method and conditions for the single crystal growth of the phases
(Ga55In45)2S300 and (Ga55In45)2S300:0.3 at.% Er [7] were selected from the Ga2S3-
In2S3 phase diagram; the supercooling temperature was determined from the
cooling curves of the sample thermograms. The solution-melt method was used;
supercooling of the solution melt was 70 K. The synthesis of the initial alloys at the
maximum temperature of 1200 K and the growth of crystals were combined in
evacuated graphitized quartz container with a conical bottom and a 2 mm diameter
neck. The growth process was performed in a vertical two-zone furnace. The max-
imum temperature was 1200 K; the temperature gradient at the solid-melt interface
was 20 K/cm. After melting the batch, the ampoule was lowered at the maximum
rate. After crystallization of 10 mm of melt along the length of the ampoule, the
growth was stopped, followed by re-melting of 6.0–8.0 mm of the crystallized
portion and by annealing the seed during 100 h. Further growth of the single crystal
was performed at a rate of 5 mm/day. After completion of the process, both fur-
naces were cooled to 820 K at a rate of 50–70 K/day, and the resulting single crystal

Figure 1.
Container for the synthesis of glassy alloys: (1) cylindrical part of the container; (2) neck; (3) thin-walled pear-
shaped chamber.

Figure 2.
Growth unit setup and the container for the single crystal growth: (a) 1—metal flange, 2—asbestos-cement
casing, 3—Pt/Pt-Rh-thermocouple, 4—growth container, 5—melt, 6—metal disk, 7—heater, 8—thermal
insulator, and 9—pulley for moving ampoules; (b) 1—cylindrical part of the container, 2—necks for seed
formation, and 3—pear-shaped chambers.
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was annealed for 100 h. After that, the furnace was switched off. The single crystals
of orange color, 14 mm in diameter and 20 mm in length, were obtained.

The single crystal growth was performed in a setup installation shown in
Figure 2a along with the temperature distribution along the heaters. The tempera-
ture in the growth zone was maintained by precision temperature controllers with
an accuracy of �0.5 K.

A version of a container with two pear-shaped chambers connected by a neck
was used for the growth of single crystals (Figure 2b). This increases the probabil-
ity of obtaining a single crystal with its subsequent growth to a larger size in the
cylindrical portion of the container.

Independent temperature control in different areas of the heater allows us to
vary the gradient at the solid-melt interface within 3–5 K/mm. The growth rate was
within 2 mm/day. The vertical movement of the plane of the crystallization zone
was ensured by moving the container while the heater was at a fixed position.

3. Photoluminescence in chalcogenide glasses

An analysis of literature sources shows that chalcogenide glasses, unless doped
with REs, do not usually exhibit luminescent properties at room temperature. For a
long time, this limited their use in optoelectronic technology. Investigations of RE-
free glasses with the substitution of selenium for sulfur revealed the existence of a
broad unstructured PL band at 80 K (Figure 3).

The glasses of the AgGaSe2 + GeS2 ⇔ AgGaS2 + GeSe2 system excited by a laser
with 532-nm wavelength exhibit at low-temperature luminescence with a single
maximum in the near-infrared range (λm ≈ 1150–1180 nm) with an emission band
half-width ΔE ≈ 0.26–0.30 eV (Figure 3a), which is typical of the recombination
luminescence in disordered systems. The intensity of the luminescence maximum
depends on the content of Se (when sulfur is substituted with selenium, Figure 3b).
The dependence is complex and to a large extent is due to the change in the level of
luminescence excitation (caused by the shift of the absorption edge with increasing
concentration of selenium in the alloy [8]). An important feature of the lumines-
cence spectrum is that the position of the luminescence maximum is close to the
center of the band gap (as determined by the position of optical absorption edge
[8]). This is well illustrated by the model of Mott and Davis [9] stating that a band
of localized states (several tenths of eV wide) is located in the center of the band

Figure 3.
(a) Luminescence spectra of the glassy alloys of the AgGaSe2 + GeS2 ⇔ AgGaS2 + GeSe2 system (at.% Se is
indicated). (b) Dependence of the emission intensity at the maximum (λm ≈ 1180 nm) on the content of Se
(excitation wavelength 532 nm, temperature 80 K).
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gap of chalcogenide glass semiconductors. Optical transitions of electrons into this
band can cause luminescence with the energy of light quanta close to the half-width
of the band gap.

The glassy alloy Ag0.05Ga0.05Ge0.95S2 is characterized by the largest transparency
window [8] among other glasses of the AgGaSe2 + GeS2 ⇔ AgGaS2 + GeSe2 system.
This alloy was doped with an Er2S3 admixture. PL spectra investigation (Figure 4)
was performed on the glasses (100 � X)Ag0.05Ga0.05Ge0.95S2-(X) Er2S3, where
X = 0.42, 0.25, and 0.18 mol.% (0.27, 0.16, and 0.12 at.% Er, respectively).

The excitation was performed by a laser with 980-nm wavelength which corre-
sponds to the 4I15/2 ! 4I11/2 transition, whereas the PL emission band is due to the
4I13/2 ! 4I15/2 transition in Er3+ ion, respectively. The PL intensity increases with Er
content. The position of the luminescence maximum at 1540 nm does not depend
on the content of Er or other components of the glass-forming matrix. The effective
width Δλeff of the spectra PL was calculated for these glasses according to the
formula

ð1Þ

where І(λ) is the emission intensity at wavelength λ and Іmax is the maximum
emission intensity.

The maximum Δλeff value was found for the sample with 0.27 at.% Er (61 nm);
this decreases the alloys with 0.16 at.% (52 nm) and 0.112 at.% Er (52 nm). The
widening of the PL band in erbium-doped glasses was associated by the authors of
[10] with the formation of clusters in the samples where Ga/Er < 10 is performed.
Among the glassy alloys investigated here, the PL band widens in the sample with
0.27 at.% Er, and the above inequality is fulfilled. The microstructure study of alloys
[11] showed the existence of inhomogeneities of 6–7 μm size the concentration of
which increases with the amount of erbium. The generated inhomogeneities are

Figure 4.
Conversion FL spectra of the Ag0.05Ga0.05Ge0.95S2-Er2S3 glasses.
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good drains of defects which serve as the basis for cluster formation. Higher
amounts of erbium favor the formation of clusters which include it. Thus, the PL
intensity in the glasses is due to the emission of erbium ions which are uniformly
distributed in the glass-forming matrix, as well as those which are located near the
inhomogeneities and are involved in the formation of clusters. The study of static
magnetization in the Ag0.05Ga0.05Ge0.95S2-Er2S3 glasses [12] confirmed the forma-
tion of clusters. The calculated number of erbium ions in the cluster was estimated
there as 1–1.5 � 103.

The excitation at 980 nm yielded, in addition to the conversion PL (maximum at
1540 nm, Figure 4), the up-conversion PL bands in the visible and near-infrared
spectral range at room temperature (Figures 5 and 6).

For all glasses, the luminescence is represented by three maxima at 520, 657, and
855 nm, which correspond to the radiative transitions 2H11/2 ! 4І15/2,

4F9/2 ! 4І15/2,
and 4S3/2 ! 4І13/2 in Er3+ ions, respectively. In addition, a wide PL band in the range
of 695–810 nm with an emission maximum at 765 nm was detected for the sample
containing 0.27 at.% Er that cannot be interpreted by any radiative transition in
erbium ion.

The intensity of the up-conversion PL bands depends on the laser excitation
power (IIR) which is expressed by the formula IPL ∝ InIR, where n is the number of
infrared photons per one PL photon. The number (n) can be found by the slope of
the dependence of log (IPL) on log (IIR). PL spectral dependences for the sample
with 0.27 at.% Er at different laser excitation powers are shown in Figure 6; these
are also typical of the main maxima (520, 657, and 855 nm) in samples with less
erbium content. The logarithmic dependence of the PL intensity on the excitation
power [13], log (IPL) from log (PIR), is plotted in Figure 7.

Studies show that two photons with a wavelength of 980 nm are needed for the
emission of one IPL photon. An energy level diagram in erbium ions when excited
by hν980 quanta is shown in Figure 8. The absorption by the ground-state erbium
ion of one hν980 photon excites it to 4I11/2 state. Such a transition can also take place
via energy transfer (ET) from the neighboring excited erbium ion.

The excited state 4F7/2 may be attained by the successive absorption of two hν980
photons as well as by energy transfer to Er3+ ion in the 4I11/2 state from another
neighboring excited Er3+ ion [14]:

4I15=2 þ hν980 ! 4I11=2 þ hν980 ! 4F7=2 (2)

4I11=2 þ 4I11=2 ! 4I15=2 þ 4F7=2 (3)

Figure 5.
Up-conversion FL spectra of the Ag0.05Ga0.05Ge0.95S2-Er2S3 glasses.
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The states 2H11/2 and
4S3/2 arise from non-radiative relaxation of the state 4F7/2

due to the small energy distance between them. The non-radiative relaxation of Er3+

from the state 4S3/2 to
4F9/2 is unlikely due to large energy gap between them (about

3000 cm�1) and low energy of phonons. According to Raman spectroscopy study,
the energy of phonons for these glasses is close to 300–400 cm�1 [13]. Conse-
quently, the state 4F9/2 may arise by the absorption of the hν980 photon

Figure 6.
Up-conversion FL spectra of the Ag0.05Ga0.05Ge0.95S2-Er2S3 glasses for various excitation power.

Figure 7.
Dependence of the luminescence intensity on the laser excitation power for the glass with 0.27 at.% Er.
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(transition 4I13/2 ! 4F9/2) or through the ET from the neighboring excited erbium
ion. Additionally, the state 4F9/2 state may appear due to cross-relaxation (CR):

4F7=2 þ 4I11=2 ! 24F9=2 (4)

Such a mechanism of occurrence of the excited state 4F9/2 would explain the
decrease in the intensity of the green (520 nm) and the amplification of the red PL
band with an increase in the content of Er3+ ions when the distance between them
decreases and the conditions favor ET.

The increase of PL intensity in the chalcogenide glasses may be due to the
increase in erbium content and the change in the composition of the glass-forming
matrix. It should be noted that an increase in erbium content in glasses can lead to
the concentration quenching of PL [15] as well as to the crystallization of the host.
Therefore, increasing the PL efficiency requires the selection of optimal composi-
tion of the glass-forming matrix and adding into its composition the maximum
concentration of erbium that will not cause PL quenching and the crystallization of
glass. The choice of the components of the glass-forming matrix should take into
account their glass-forming ability and the ability of sustaining large amount of REs
and also maintaining a wide transparency window in the visible and infrared range
when adding admixtures. With the above considerations, the Ga2S3-La2S3-Er2S3
system is of interest, in our opinion. Using the technique in paragrap. 2, we suc-
cessfully introduced up to 40 mol.% La2S3 and 3 mol.% Er2S3 into the glass. The
shift of the optical absorption edge does not exceed 0.13 eV with Er2S3 doping and
0.10 eV with the addition of 30–40 mol.% La2S3 [16]. Thus, the luminescence
properties of the Ga2S3-La2S3-Er2S3 system glasses at room temperature and 80 K
were investigated with a considerable variation in the host composition. The
component composition of the glasses is listed in Table 1.

Photoluminescence spectra in the 480–1700 nm range upon laser excitation at
488 nm wavelength at 80 K are shown in Figures 9 and 10. The intense maxima
at 550, 855, 985, 1100, and 1540 nm correspond to 4f intra-shell transitions
4S3/2 ! 4І15/2,

4S3/2 ! 4І13/2,
4І11/2 ! 4І15/2,

2H11/2 ! 4І11/2,
4I13/2 ! 4І15/2 in Er3+ ions.

Figure 8.
Energy level diagram of erbium ions (for the Ag0.05Ga0.05Ge0.95S2-Er2S3 glasses, excitation by 980 nm).
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Sample no. Ga2S3 La2S3 Er2S3

(mol. %)

1 64 35 1

2 62 35 3

3 59 40 1

4 57 40 3

Table 1.
Component composition of the Ga2S3-La2S3-Er2S3 glasses.

Figure 9.
PL spectra of the Ga2S3-La2S3-r2S3 glasses at 80 K (visible range).

Figure 10.
PL spectra of the Ga2S3-La2S3-Er2S3 glasses at 80 K (infrared range).
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The lower-intensity maxima at 492, 660, 810, and 1245 nm correspond to the
transitions 4F7/2 ! 4І15/2,

4F9/2 ! 4І15/2,
4І9/2 ! 4І15/2,

4F7/2 ! 4І9/2 in erbium ions,
respectively.

PL intensity increases in the visible and infrared ranges with Er2S3 concentration
at constant content of La2S3. The best medium for PL (the most intense PL) is the
glass-forming matrix with 35 mol.% La2S3 and 3 mol.% Er2S3. PL intensity decreases
when La2S3 content increased to 40mol.%. A similar effect was observed by Ivanova
in [17] in the glasses of the GeS2-Ga2S3 system, explaining this by an increase in the
number of homopolar metallic bonds. It is likely that the number of La-La-type
bonds increases in the Ga2S3-La2S3-Er2S3 glasses with increasing La2S3 content.

Changing the component composition of glass leads to redistribution of the
intensity of PL bands. The maximum at 550 nm is dominating in the visible range,
and its intensity decreases with increasing La2S3 content. The greatest increase in
the intensity of PL bands occurs for the infrared spectral range with an increase in
erbium concentration. The changes in the PL spectra are clearly related to the
mechanism of the realization of excited states in Er3+ ions.

The redistribution of the PL intensity is due to the competing ways of achieving
excited states in erbium ions. Figure 11 shows an energy level diagram of erbium
ions [18] which reveals the mechanism of PL emission in the glasses of the Ga2S3-
La2S3-Er2S3 system. Accordingly, erbium ions jump from the ground to the excited
state of 4F7/2 upon excitation by 488 nm wavelength. Intense emission of green and
infrared light (550, 1100, and 855 nm) results when the majority of erbium ions
non-radiatively relax to the states 2H11/2 and

4S3/2. Only a small fraction of erbium
undergoes transitions 4F7/2 ! 4I15/2 and

4F7/2 ! 4I9/2 as PL bands at 492 and 1245 nm
are characterized by low intensity. Additionally, PL with a maximum at 660 nm
occurs due to the cross-relaxation process CR resulting in the excited state 4F9/2.

PL spectra of the Ga2S3-La2S3-Er2S3 glasses at room temperature are shown in
Figures 12 and 13. Compared to the spectra at 80 K, the PL intensity at 530 nm
increased slightly (transition 2H11/2 ! 4I15/2), and the band intensity at 660 nm
increased (transition 4F9/2 ! 4I15/2). Additionally, the intensity of the maxima of

Figure 11.
Energy level diagram of erbium ions (for the Ga2S3-La2S3-Er2S3 glasses).
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1100 and 855 nm significantly decreased, and a weak PL band at 1050 nm was
observed in the infrared spectral range. Such intensity redistribution of the PL
maxima is associated with a change in the concentration of erbium ions in different
excited states. This is related to the fact that when the temperature rises, the phonon
subsystem of the glass-forming matrix is transformed, so the probability of the
energy exchange of the neighboring erbium ions increases. As a result, the role
of cross-relaxation processes increases and the number of erbium ions in the state
4F9/2 increases. Thus the intensity of the PL band with a maximum at 660 nm
increases. Additionally, CR affects the decrease of the number of erbium ions in
the states 2H11/2 and

4S3/2 leading to the decrease of the intensity of the maxima at
1100 and 855 nm at room temperature. The band with a maximum at 1050 nm
(transition 4F3/2 ! 4I9/2) is completely overlapped by the intense PL maximum at
1100 nm at 80 K.

Figure 12.
PL spectra of the Ga2S3-La2S3-Er2S3 glasses at room temperature (visible range).

Figure 13.
PL spectra of the Ga2S3-La2S3-Er2S3 glasses at room temperature (infrared range).
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The lower-intensity maxima at 492, 660, 810, and 1245 nm correspond to the
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4І9/2 ! 4І15/2,

4F7/2 ! 4І9/2 in erbium ions,
respectively.
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bonds increases in the Ga2S3-La2S3-Er2S3 glasses with increasing La2S3 content.
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intensity of PL bands. The maximum at 550 nm is dominating in the visible range,
and its intensity decreases with increasing La2S3 content. The greatest increase in
the intensity of PL bands occurs for the infrared spectral range with an increase in
erbium concentration. The changes in the PL spectra are clearly related to the
mechanism of the realization of excited states in Er3+ ions.

The redistribution of the PL intensity is due to the competing ways of achieving
excited states in erbium ions. Figure 11 shows an energy level diagram of erbium
ions [18] which reveals the mechanism of PL emission in the glasses of the Ga2S3-
La2S3-Er2S3 system. Accordingly, erbium ions jump from the ground to the excited
state of 4F7/2 upon excitation by 488 nm wavelength. Intense emission of green and
infrared light (550, 1100, and 855 nm) results when the majority of erbium ions
non-radiatively relax to the states 2H11/2 and

4S3/2. Only a small fraction of erbium
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occurs due to the cross-relaxation process CR resulting in the excited state 4F9/2.

PL spectra of the Ga2S3-La2S3-Er2S3 glasses at room temperature are shown in
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1100 and 855 nm significantly decreased, and a weak PL band at 1050 nm was
observed in the infrared spectral range. Such intensity redistribution of the PL
maxima is associated with a change in the concentration of erbium ions in different
excited states. This is related to the fact that when the temperature rises, the phonon
subsystem of the glass-forming matrix is transformed, so the probability of the
energy exchange of the neighboring erbium ions increases. As a result, the role
of cross-relaxation processes increases and the number of erbium ions in the state
4F9/2 increases. Thus the intensity of the PL band with a maximum at 660 nm
increases. Additionally, CR affects the decrease of the number of erbium ions in
the states 2H11/2 and

4S3/2 leading to the decrease of the intensity of the maxima at
1100 and 855 nm at room temperature. The band with a maximum at 1050 nm
(transition 4F3/2 ! 4I9/2) is completely overlapped by the intense PL maximum at
1100 nm at 80 K.

Figure 12.
PL spectra of the Ga2S3-La2S3-Er2S3 glasses at room temperature (visible range).

Figure 13.
PL spectra of the Ga2S3-La2S3-Er2S3 glasses at room temperature (infrared range).
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4. Photoluminescence in erbium-doped single crystals

The occurrence of recombination PL that is characterized by wide emission
bands in the visible, rarely in the infrared range, is quite often found in single-
crystalline chalcogenide semiconductors at room temperature or low temperatures
[19, 20]. From the application viewpoint of laser technology and telecommunica-
tions, the introduction of erbium to such materials has significant advantages since
the emission bands of erbium-doped glasses and single crystals are usually intense
and narrow. The addition of erbium is also accompanied by the extinction of PL
radiation [21] which is due to the crystalline or amorphous chalcogenide host. The
influence of external factors on the PL efficiency in erbium-doped chalcogenides is
limited due to the shielding of radiative transitions in the 4f-shell of Er by outer
shells. At the same time, the local environment of erbium ion, both in glasses and
single crystals, affects the efficiency of PL emission which is why it is extremely
important for the design of fluorescent materials. It should be noted that the single
crystals, unlike glasses, do not permit a wide variation of the component composi-
tion since it is limited by the solid solubility of impurities and the homogeneity of
the crystalline compound. It is more difficult to select the composition of the host to
obtain effective emission in erbium-doped single crystals; therefore, PL is less
common in these than in the corresponding amorphous media.

The investigation of the optical properties of the single crystals (Ga55In45)2S300
and (Ga54.59In44.66Er0.75)2S300 [7] determined that the introduction of erbium does
not result in a change in the bandgap energy or significant changes in the electronic
structure [22]. The absorption maxima at 530, 660, 810, 980, and 1530 nm [7]
recorded for (Ga54.59In44.66Er0.75)2S300 single crystal correspond to 4f intra-shell
transitions from the ground state to the excited states 2H11/2,

4F9/2,
4I9/2,

4I11/2, and
4I13/2 in Er3+ ions, respectively. PL spectra at room temperature in the visible and
close infrared range (600–1650 nm) were studied when excited by a laser with
532 nm wavelength (Figure 14). Two intense PL bands with maxima at 810 and
1540 nm were recorded, which correspond to the transitions of 4I9/2 ! 4I15/2 and
4І13/2 ! 4I15/2 in Er3+ ions, respectively.

Er3+ ions excited by a 532 nm laser are promoted from the ground 4I15/2 to the
excited state 2H11/2. The emission mechanism in this case is quite simple as demon-
strated at an energy transition diagram in erbium ions (Figure 15). Erbium ions
cannot relax non-radiatively from the state 4S3/2 to

4F9/2 or
4І9/2 due to the large

energy distance and the low phonons energy (200–300 cm�1 for the single crystals
(Ga55In45)2S300 and (Ga54.59In44.66Er0.75)2S300 [23]). Therefore, the appearance of

Figure 14.
Visible (a) and NIR (b) PL spectra of the (Ga54.59In44.66Er0.75)2S300 single crystal (excitation by 532 nm).
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excited states 4I9/2 involves the cross-relaxation process CR. Energy transfer
between adjacent erbium ions in the states 2H11/2 and

4І15/2 promotes one ion into
the excited state 4І9/2 and the other into 4І13/2:

2H11=2 þ 4I15=2 ! 4I9=2 þ 4I13=2 (5)

Such a mechanism yields substantial numbers of erbium ions in excited states
4I9/2 and

4I13/2, which results in PL with maxima at 810 and 1540 nm.
Similar to glasses, we also investigated single crystals in which two rare earth

metals were introduced. (Ga55In45)2S300 and (Ga54.59In44.66Er0.75)2S300 single crys-
tals were obtained by a solution-melt method [24] selected in accordance with the
phase diagram of the Ga2S3-La2S3 system. The bandgap energy of the single crystals
little changes upon erbium doping at 2.01 and 1.99 eV for (Ga55In45)2S300 and
(Ga54.59In44.66Er0.75)2S300, respectively [24]. PL of (Ga54.59In44.66Er0.75)2S300 single
crystal in the 500–1700 nm range was investigated at room temperature (Figure 16).
Four intense PL bands with maxima at 525, 545, 980, and 1540 nm and one
low-intensity band at 660 nm were recorded. They correspond to the transitions in
Er3+ ions from excited states 2H11/2,

4S3/2,
4I11/2,

4I13/2, and
4F9/2 to the ground state.

Energy transition diagram (Figure 17) shows that the wavelength of 810 nm
can excite erbium ions from the ground state 4I15/2 to the state 4I9/2. Er

3+ ions,
either by directly absorbing light quanta or through ET, can be promoted from the
state 4I13/2 to

2H11/2 resulting in PL at 525 nm. Additionally, after non-radiative
relaxation of erbium ions to the state 4S3/2, there is a PL band with a maximum at
545 nm [25]. The appearance of excited states 4F9/2 and

4I11/2 occurs by cross-
relaxation CR 2:

2H11=2 þ 4I13=2 ! 4F9=2 þ 4I11=2 (6)

Figure 15.
Energy level diagram in erbium ions (for a (Ga54.59In44.66Er0.75)2S300 single crystal, excitation by 532 nm).
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Figure 14.
Visible (a) and NIR (b) PL spectra of the (Ga54.59In44.66Er0.75)2S300 single crystal (excitation by 532 nm).
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excited states 4I9/2 involves the cross-relaxation process CR. Energy transfer
between adjacent erbium ions in the states 2H11/2 and

4І15/2 promotes one ion into
the excited state 4І9/2 and the other into 4І13/2:

2H11=2 þ 4I15=2 ! 4I9=2 þ 4I13=2 (5)

Such a mechanism yields substantial numbers of erbium ions in excited states
4I9/2 and

4I13/2, which results in PL with maxima at 810 and 1540 nm.
Similar to glasses, we also investigated single crystals in which two rare earth

metals were introduced. (Ga55In45)2S300 and (Ga54.59In44.66Er0.75)2S300 single crys-
tals were obtained by a solution-melt method [24] selected in accordance with the
phase diagram of the Ga2S3-La2S3 system. The bandgap energy of the single crystals
little changes upon erbium doping at 2.01 and 1.99 eV for (Ga55In45)2S300 and
(Ga54.59In44.66Er0.75)2S300, respectively [24]. PL of (Ga54.59In44.66Er0.75)2S300 single
crystal in the 500–1700 nm range was investigated at room temperature (Figure 16).
Four intense PL bands with maxima at 525, 545, 980, and 1540 nm and one
low-intensity band at 660 nm were recorded. They correspond to the transitions in
Er3+ ions from excited states 2H11/2,

4S3/2,
4I11/2,

4I13/2, and
4F9/2 to the ground state.

Energy transition diagram (Figure 17) shows that the wavelength of 810 nm
can excite erbium ions from the ground state 4I15/2 to the state 4I9/2. Er

3+ ions,
either by directly absorbing light quanta or through ET, can be promoted from the
state 4I13/2 to

2H11/2 resulting in PL at 525 nm. Additionally, after non-radiative
relaxation of erbium ions to the state 4S3/2, there is a PL band with a maximum at
545 nm [25]. The appearance of excited states 4F9/2 and

4I11/2 occurs by cross-
relaxation CR 2:

2H11=2 þ 4I13=2 ! 4F9=2 þ 4I11=2 (6)

Figure 15.
Energy level diagram in erbium ions (for a (Ga54.59In44.66Er0.75)2S300 single crystal, excitation by 532 nm).
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The transition from these states to the ground state produces PL at 660 and
980 nm. An intense PL band at 1540 nm wavelength occurs due to the formation of
a significant number of Er3+ ions in the state 4I13/2 by cross-relaxation CR 1:

2H11=2 þ 4I15=2 ! 4I9=2 þ 4I13=2 (7)

The excitation of the single crystal yields also an intense up-converted green PL
(Figure 16). Therefore, (Ga54.59In44.66Er0.75)2S300 single crystal can be
recommended as a material for the manufacture of light converters.

Figure 16.
PL of the (Ga69.75La29.75Er0.5)2S300 single crystal (excitation by 810 nm).

Figure 17.
Energy level diagram in erbium ions (for a (Ga69.75La29.75Er0.5)2S300 single crystal, excitation by 810 nm).
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5. The influence of temperature on the photoluminescent properties of
glasses and crystals

Doping the binary and ternary chalcogenides, particularly by rare earth metals,
creates materials for the design of active and passive media for laser technology,
photonic devices, light converters, and telecommunications. Special attention is
given to the crystalline and amorphous environments that can exhibit high-
intensity PL under the influence of external factors.

Additionally, modern optoelectronic industry actively researches and imple-
ments high-precision temperature sensors based on the sensitivity of PL emission to
temperature changes. The design of such devices requires the investigation of the
effect of temperature on the mechanism of the achievement of excited states and
the processes of the relaxation of erbium ions when the PL intensity changes in
various temperature ranges. This will allow optimizing the component composition
of crystals and glasses to produce effective luminescent materials for the develop-
ment of non-contact optical sensors.

PL of the Ag0.05Ga0.05Ge0.95S2-Er2S3 glasses in 600–1050 nm range was investi-
gated in a temperature range of 80–300 K upon laser excitation at 532 nm [26].
Recorded PL bands with maxima at 660, 860, and 980 nm correspond to the
radiative transitions 4F9/2 ! 4I15/2,

4S3/2 ! 4I13/2,
4I11/2 ! 4I15/2 in erbium ions,

respectively. The dependences of PL intensity on wavelength at different tempera-
tures for the sample with 0.27 at.% Er are plotted in Figure 18 (also typical of the
glasses with 0.12, 0.16 at.% Er). The temperature increase leads to changes in the
ratio of PL intensities, with the intensity of all bands decreasing at temperatures
above 180 K. The PL band with a maximum at 860 nm is the most sensitive to
temperature changes. The PL emission mechanism is well explained by the energy
level diagram of Er3+ ions (Figure 19).

Illumination by 532 nm wavelength promotes erbium ions to the excited state
2H11/2. The states

4F9/2,
4I9/2, and

4I11/2 result in the cross-relaxation processes CR1,
CR2, and CR3. Er3+ ions in the 2H11/2 state can also nonradiatively relax to the 4S3/2
state due to small energy gap between them. The integral intensity of the emission
bands was calculated from the results of the investigation of PL spectra.

Figure 18.
PL spectra of the Ag0.05Ga0.05Ge0.95S2-Er2S3 glass (0.27 аt.% Er) at various temperatures.
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5. The influence of temperature on the photoluminescent properties of
glasses and crystals

Doping the binary and ternary chalcogenides, particularly by rare earth metals,
creates materials for the design of active and passive media for laser technology,
photonic devices, light converters, and telecommunications. Special attention is
given to the crystalline and amorphous environments that can exhibit high-
intensity PL under the influence of external factors.
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tures for the sample with 0.27 at.% Er are plotted in Figure 18 (also typical of the
glasses with 0.12, 0.16 at.% Er). The temperature increase leads to changes in the
ratio of PL intensities, with the intensity of all bands decreasing at temperatures
above 180 K. The PL band with a maximum at 860 nm is the most sensitive to
temperature changes. The PL emission mechanism is well explained by the energy
level diagram of Er3+ ions (Figure 19).
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4F9/2,
4I9/2, and

4I11/2 result in the cross-relaxation processes CR1,
CR2, and CR3. Er3+ ions in the 2H11/2 state can also nonradiatively relax to the 4S3/2
state due to small energy gap between them. The integral intensity of the emission
bands was calculated from the results of the investigation of PL spectra.

Figure 18.
PL spectra of the Ag0.05Ga0.05Ge0.95S2-Er2S3 glass (0.27 аt.% Er) at various temperatures.
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The dependence of integral PL intensity on temperature is shown in Figure 20 for
the glass with 0.27 at.% Er.

The dependence of PL intensity on temperature can be described using the
probability of radiative and non-radiative processes by the formula [27]:

ð8Þ

where Іо is a constant, k is Boltzmann’s constant, ωnr, ωr is the probability of non-
radiative and radiative processes, respectively, and Et is the thermal activation
energy of luminescence.

The I(T) dependence (Figure 20, solid line) was calculated from Eq. (8) for the
band with the 860 nm maximum, and the corresponding activation energy Et was
calculated as 90 � 6 meV [26]. According to the diagram in Figure 19, this energy
determines the activation of erbium ions from the state 4S3/2 в

2H11/2 (i.e., the
energy gap between these states). It should be noted that changes in PL intensity is
complex. Therefore we calculated the logarithm of the ratio of integral PL intensi-
ties ln (І980/І660) and plotted its dependence on temperature (Figure 21). This
dependence is linear in the range of 125–300 K. The sensitivity of the sample as the
temperature sensor was calculated according to the results of these studies as
0.43 K�1.

Erbium-doped single crystals may also exhibit changes of PL intensity with
temperature. PL spectra of the single crystal (Ga54.59In44.66Er0.75)2S300 were inves-
tigated at 150, 200, 250, and 300 K upon laser excitation at 980 nm wavelength
(Figures 22 and 23). The position and shape of the maxima do not change but the
intensity of PL increases with temperature. For the majority of semiconductor

Figure 19.
Energy level diagram in erbium ions (for the Ag0.05Ga0.05Ge0.95S2-Er2S3 glasses, excitation by 532 nm).
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materials where the recombination luminescence was recorded [28], the PL inten-
sity decreases with increasing temperature. At the same time, the emission intensity
may increase with temperature in crystals and glasses where PL is associated with
transitions in the 4f-shell of erbium ions. This is due to the fact that the neighboring
erbium ions are in different excited states. As the temperature increases, the pho-
non subsystem of the crystal changes which contributes to the cross-relaxation
processes of Еr3+ ions. If a crystal is excited by 980 nm wavelength, the absorption
of two photons promotes erbium ion into the state 4F7/2 (Figure 22). Due to small
energy gap, Еr3+ ions can non-radiatively relax to the state 2H11/2. Excited states
4I13/2 and

4I9/2 result from the CR process:

4I15=2 þ 2H11=2 ! 4I13=2 þ 4I9=2 (9)

Therefore, CR processes play greater role with increasing temperature, which
will contribute to a higher concentration of erbium ions in the 4I9/2 and

4I13/2 states
and the increase in PL intensity.

Figure 20.
Temperature dependence of integral PL intensity of the Ag0.05Ga0.05Ge0.95S2-Er2S3 glass (0.27 аt.% Er).

Figure 21.
Ratio of integral PL intensity of the glasses of the Ag0.05Ga0.05Ge0.95S2-Er2S3 system (0.27 аt.% Er).
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materials where the recombination luminescence was recorded [28], the PL inten-
sity decreases with increasing temperature. At the same time, the emission intensity
may increase with temperature in crystals and glasses where PL is associated with
transitions in the 4f-shell of erbium ions. This is due to the fact that the neighboring
erbium ions are in different excited states. As the temperature increases, the pho-
non subsystem of the crystal changes which contributes to the cross-relaxation
processes of Еr3+ ions. If a crystal is excited by 980 nm wavelength, the absorption
of two photons promotes erbium ion into the state 4F7/2 (Figure 22). Due to small
energy gap, Еr3+ ions can non-radiatively relax to the state 2H11/2. Excited states
4I13/2 and

4I9/2 result from the CR process:

4I15=2 þ 2H11=2 ! 4I13=2 þ 4I9=2 (9)

Therefore, CR processes play greater role with increasing temperature, which
will contribute to a higher concentration of erbium ions in the 4I9/2 and

4I13/2 states
and the increase in PL intensity.

Figure 20.
Temperature dependence of integral PL intensity of the Ag0.05Ga0.05Ge0.95S2-Er2S3 glass (0.27 аt.% Er).

Figure 21.
Ratio of integral PL intensity of the glasses of the Ag0.05Ga0.05Ge0.95S2-Er2S3 system (0.27 аt.% Er).
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The integral PL intensity for both maxima was calculated from the spectra of up-
conversion and conversion PL of (Ga54.59In44.66Er0.75)2S300 single crystal
(Figure 24). The plots of integral PL intensity linearly depend on temperature.
From the results of the temperature dependence of the integral PL intensity, the
sensitivity was calculated as 1.187� 10�3 K�1 for PL at 805 nm and 1.818� 10�3 K�1

for the maximum at 1540 nm. It should be noted that the sensitivity defined as the
ratio of the integral intensities of the two PL bands is higher in the
Ag0.05Ga0.05Ge0.95S2-Er2S3 glasses. The sensitivity in (Ga54.59In44.66Er0.75)2S300 sin-
gle crystal was calculated separately for each PL band (maxima at 805 and
1540 nm), the latter being in the operating range of fiber-optic networks and
telecommunication devices.

Therefore, in a limited temperature range, the Ag0.05Ga0.05Ge0.95S2-Er2S3 glasses
(with 0.27 at.% Er) and the single crystals (Ga54.59In44.66Er0.75)2S300 can be used to
design non-contact optical temperature sensors.

Figure 22.
Conversion PL spectra of the (Ga54.59In44.66Er0.75)2S300 single crystal at various temperatures.

Figure 23.
Up-conversion PL spectra of the (Ga54.59In44.66Er0.75)2S300 single crystal at various temperatures.
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6. Conclusions

The principal mechanisms of the occurrence of PL due to the transitions in the
4f-shell of erbium ions are presented on the basis of sulfide glasses and single
crystals. The appearance of many emission bands in chalcogenide glasses (unlike
single crystals) is due to the fact that in an amorphous medium, erbium ions may
occupy several different positions in the glass-forming matrix. The change of the
excitation wavelength leads to a change in the mechanism for the excited states in
Er3+ ions and the emergence of some radiation bands and the extinction of others.
Energy exchange processes (energy transfer, cross-relaxation) between the neigh-
boring Er3+ ions strongly influence the intensity of the conversion and up-
conversion PL. The investigation of the temperature dependence of PL indicates
that erbium-doped chalcogenide semiconductors can be recommended as materials
for the design of non-contact optical thermometers.
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Figure 24.
Temperature dependence of integral PL intensity of the (Ga54.59In44.66Er0.75)2S300 single crystal.
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Optically Clear Adhesives
for OLED
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Abstract

Optically clear adhesives (OCA) have been used for more than a decade to bond
rigid LCD and AMOLED displays for consumer electronics applications, offering
optical, mechanical, and electrical performance benefits. The performance require-
ments of an OCA to bond cover window, touch sensors, and circular polarizers in a
plastic OLED display to bent cover glass or a flexible, foldable OLED display are
drastically different from a flat, rigid device. For plastic OLED to bent cover glass
bonding, the adhesive needs to be strong enough to resist spring back of the flat,
plastic OLED devices. For flexible, foldable OLED displays, the neutral plane needs
to be managed during folding keeping strain to a minimum in critical layers of the
device (e.g., touch sensor, TFT, TFE), and the OCA cannot deform (or cause other
layers to deform) during the folding process. Folding also brings challenges to touch
sensors that can no longer use conventional passivation layers. As a result, the OCA
will be responsible for preventing corrosion of touch sensor materials such as metal
mesh, silver nanowire, carbon nanotube, and graphene. The chapter will discuss
OCA performance requirements for rigid, flexible, and foldable OLED bonding.

Keywords: adhesives, OLED, optically clear, OCA, LOCA, displays, bonding,
consumer electronics

1. Introduction

Optically clear adhesives (OCA) and liquid optically clear adhesives (LOCA or
OCR for optically clear resins) have been used in consumer electronics, industrial
and automotive bonding solutions for more than 15 years. OCA usage increased
significantly as consumer electronics devices saw the transition from resistive to
capacitive touch with its first implementation in the LG Prada phone in 2006 [1].
The advantage of using an OCA shows improvements in mechanical, optical and
electrical performance of the display module and device. The initial application in
OCAs in rigid OLED-based devices was similar to LCD devices, but as plastic OLED
(pOLED) devices were introduced to the market, OCAs enabled new form factors,
such as curved OLEDs in the Galaxy Round and Galaxy Gear S [2] as well as the
Galaxy Note Edge [3].

There are two important mechanical considerations for optically clear adhesives –
does it stick (adhesive strength) and how strong is it (cohesive strength). Adhesive
strength can be defined by the work of adhesion, which is the amount of work
required to separate the adhesion from the adherend. Adhesion can be achieved
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through van der Waals interactions, hydrogen bonding, acid–base, ionic, covalent
and mechanical interlocking [4–6]. Film based OCAs are pressure sensitive adhesives,
while LOCAs are liquids that are dispensed and cured. Pressure sensitive adhesives
exhibit tack when the modulus is below 3� 105 Pa or the so-called Dahlquist criterion
[7] at the application temperature.

Once the adhesive sticks, the cohesive strength of the material determines the
mechanical properties of the bond. Conventional adhesives are functional to the
point of bond failure. For optically clear adhesives, they are functional to the point
of cavitation that can occur at a significantly lower strength than bond failure [8].
The cohesive strength of an OCA can be designed to resist cavitation and bubble
formation when it is warranted.

OCAs are often tested for reliability and durability at elevated temperatures
and humidity (e.g. 65°C/90% RH). It is important to have sufficient adhesive
strength to maintain performance through these conditions. Potential failure modes
include moisture ingress at the interface and bulk plasticization of the adhesive.
The adhesive should be selected to have sufficient strength based on the design of
the module/device and the necessary durability for the adhesive.

Optically clear adhesives are typically based on acrylate chemistry, having a
refractive index of 1.47–1.48 that is comparable to glass and other important
materials (e.g. PET, polarizer, etc.) in a display device. By matching the index and
using an adhesive to replace an air gap, this significantly reduces the amount of
light reflected at an interface (�4% [9]). By using an OCA, both contrast and
brightness can be improved in a device.

Reliability and durability of OCAs in elevated temperatures and humidity can
have an impact on optical properties. The adhesive can absorb moisture under these
conditions, becoming supersaturated at elevated temperatures. When the adhesive
returns to ambient conditions, the excess moisture phase separates in the material
becoming apparent as haze in the bulk of the material. This can be avoided by
designing the adhesive to be anti-whitening [10]. Durability under UV exposure is a
requirement in automotive and high performing consumer electronics applications.
A common failure mode under these conditions is yellowing. Careful materials
selection and formulation by the materials supplier can prevent yellowing by UV.
Circular polarizers in OLED devices can reduce UV transmission to the OLED panel
[11]. As POL-less devices [12] become a reality, the OCA will need to take on UV
blocking functionality to protect the OLED device.

The electrical functionality of OCAs includes protecting sensitive touch sensors
as well as enabling superior touch functionality. Industrial pressure sensitive
adhesives often contain acrylic acid [13] to achieve good adhesion. Acidic species
corrode touch sensors, such as ITO. Therefore, adhesives selected for bonding in
optical applications must be acid-free. The potential module stack configurations
for touch will be described in the next section. OCAs can be designed with an
optimal dielectric constant at the touch sensing frequency (100 kHz) [14] from low
(Dk < 3) to high (Dk > 9) to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio and minimize
current and power to drive the touch circuit.

2. Key requirements and challenges in OLED optical bonding

The first OLED displays bonded in consumer electronics were rigid (Figure 1a)
and sealed in glass barriers. While they cannot provide the promise of flexible form
factors, the OLED patterning process can still make non-rectangular form factors
such as rounded corners or notches, although LCDs can now also create these
shapes of viewing areas. Rigid OLEDs also can provide higher contrast and wider
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color gamut compared to liquid crystal displays (LCDs), but the requirements for
the adhesive are not dissimilar to those for rigid LCD optical bonding.

When OLEDs are manufactured on thin, plastic substrates like polyimide,
they can enable new form factors that are bent or formed into curved shapes
(Figure 1b–d). Now many different manufacturers are introducing dynamically
flexible devices that can fold repeatedly, such as the Royole FlexPai [15], Samsung
Galaxy Fold [16], and Huawei Mate X [17]. Besides these single-axis folding
devices, the LG Signature OLED TV R9, announced in 2019 [18], demonstrates that
even very large OLED modules can be constructed to roll open and closed from a
cylindrical shape less than 30 cm in diameter. Although TVs are not often touch-
enabled, this type of flexible device should still use optical bonding to add
protective layers to the OLED.

Whatever the form factor, OLED display modules all require additional layers
for durability, user interface, and optical functionality. At least one layer each of
cover window (CW), touch sensor (TS), and circular polarizer (CP) is generally
included, and these must be laminated together with OCA or LOCA for best con-
trast, brightness, and mechanical durability. The cover window is generally made of
glass, although in a few cases manufacturers have used plastics like polycarbonate
(PC), polyethylene terephthalate (PET), or clear polyimide (CPI). Plastic cover
windows will not shatter and can more easily flex to meet the needs of dynamically
foldable or flexible displays. Commonly an ink border or bezel, 10–60 μm thick,
is printed around the perimeter of the CW to hide non-transparent supply circuitry
in the TS and display layers.

The touch sensor itself may include a thin passivation layer over the functional
layer (usually made of ITO, but sometimes metal mesh or silver nanowires) to
protect the sensor from environmental aggressors. The CP may be positioned above
the touch sensor (Figure 1b) to decrease the visibility of circuit patterns in the
touch sensor. While Figure 1 shows at most one separate TS layer, closely related to

Figure 1.
OLED displays may be categorized according to the type of encapsulation and touch sensor used. (TFT = thin
film transistor) (a) Rigid OLED, so named because the OLED is protected by an inflexible glass barrier with
frits sealing the edges. Such designs may use a transparent conductor deposited on the glass as a touch sensor or
use a separate film layer, as in (b) and (d). Architectures b-d use thin, flexible encapsulation (TFE), enabling
these OLED to flex and bend. (b) GF1 means one glass cover and one film touch sensor layer. (c) On-cell touch,
also called touch on encapsulation (TOE), is similar to (a) but with the sensor deposited on the flexible
encapsulation layer. Therefore, the sensor substrate can be thinner than in GF1. (d) Another popular design
emphasizing touch performance is GF2, which uses a single film layer with touch sensing layers patterned on
both sides. (Graphic by Erik Iverson, 3M Display Materials & Systems Division).
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even very large OLED modules can be constructed to roll open and closed from a
cylindrical shape less than 30 cm in diameter. Although TVs are not often touch-
enabled, this type of flexible device should still use optical bonding to add
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layer (usually made of ITO, but sometimes metal mesh or silver nanowires) to
protect the sensor from environmental aggressors. The CP may be positioned above
the touch sensor (Figure 1b) to decrease the visibility of circuit patterns in the
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OLED displays may be categorized according to the type of encapsulation and touch sensor used. (TFT = thin
film transistor) (a) Rigid OLED, so named because the OLED is protected by an inflexible glass barrier with
frits sealing the edges. Such designs may use a transparent conductor deposited on the glass as a touch sensor or
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also called touch on encapsulation (TOE), is similar to (a) but with the sensor deposited on the flexible
encapsulation layer. Therefore, the sensor substrate can be thinner than in GF1. (d) Another popular design
emphasizing touch performance is GF2, which uses a single film layer with touch sensing layers patterned on
both sides. (Graphic by Erik Iverson, 3M Display Materials & Systems Division).
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GF2 (Figure 1d) is GFF (not pictured), in which two films comprise the touch
sensor, each with one sensing layer, adhered with a thin OCA between them.
Without separate sensor layers to resolve horizontal and vertical position, the touch
sensitivity and precision of a GF1 design may be less than a GF2 design.

2.1 Optically clear adhesive requirements

As of 2018, OLEDs were used almost exclusively in smartphones and
smartwatches, so special requirements for bonding larger displays (e.g., notebooks,
monitors) are less defined at present. The requirements and benefits of optical
adhesives are most defined for the Cover Window OCA (often called OCA1) and
Touch Panel OCA (OCA2 or OCA3, depending on the position of the polarizer).
Either of these adhesives may also be a liquid resin (OCR).

Besides the general requirements for optical adhesives described in Section 1,
OCA1 requires a balance between adhesive strength and capability to cover the
step height of the ink bezel. Certainly strength, usually in terms of a high shear
modulus, is critical to help the whole display resist impacts, a major source of user
frustration every day when screens break. OCA1 is closest to an impact event on the
cover window surface, but all adhesives bonded together in the display system will
contribute to its resilience to impacts when the device is dropped.

On the other hand, the OCA must move sufficiently under the shear forces of
lamination but then hold its position and shape afterwards, even through tempera-
ture cycles of regular use. As bezels are often now less than 1 mm wide, the OCA
must bond over an ink step that may be less than 10 times longer than it is high – a
challenging aspect ratio to cover without trapping an air bubble at the base of the
ink step. Furthermore, the OCA must be strong enough to resist temperature
cycling and moisture exposure that could pull it away from the ink step, creating
edge bubbles. Bending the display around a curved edge only increases the stress on
the adhesive and magnifies the challenges.

The inherent viscoelasticity of OCAs as pressure-sensitive adhesives enables
good step coverage of ink or flexible printed circuit (FPC) bond lines. However, as
design trends push displays to be thinner and thinner, the solution for great step
coverage often comes with UV post-curable OCAs, when narrow bezels make
LOCA impractical. Such OCAs are applied in a more viscous, yet still solid, film
form with some initial tack. They can flow with the pressure of lamination to cover
steps ink steps that are 30–50% the thickness of the OCA. A heated autoclave
process step may further improve step coverage capability. Then the laminate is
irradiated with light, generally in the UVA spectrum, to increase the bonding within
the adhesive, effectively “locking” it in place to improve its durability to the level of
a high-modulus adhesive.

In most designs, especially those with the touch sensor on the encapsulation
(Figure 1a, c), OCA1 benefits from a higher Dk, as much as 9, to increase capacitive
coupling between the finger and the sensor. However, designs with a separate touch
sensor (Figure 1b, d) often require a lower Dk, < 3, for the touch panel OCA to
decrease coupling of electromagnetic interference (EMI) noise from the display. In
either case, however, stability of Dk is important, over operating temperatures and
humidity (moisture absorption generally increases Dk) and through the life of the
device, as an accelerated aging test would simulate. ΔDk < 0.3 is a good guideline,
and higher performance applications may require a narrower range.

These properties benefit reliability, durability, and esthetics – all values to
the end user of the device. On the other hand, manufacturers and the display
supply chain have other requirements. To improve overall process yield and
efficiency, these players desire re-workability: targeted or triggered failure of the
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adhesive cleanly and without residue from one interface. Then components may be
separated; expensive parts, especially the OLED and the cover glass, may be recov-
ered. The challenge is that the re-work condition – be it heat, cold, light exposure,
or some other factor – must be outside the realm of normal operating conditions so
that the display does not de-bond prematurely after it leaves the factory line.

Dimensional stability is another property more visible to the manufacturers than
to the end user. OCAs may be delivered as master rolls, and LOCAs will be dis-
pensed or printed as a liquid, but for aggressive tolerances and more complex
shapes like rounded corners, manufacturers often opt for individual pre-cut adhe-
sive parts. In that case, the cut OCAmust maintain its shape and dimension through
environmental conditions of shipping and duration of expected shelf life. The
flow, creep, or oozing of the adhesive at elevated temperatures must be limited;
consider that the inside of an uncontrolled shipping container can easily exceed 50°
C. Similarly, the shipment and packaging format interplays with the formulation;
the sustained pressure of a stack of cut parts should also cause only minimal oozing.
These properties for cut-part stability are often at odds to the viscosity needed for
an uncured PSA to cover steps, as described earlier.

Most OCAs for display bonding are designed to resist whitening, as described
in the previous section. Some degree of water resistance has been valuable in
OCAs, but the next frontier may be resistance to a broader range of chemical
ingress, especially for designs in which the bezels are very narrow or non-
existent. Wearable displays also encounter more splashes compared to phones,
which may often be partly protected inside a pocket or bag. Normally, a rim tape
or lens bonding adhesive may adhere the cover window to the device housing
underneath the bezel, and materials chemists may use a wider range of polymers
to block chemical ingress, since the material does not need to be optically
transparent. The challenge is heightened since everyday chemicals that might
contact screens include oils/fats (cooking oil, sweat), alcohols, acids (soda,
vinegar), and bases (ammonia, cleaning products) – both hydrophobic and
hydrophilic substances.

While manufacturers generally select OCAs for OLED separately from the
layers they bond, the CP OCA is widely sold with the CP itself, a different supply
chain. Thus, low cost for the integrated product is key, in addition to technical
requirements of good adhesion to the CP at a thickness of ≤25 μm. Since the
polarizer absorbs a large fraction of UV light, this OCA cannot practically be UV
post-curable. As future CPs continue to decrease in thickness [19–21], with
thinner protective layers around the optically active layers, the CP OCA may need
to serve a greater role in protecting the polarizer from harmful environmental
factors.

2.2 Bonding requirements in bent or curved displays

The performance requirements of an OCA to bond layers in a flexible OLED
display are quite different from a rigid, flat device. The neutral plane must be
balanced to minimize strain in critical layers of the device. Thin film transistors
(TFTs), thin flexible encapsulation (TFE), and touch sensors are predicted to be
most vulnerable, although newer silver nanowire and metal mesh sensors are more
flexible than ITO [22, 23]. Although manufacturers continue to improve the dura-
bility of OLED displays, publicly available literature indicates that critical compo-
nents are still quite sensitive to strain. The SiO2 layer of the TFT on polyimide may
break at 0.2% tensile strain [24] and the TFE at around 0.3% in bending [25].

When the form of the device requires the OLED to bend only once (during
manufacturing), the cover window can be made of glass, which offers the best
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GF2 (Figure 1d) is GFF (not pictured), in which two films comprise the touch
sensor, each with one sensing layer, adhered with a thin OCA between them.
Without separate sensor layers to resolve horizontal and vertical position, the touch
sensitivity and precision of a GF1 design may be less than a GF2 design.

2.1 Optically clear adhesive requirements

As of 2018, OLEDs were used almost exclusively in smartphones and
smartwatches, so special requirements for bonding larger displays (e.g., notebooks,
monitors) are less defined at present. The requirements and benefits of optical
adhesives are most defined for the Cover Window OCA (often called OCA1) and
Touch Panel OCA (OCA2 or OCA3, depending on the position of the polarizer).
Either of these adhesives may also be a liquid resin (OCR).

Besides the general requirements for optical adhesives described in Section 1,
OCA1 requires a balance between adhesive strength and capability to cover the
step height of the ink bezel. Certainly strength, usually in terms of a high shear
modulus, is critical to help the whole display resist impacts, a major source of user
frustration every day when screens break. OCA1 is closest to an impact event on the
cover window surface, but all adhesives bonded together in the display system will
contribute to its resilience to impacts when the device is dropped.

On the other hand, the OCA must move sufficiently under the shear forces of
lamination but then hold its position and shape afterwards, even through tempera-
ture cycles of regular use. As bezels are often now less than 1 mm wide, the OCA
must bond over an ink step that may be less than 10 times longer than it is high – a
challenging aspect ratio to cover without trapping an air bubble at the base of the
ink step. Furthermore, the OCA must be strong enough to resist temperature
cycling and moisture exposure that could pull it away from the ink step, creating
edge bubbles. Bending the display around a curved edge only increases the stress on
the adhesive and magnifies the challenges.

The inherent viscoelasticity of OCAs as pressure-sensitive adhesives enables
good step coverage of ink or flexible printed circuit (FPC) bond lines. However, as
design trends push displays to be thinner and thinner, the solution for great step
coverage often comes with UV post-curable OCAs, when narrow bezels make
LOCA impractical. Such OCAs are applied in a more viscous, yet still solid, film
form with some initial tack. They can flow with the pressure of lamination to cover
steps ink steps that are 30–50% the thickness of the OCA. A heated autoclave
process step may further improve step coverage capability. Then the laminate is
irradiated with light, generally in the UVA spectrum, to increase the bonding within
the adhesive, effectively “locking” it in place to improve its durability to the level of
a high-modulus adhesive.

In most designs, especially those with the touch sensor on the encapsulation
(Figure 1a, c), OCA1 benefits from a higher Dk, as much as 9, to increase capacitive
coupling between the finger and the sensor. However, designs with a separate touch
sensor (Figure 1b, d) often require a lower Dk, < 3, for the touch panel OCA to
decrease coupling of electromagnetic interference (EMI) noise from the display. In
either case, however, stability of Dk is important, over operating temperatures and
humidity (moisture absorption generally increases Dk) and through the life of the
device, as an accelerated aging test would simulate. ΔDk < 0.3 is a good guideline,
and higher performance applications may require a narrower range.

These properties benefit reliability, durability, and esthetics – all values to
the end user of the device. On the other hand, manufacturers and the display
supply chain have other requirements. To improve overall process yield and
efficiency, these players desire re-workability: targeted or triggered failure of the
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adhesive cleanly and without residue from one interface. Then components may be
separated; expensive parts, especially the OLED and the cover glass, may be recov-
ered. The challenge is that the re-work condition – be it heat, cold, light exposure,
or some other factor – must be outside the realm of normal operating conditions so
that the display does not de-bond prematurely after it leaves the factory line.

Dimensional stability is another property more visible to the manufacturers than
to the end user. OCAs may be delivered as master rolls, and LOCAs will be dis-
pensed or printed as a liquid, but for aggressive tolerances and more complex
shapes like rounded corners, manufacturers often opt for individual pre-cut adhe-
sive parts. In that case, the cut OCAmust maintain its shape and dimension through
environmental conditions of shipping and duration of expected shelf life. The
flow, creep, or oozing of the adhesive at elevated temperatures must be limited;
consider that the inside of an uncontrolled shipping container can easily exceed 50°
C. Similarly, the shipment and packaging format interplays with the formulation;
the sustained pressure of a stack of cut parts should also cause only minimal oozing.
These properties for cut-part stability are often at odds to the viscosity needed for
an uncured PSA to cover steps, as described earlier.

Most OCAs for display bonding are designed to resist whitening, as described
in the previous section. Some degree of water resistance has been valuable in
OCAs, but the next frontier may be resistance to a broader range of chemical
ingress, especially for designs in which the bezels are very narrow or non-
existent. Wearable displays also encounter more splashes compared to phones,
which may often be partly protected inside a pocket or bag. Normally, a rim tape
or lens bonding adhesive may adhere the cover window to the device housing
underneath the bezel, and materials chemists may use a wider range of polymers
to block chemical ingress, since the material does not need to be optically
transparent. The challenge is heightened since everyday chemicals that might
contact screens include oils/fats (cooking oil, sweat), alcohols, acids (soda,
vinegar), and bases (ammonia, cleaning products) – both hydrophobic and
hydrophilic substances.

While manufacturers generally select OCAs for OLED separately from the
layers they bond, the CP OCA is widely sold with the CP itself, a different supply
chain. Thus, low cost for the integrated product is key, in addition to technical
requirements of good adhesion to the CP at a thickness of ≤25 μm. Since the
polarizer absorbs a large fraction of UV light, this OCA cannot practically be UV
post-curable. As future CPs continue to decrease in thickness [19–21], with
thinner protective layers around the optically active layers, the CP OCA may need
to serve a greater role in protecting the polarizer from harmful environmental
factors.

2.2 Bonding requirements in bent or curved displays

The performance requirements of an OCA to bond layers in a flexible OLED
display are quite different from a rigid, flat device. The neutral plane must be
balanced to minimize strain in critical layers of the device. Thin film transistors
(TFTs), thin flexible encapsulation (TFE), and touch sensors are predicted to be
most vulnerable, although newer silver nanowire and metal mesh sensors are more
flexible than ITO [22, 23]. Although manufacturers continue to improve the dura-
bility of OLED displays, publicly available literature indicates that critical compo-
nents are still quite sensitive to strain. The SiO2 layer of the TFT on polyimide may
break at 0.2% tensile strain [24] and the TFE at around 0.3% in bending [25].

When the form of the device requires the OLED to bend only once (during
manufacturing), the cover window can be made of glass, which offers the best
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resistance to scratches and protects the display from impacts to the screen. How-
ever, the modulus (i.e., stiffness) of the glass is much higher than the other plastic
films of the display (polarizer, touch sensor, OLED), whereas the plastic films feel a
“spring-back” force due to their tendency to relax back to their original flat form.
Since the glass will not move or deform, the OCAs in the curved display module
must have very high adhesion to hold the plastic films in their curved state; other-
wise they will pull away from the glass at the bend and leave bubbles.

Examples of OCAs that have the strength needed for durable curved bonding are
3M™ Contrast Enhancement Films (CEF) 30xx and 31xx, where xx denotes the
thickness in mils. Table 1 describes one important property, peel adhesion, for
these adhesives. Their primary difference is that CEF30xx is UV post-curable for
step coverage, as described above, and its samples in the table were cured with
1 J/cm2 UVA prior to peel testing.

2.3 Bonding requirements in dynamically flexible displays

To minimize strain on a flexible OLED display, an adhesive should either per-
fectly mechanically decouple the layers from each other in bending (i.e., with very
low modulus) or adjust the position(s) of the neutral plane(s) during the bend.
Plastic OLED displays have some inherent flexibility and have been demonstrated
to fold thousands of times to a radius of 4 mm or less [26, 27], but the right
adhesives are required to integrate the display layer into a durable, functional
device while maintaining that flexibility. Besides balancing the neutral plane(s) to
minimize strain on the OLED, when the device is folded closed, the adhesive should
have minimal creep to avoid flowing and changing in thickness in response to stress.
Upon unfolding the device, no buckles or wrinkles should be visible, and the
adhesive should assist it in recovering quickly to a flat, smooth profile. Finally, all
these adhesive properties should vary as little as possible over the operating tem-
peratures and conditions of the device. These requirements point to a soft, elastic
material with a low glass transition temperature (Tg), below the minimum operat-
ing temperature. If operating temperatures often extend down to �20°C,Tg < �30°
C would be a minimal requirement.

The elasticity requirement contrasts with the common viscoelasticity of OCAs
in static applications, and a soft (low modulus) adhesive would typically also
sacrifice adhesion. Practically speaking, the foldable OCA should still maintain peel
adhesion of 1 N/cm at a minimum. The surface energy and cleanliness of
the interfaces with the adhesive also affect adhesion, however, so this property may
be improved with plasma treatment or primer layers to increase surface energy.

When a flexible display is expected to bend thousands of times, a foldable OCA
should retain these mechanical properties with minimal shift or hysteresis through
repeated stress/strain cycling. Besides testing in application, the adhesive properties
may be characterized through tensile, compressive, and shear loading, for example,

ASTM D3330 modified test method, 1-cm-wide strips, 305 mm/min peel rate, 2.0 mil polyester backing. All dwells at
23°C/50% relative humidity.

Table 1.
180° Peel adhesion (N/cm) from float glass for curved OLED display OCAs after varying dwell times.
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using mechanical load frames, rheometers, or texture analyzers [28]. Some
mechanical testing to support the simulation of flexible adhesives is described later
in Section 4.

Even a folding radius of 5 mm can require shear strain of >300% in the adhe-
sives during folding (depending on the thickness of the various display layers).
Foldable adhesives must certainly shear to this extent without breaking or perma-
nently deforming but are also expected to release strain quickly when stress is
removed upon unfolding. However, recovery time of the flexible display also
greatly depends on the properties of the other film layers, which have much higher
moduli, so it is difficult to distill the recovery requirement for the system into a
generic recommendation for the adhesives.

2.4 Future requirements for optically clear adhesives for OLEDs

Many trends in OLED design focus on enabling greater flexibility, and new
adhesives will be needed to support this as well. Through the next decade, manu-
facturers will push for narrower folding/rolling radii, multiple folding axes in dis-
plays, and longer device lifetimes, especially in terms of cycles of flexing. As folding
radius decreases below 3 mm, the required shear strain will likely increase from
300% to roughly 500 to 700% or more. Additional folding axes will also increase the
total magnitude of shear displacement, as each axis adds its own displacement to the
system. A rollable display can be considered as the limit of many axes of folding
across the length of the device. Rolling devices will initially launch with radii of
several centimeters, which is larger than today’s one-axis folding displays, but the
shear will add with each bend such that the “creep” with applied stress will be a
more critical property. With larger creep, even a flexible adhesive could shear out
several mm at the edge when the display is rolled, resulting in unsightly uneven
edges or, worse, display layers pressing into the bezel/frame bonding and generat-
ing further stress.

Thinner display modules will assist flexibility, so trends in integrating functional
components are likely to continue. These may include coated circular polarizers
[19–21] or color filters integrated with the OLED encapsulation [12]. With thin
flexible cover windows, expect adhesives on either side of the OLED display to play
a greater role in protecting the module from impact damage. This will be especially
true for plastic CWs compared to glass, since they have lower elastic moduli.

Plastic cover windows may see further growth in automotive displays, but for
different reasons. Some manufacturers and safety authorities have been concerned
about the possibility of display cover glass shattering in an impact or crash and thus
have preferred plastic CW for safety reasons. High-performance plastic CWs are
often made of PC or PMMA (poly[methylmethacrylate]), so durable bonding to
these low surface energy plastics, with their tendency to release gases under
heating, will be important to future automotive OCAs. The reliability and acceler-
ated aging tests for transportation applications are generally more severe than those
for consumer electronics. The displays must withstand extremes of heat (often �40
to +110°C), humidity, and light (especially UV) irradiation, but also conditions
like sand for desert environments and salt spray on the coasts. Finally, the interiors
of many concept cars already feature large displays on the complex curves that
designers favor for esthetics and ergonomics. Expect curved displays to grow in size
and in popularity in production models in the coming years.

Although it takes time to decrease costs and prove reliability, gradually OLEDs
will expand into outdoor applications as well, as consumers begin to expect a certain
level of display quality from their everyday interactions with personal and mobile
devices. These outdoor bonding applications will demand reliability from the OCA,
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resistance to scratches and protects the display from impacts to the screen. How-
ever, the modulus (i.e., stiffness) of the glass is much higher than the other plastic
films of the display (polarizer, touch sensor, OLED), whereas the plastic films feel a
“spring-back” force due to their tendency to relax back to their original flat form.
Since the glass will not move or deform, the OCAs in the curved display module
must have very high adhesion to hold the plastic films in their curved state; other-
wise they will pull away from the glass at the bend and leave bubbles.

Examples of OCAs that have the strength needed for durable curved bonding are
3M™ Contrast Enhancement Films (CEF) 30xx and 31xx, where xx denotes the
thickness in mils. Table 1 describes one important property, peel adhesion, for
these adhesives. Their primary difference is that CEF30xx is UV post-curable for
step coverage, as described above, and its samples in the table were cured with
1 J/cm2 UVA prior to peel testing.

2.3 Bonding requirements in dynamically flexible displays

To minimize strain on a flexible OLED display, an adhesive should either per-
fectly mechanically decouple the layers from each other in bending (i.e., with very
low modulus) or adjust the position(s) of the neutral plane(s) during the bend.
Plastic OLED displays have some inherent flexibility and have been demonstrated
to fold thousands of times to a radius of 4 mm or less [26, 27], but the right
adhesives are required to integrate the display layer into a durable, functional
device while maintaining that flexibility. Besides balancing the neutral plane(s) to
minimize strain on the OLED, when the device is folded closed, the adhesive should
have minimal creep to avoid flowing and changing in thickness in response to stress.
Upon unfolding the device, no buckles or wrinkles should be visible, and the
adhesive should assist it in recovering quickly to a flat, smooth profile. Finally, all
these adhesive properties should vary as little as possible over the operating tem-
peratures and conditions of the device. These requirements point to a soft, elastic
material with a low glass transition temperature (Tg), below the minimum operat-
ing temperature. If operating temperatures often extend down to �20°C,Tg < �30°
C would be a minimal requirement.

The elasticity requirement contrasts with the common viscoelasticity of OCAs
in static applications, and a soft (low modulus) adhesive would typically also
sacrifice adhesion. Practically speaking, the foldable OCA should still maintain peel
adhesion of 1 N/cm at a minimum. The surface energy and cleanliness of
the interfaces with the adhesive also affect adhesion, however, so this property may
be improved with plasma treatment or primer layers to increase surface energy.

When a flexible display is expected to bend thousands of times, a foldable OCA
should retain these mechanical properties with minimal shift or hysteresis through
repeated stress/strain cycling. Besides testing in application, the adhesive properties
may be characterized through tensile, compressive, and shear loading, for example,

ASTM D3330 modified test method, 1-cm-wide strips, 305 mm/min peel rate, 2.0 mil polyester backing. All dwells at
23°C/50% relative humidity.

Table 1.
180° Peel adhesion (N/cm) from float glass for curved OLED display OCAs after varying dwell times.
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using mechanical load frames, rheometers, or texture analyzers [28]. Some
mechanical testing to support the simulation of flexible adhesives is described later
in Section 4.

Even a folding radius of 5 mm can require shear strain of >300% in the adhe-
sives during folding (depending on the thickness of the various display layers).
Foldable adhesives must certainly shear to this extent without breaking or perma-
nently deforming but are also expected to release strain quickly when stress is
removed upon unfolding. However, recovery time of the flexible display also
greatly depends on the properties of the other film layers, which have much higher
moduli, so it is difficult to distill the recovery requirement for the system into a
generic recommendation for the adhesives.

2.4 Future requirements for optically clear adhesives for OLEDs

Many trends in OLED design focus on enabling greater flexibility, and new
adhesives will be needed to support this as well. Through the next decade, manu-
facturers will push for narrower folding/rolling radii, multiple folding axes in dis-
plays, and longer device lifetimes, especially in terms of cycles of flexing. As folding
radius decreases below 3 mm, the required shear strain will likely increase from
300% to roughly 500 to 700% or more. Additional folding axes will also increase the
total magnitude of shear displacement, as each axis adds its own displacement to the
system. A rollable display can be considered as the limit of many axes of folding
across the length of the device. Rolling devices will initially launch with radii of
several centimeters, which is larger than today’s one-axis folding displays, but the
shear will add with each bend such that the “creep” with applied stress will be a
more critical property. With larger creep, even a flexible adhesive could shear out
several mm at the edge when the display is rolled, resulting in unsightly uneven
edges or, worse, display layers pressing into the bezel/frame bonding and generat-
ing further stress.

Thinner display modules will assist flexibility, so trends in integrating functional
components are likely to continue. These may include coated circular polarizers
[19–21] or color filters integrated with the OLED encapsulation [12]. With thin
flexible cover windows, expect adhesives on either side of the OLED display to play
a greater role in protecting the module from impact damage. This will be especially
true for plastic CWs compared to glass, since they have lower elastic moduli.

Plastic cover windows may see further growth in automotive displays, but for
different reasons. Some manufacturers and safety authorities have been concerned
about the possibility of display cover glass shattering in an impact or crash and thus
have preferred plastic CW for safety reasons. High-performance plastic CWs are
often made of PC or PMMA (poly[methylmethacrylate]), so durable bonding to
these low surface energy plastics, with their tendency to release gases under
heating, will be important to future automotive OCAs. The reliability and acceler-
ated aging tests for transportation applications are generally more severe than those
for consumer electronics. The displays must withstand extremes of heat (often �40
to +110°C), humidity, and light (especially UV) irradiation, but also conditions
like sand for desert environments and salt spray on the coasts. Finally, the interiors
of many concept cars already feature large displays on the complex curves that
designers favor for esthetics and ergonomics. Expect curved displays to grow in size
and in popularity in production models in the coming years.

Although it takes time to decrease costs and prove reliability, gradually OLEDs
will expand into outdoor applications as well, as consumers begin to expect a certain
level of display quality from their everyday interactions with personal and mobile
devices. These outdoor bonding applications will demand reliability from the OCA,
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like the automotive market. Transparent OLED displays are still in their infancy and
will likely require lower levels of optical absorptivity, haze, reflectivity, and color
for all layers, including optical adhesives.

A different design trend in OLED displays that has already begun in today’s
devices is the integration or hiding of the many cameras and sensors that now
support the devices’ interactions with their users and environments. The goal is
always to expand the active area to occupy an ever-greater fraction of the viewable
front of the device. Additionally, a camera behind the display provides a more
natural interaction in video calling; the camera may track a user’s gaze at the same
location where the user views the other person’s face, giving the impression of eye
contact. The implication for bonding with OCAs is stricter dimensional control and
tolerance requirements, extending to non-rectangular shapes. Already many sen-
sors and cameras can fit in a droplet or notch shape cut of out of the display and
adhesives at one edge of the screen. When the camera(s) are behind the display,
some adhesive layers must precisely maintain a small hole in the middle of the part,
as an aperture for the camera.

3. Folding test method development and differentiation of multi-layer
concepts

3M has been investigating fatigue and shear performance of polymer film sub-
strates and multi-layer stacks consisting of OCAs (Optically Clear Adhesives) and
polymer films in response to dynamic bending. This work was prompted, in-part,
to support materials and systems development in the realm of foldable OLED
(Organic Light Emitting Diode) market technologies and applications. One device
that is used to study the dynamic bending performance of these films and film
stacks is an internally-designed and built bend tester. Samples can be mounted to
the bend tester and folded to a specific bend radius and number of bend cycles at a
defined cycle rate (bend cycles per minute). From a materials perspective, failure in
the form or yielding, breakage and buckling can occur during testing. In actual
flexible device constructions, the light emitting and barrier layers can be
compromised over certain stress and strain thresholds. These failures are influenced
largely by the stress or strain amplitude as the samples are placed in the folded
conformation of interest. In this section, we will discuss the methodology behind
development of a controlled and repeatable folding test that minimizes bending
stress on foldable test specimens, types of defects observed in single and multi-layer
polymeric stacks consisting of OCA, and additional methods of concept differenti-
ation by incorporating ITO (Indium Tin Oxide) coated PET (polyethylene
terephthalate) into the multi-layer test specimens.

3.1 Investigation and definition of test method parameters

3.1.1 Hinge or pivot design

One of the first design parameters considered during initial folding test method
development is the hinge design (or pivot locations) of the test apparatus. It is
important to have at least some understanding of the impact of hinge design selec-
tion. Some types of hinge design can impart added strain (or stretching) on samples
during the process of folding. With single hinge folding design, or folding with
only one pivot point, there will be one or more critical angles in which the test
specimen is stretched beyond its original length. This type of tester design is unde-
sirable because the design of the tester can damage the samples, and will introduce
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added variables, such as test specimen attachment location and attachment adhe-
sive properties, that will dictate how much overall strain is imparted to the sample
during the action of folding and unfolding. Slight changes in attachment location
and attachment adhesive properties will have an impact on variability and repro-
ducibility of the test results. Note, this logic can be applied to certain mandrel bend
folding designs as well, if the strain on test specimens is not actuated to prevent
sample lengthening or stretching during folding. For this reason, we have defined
a dual pivot testing apparatus (Figure 2), which can prevent added strain or
stretching of the samples during folding.

3.1.2 Attachment method and location

In many cases, test specimens will consist of alternating layers of polymer film
and adhesive. The primary roles of the adhesive in such constructions will be to
adhere the layers together and to prevent added strain on sensitive layers, such as
the display or fragile coatings. The mechanical benefit of the adhesive is maximized
when specimen layers can freely move and shear across one another during folding
and unfolding, thus minimizing stress on fragile layers. For this reason, attaching
specimens to the test apparatus using adhesive (instead of clamping) is
recommended, especially if it is representative of actual folding device construc-
tion. If specimens are attached to the folding test apparatus with clamps, there will
be new test variables to consider, such as clamping pressure and location.

When attaching specimens to the folding apparatus using adhesive or tape, the
next decision becomes where to attach the test specimen. Samples attached too close
to the apex of the fold can add strain on the samples, due to lateral pulling of the
samples to the mounting plates during folding. This can also add undesired
variability to the test response, in addition to added strain on test specimens. Test
specimen shape in the folded configuration can be measured or modeled. For our
folding test method, we have defined an attachment location (denoted as Lfree in
Figure 3b, below) not closer than 3*g/2, where g is the distance between confining
test plates and attachment adhesive.

3.1.3 Test specimen misalignment

Misalignment of the test specimen can be caused by off-centered attachment of
the test specimen, misalignment of the pivot points (non-parallel or collinear;
Figure 4), or curved/warped mounting plates. Such forms of misalignment can
result in different patterns and variability in the test response (from left to right
sides of the test apparatus, for example; Figure 5).

Figure 2.
(a, b) Specimen geometry during folding for a single vs. dual pivot test apparatus. Tester mounting plates are
depicted in blue, attachment adhesive is depicted in yellow, test specimen is depicted in orange, pivot locations
are depicted by ‘+’ signs. (a) shows a single pivot hinge design, in which samples can be stretched at a critical
closing angle during testing. (b) shows a dual pivot hinge design, which can eliminate added stretching of the test
specimen during folding. (Figures by Tom Corrigan, Ph.D. 3M Corporate Research Systems Laboratory).
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like the automotive market. Transparent OLED displays are still in their infancy and
will likely require lower levels of optical absorptivity, haze, reflectivity, and color
for all layers, including optical adhesives.
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natural interaction in video calling; the camera may track a user’s gaze at the same
location where the user views the other person’s face, giving the impression of eye
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stacks is an internally-designed and built bend tester. Samples can be mounted to
the bend tester and folded to a specific bend radius and number of bend cycles at a
defined cycle rate (bend cycles per minute). From a materials perspective, failure in
the form or yielding, breakage and buckling can occur during testing. In actual
flexible device constructions, the light emitting and barrier layers can be
compromised over certain stress and strain thresholds. These failures are influenced
largely by the stress or strain amplitude as the samples are placed in the folded
conformation of interest. In this section, we will discuss the methodology behind
development of a controlled and repeatable folding test that minimizes bending
stress on foldable test specimens, types of defects observed in single and multi-layer
polymeric stacks consisting of OCA, and additional methods of concept differenti-
ation by incorporating ITO (Indium Tin Oxide) coated PET (polyethylene
terephthalate) into the multi-layer test specimens.
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3.1.1 Hinge or pivot design

One of the first design parameters considered during initial folding test method
development is the hinge design (or pivot locations) of the test apparatus. It is
important to have at least some understanding of the impact of hinge design selec-
tion. Some types of hinge design can impart added strain (or stretching) on samples
during the process of folding. With single hinge folding design, or folding with
only one pivot point, there will be one or more critical angles in which the test
specimen is stretched beyond its original length. This type of tester design is unde-
sirable because the design of the tester can damage the samples, and will introduce
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during the action of folding and unfolding. Slight changes in attachment location
and attachment adhesive properties will have an impact on variability and repro-
ducibility of the test results. Note, this logic can be applied to certain mandrel bend
folding designs as well, if the strain on test specimens is not actuated to prevent
sample lengthening or stretching during folding. For this reason, we have defined
a dual pivot testing apparatus (Figure 2), which can prevent added strain or
stretching of the samples during folding.

3.1.2 Attachment method and location

In many cases, test specimens will consist of alternating layers of polymer film
and adhesive. The primary roles of the adhesive in such constructions will be to
adhere the layers together and to prevent added strain on sensitive layers, such as
the display or fragile coatings. The mechanical benefit of the adhesive is maximized
when specimen layers can freely move and shear across one another during folding
and unfolding, thus minimizing stress on fragile layers. For this reason, attaching
specimens to the test apparatus using adhesive (instead of clamping) is
recommended, especially if it is representative of actual folding device construc-
tion. If specimens are attached to the folding test apparatus with clamps, there will
be new test variables to consider, such as clamping pressure and location.

When attaching specimens to the folding apparatus using adhesive or tape, the
next decision becomes where to attach the test specimen. Samples attached too close
to the apex of the fold can add strain on the samples, due to lateral pulling of the
samples to the mounting plates during folding. This can also add undesired
variability to the test response, in addition to added strain on test specimens. Test
specimen shape in the folded configuration can be measured or modeled. For our
folding test method, we have defined an attachment location (denoted as Lfree in
Figure 3b, below) not closer than 3*g/2, where g is the distance between confining
test plates and attachment adhesive.

3.1.3 Test specimen misalignment

Misalignment of the test specimen can be caused by off-centered attachment of
the test specimen, misalignment of the pivot points (non-parallel or collinear;
Figure 4), or curved/warped mounting plates. Such forms of misalignment can
result in different patterns and variability in the test response (from left to right
sides of the test apparatus, for example; Figure 5).

Figure 2.
(a, b) Specimen geometry during folding for a single vs. dual pivot test apparatus. Tester mounting plates are
depicted in blue, attachment adhesive is depicted in yellow, test specimen is depicted in orange, pivot locations
are depicted by ‘+’ signs. (a) shows a single pivot hinge design, in which samples can be stretched at a critical
closing angle during testing. (b) shows a dual pivot hinge design, which can eliminate added stretching of the test
specimen during folding. (Figures by Tom Corrigan, Ph.D. 3M Corporate Research Systems Laboratory).
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3.1.4 Sample conditioning and preparation

Both temperature and humidity can affect the test response, particularly for
multi-layer test specimens that include adhesive in some layers, since some adhe-
sives may be quite sensitive to moisture uptake. Dependent on the substrates used,
this water uptake could apply to films, as well. Specimens should be conditioned at
well-defined environmental parameters prior to testing. Testing should also take
place in a controlled temperature and humidity environment. Doing so can help
improve the repeatability and reliability of the test.

Lamination conditions, sample edge quality and surface treatments that impact
adhesion can also influence the test response. Differing amounts of stored stress
introduced during manufacturing, and tension applied during the lamination and
sample preparation process can change the starting stress states of a test specimen,
which can then influence the stress profiles during folding and unfolding.

3.1.5 Defects observed

Depicted below are several types of failure modes observed during bend testing of
single and multi-layer test specimens. Crazing (Figure 6a) is caused by slippage of
crystal structures and void formations in polymeric films. Local buckling (Figure 6c)
is caused by adhesion failure between layers. Global buckling (Figure 6d) is caused
by severe instability, which can result in inverted folding of the test specimen.

Figure 3.
(a, b) Specimen geometry denoting location of attachment location with bond all the way to edge of substrate
backing in (a), while (b) depicts a region without adhesive contact near the fold region.

Figure 4.
Shown above are modeling results, which depict changes in strain on test specimens depending on their
alignment on the test apparatus. (Courtesy of Samad Javid, 3M Corporate Research Process Lab).
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3.2 A test for OCA decoupling and neutral plane management

There is widely available literature to explain the effects of decoupling and
isolating multiple neutral planes in a multi-layer construction [14, 29]. In the ideal

Figure 6.
Depiction of typical failure modes in foldable testing, including substrate crazing (whitening) (a), breakage
(b), local buckling (c) and global buckling (d).

Figure 5.
(a, b) Results from testing of 4mil low melt PEN (polyethylene naphthalate) at a nominal gap size of 4 mm.
Sample position is measured in inches from left to right side of test apparatus. Samples were checked every
10,000 fold cycles. (a) shows the difference in test response observed when test plates are very flat (2 test cycle
replicates are depicted on this plot by red and blue), vs. curved with variation of folding gap by only 0.05 mm as
measured with a feeler gauge (data depicted as a general smile pattern in green). (b) shows a sinusoidal test
response (plotted in red and green) as a result of loose bearings design, which control the motion profile of the
test plates. Tighter bearings design, in this case, yield a flatter more controlled test response profile (plotted in
blue).
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case, the neutral planes of each layer in the composite construction are preserved by
frictionless slip (or perfect decoupling of each layer). In reality, the lay-up con-
struction (modulus and thickness of each layer), in addition to assembly (such as
tension during the lamination process) of the test specimen or display stack will
influence stress profiles. 3M Foldable OCA has a lower modulus over a wide range
of operating temperatures, as compared to standard commercial OCAs. This offers
greater ability to decouple the stiff layers in a flexible display module and reduce
the overall bending strain [29, 30].

Figure 7.
(a) shows descriptions of test specimens comprising a single layer of 2mil PET, and 3-layer samples comprising
of 2mil 3MÔ OCA 8146–2 (a standard 3M OCA) and 2mil 3MÔ CEF35 (a 3M foldable OCA). (b) Results
show that less resistance increase is observed for the test specimens comprising of 3MÔ foldable OCA, CEF35,
than for specimens containing standard 3MÔ OCA 8146-2. These results suggest that the strain amplitude on
the tensioned ITO coated side of the test specimen is reduced when using 3MÔ foldable OCA, thus reducing
damage to the fragile coating.
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A simple experiment was performed to assert the performance of 3M™ OCA
CEF35, a 3M Foldable OCA. A thin layer of ITO was coated onto 2mil PET. The ITO
coated PET was used to create 3-layer test specimens, comprising either a standard
OCA 8146–2 or CEF35 at the same thickness of 2 mils (Figure 7a). The test speci-
mens were folded, with ITO on the out-folded/tension side, using a dual pivot bend
tester. The folding rate for this test was 30 cycles per minute, with nominal folded
gap size of 4 mm. Samples were conditioned for 24 h and tested at 23C, 50%RH.
Electrical resistance of the ITO coating was measured at the end locations of each
test specimen (using an Ohm meter) after 0, 1, 10, 100, 1000 and 10,000 fold
cycles. Results (Figure 7b) showed significantly less resistance increase for stacks
constructed with CEF35 than for those containing OCA 8146–2, proving experi-
mentally that CEF35 more effectively decouples the polymer film layers, due to a
lower shear modulus (G’) and higher yield under minimal load, thus, causing less
damage to the conductive layer.

3.3 Folding test method summary

In conclusion, there are several factors to consider when designing a reliable and
repeatable folding test method. Factors such as hinge or pivot design, attachment
location, sample and fold axis alignment, as well as sample preparation and condi-
tioning, and surface treatments can all have an impact on the reliability and repeat-
ability of the test. Once these factors are controlled, the folding test can be an
effective tool for use in differentiating multi-layered constructions representative of
foldable displays. IEC standard 62715-6-1 [31] can be referenced and calls out
several different methods of bending deformation that can be used to evaluate
Flexible Display Devices. Common failure modes include crazing, breakage, local
and global buckling. Most, if not all, of these failure modes can be influenced by the
properties of the adhesive used to construct the test specimen. 3M Foldable OCA
can help to decouple the polymeric film layers of a multi-layer test specimen, and
therefor reduce strain on fragile coatings and components, due to its low modulus as
compared to standard OCAs, such as 3M OCA 8146.

4. Modeling of foldable OLED panels

For foldable AMOLED (OLED) display panels, the repeated folding and
unfolding create new mechanical requirements and challenges beyond those of
fixed displays. In most applications, the multiple functional layers of a foldable
display are bonded by optically clear adhesives (OCA) to form a multilayered thin
panel or film stack that is flexible to allow folding of the panel.

The folding of a multilayered panel will introduce bending stress and shear stress
not only within the individual layers but also between the bonded layers.
Depending on the panel layup design, these bending stresses can reach very high
levels causing various failures including fracture of individual layers or sensitive
components within a layer, delamination, and buckling. Understanding the nature
of these stresses will help in producing robust designs that ensure reliable folding
performance.

Because the folding of a display by nature is a problem of large deflection of a
multilayer film stack, the classical beam bending theory such as the Euler–Bernoulli
approach will be limited in its ability to describe accurately the bending stress and
interlaminar stress. The thin nature of the OLED display also makes it difficult to
experimentally measure the stresses or visualize the deformation of the layers
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within the panel. Modeling then becomes an effective tool to provide insights into
the mechanical folding behavior. Numerical analysis methods, such as finite ele-
ment analysis (FEA), offer detailed information of stress and related deformation in
each layer of the film stack, and allow virtual testing to evaluate different design
scenarios [14, 32–35].

In this chapter, we will provide an introduction of the folding simulation of
OLED display panels. The aim is to demonstrate the basic process of modeling the
folding and the potential failure modes of foldable displays to help design engineers
to become familiar with:

• The interactions between layers of the display film stack with its bonding
layers, the OCA layer, and the role of OCA on the folding performance of the
film stack.

• Some basic modeling methods to simulate the folding of the film stack and the
OCA.

As general guidance, we will use modeling examples of a simplified but repre-
sentative display film stack to describe and discuss the models and the results.

We will also focus on the roles of the soft bonding layer, the OCAs, in the
discussions of the modeling results. We will examine the overall performance of the
film stack to provide basic understanding of the effectiveness of a soft bonding
layer in reducing bending stress and mitigating related potential failure modes. This
understanding can be valuable because the material properties and thickness of the
functional layers in a display, such as the OLED, circular polarizer film, and the
touch sensor film are designed to achieve their specific optical or electronic
functions, and the options to vary the thickness and material properties of these
functional layers may be limited. Managing a film stack’s neutral plane by
employing thicker or stiffer supplementary layers may be undesirable if the display
panel is to be flexible. On the other hand, when the display panels become thinner,
this imposes its own set of challenges in durability and usability. Optimization of
the display film stack through the design of the bonding layer becomes an attractive
and often a necessary option.

4.1 OLED panel and construction

The typical functional layers of an OLED film stack may include: cover film, the
touch sensor layer, circular polarizer, thin film encapsulation (TFE) layer, the
AMOLED (OLED) display unit, the back sheet, substrate, and others. The OLED
display unit itself also consists of multiple components including a flexible sub-
strate, encapsulation/barrier, thin film transducer (TFT), and transparent elec-
trode. In more recent developments, display manufacturers are also pursuing
integration of some of these components for thin form factors with fewer layers.
The OCAs are placed between layers to bond them into an integrated display film
stack that is flexible to allow folding as shown in Figure 1. The common industry
practice for specifying the extent of the folding is by the radius of curvature of the
folded region.

4.2 Design requirements for foldable multilayered display panel

The folding of a multilayered panel will introduce bending stresses, both in-
plane tensile or compressive stresses and shear stresses between the layers. While
each individual layer is flexible to withstand being folded into a small radius of
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curvature, the bonded multilayer panel will exhibit a much higher stiffness due to
the larger thickness of the whole panel, and potentially generate very high bending
stresses. The high bending stresses may cause failure in various forms. Of the
various components and layers in an OLED display panel, the permeation barrier
layer, the indium tin oxide (ITO) layer, and the oxide dielectric layers of thin film
transistors (TFT) are sensitive to tensile stress and strain, and they can fracture at a
relatively low tensile strain [24, 36].

While there are many other design requirements for a display unit, in terms of
folding mechanical performance, flexibility, integrity, and durability without dam-
age are required, and fracture, delamination, or buckling under repeated bending
must be prevented.

Other design requirements, including impact resistance to drop impact of dis-
play device or ball/foreign object impact, and scratch resistance are also critical for
foldable displays. They are interrelated with the foldability performance, and often
have competing design requirements. A more systematic and holistic design
approach is necessary to incorporate all the aspects of design to achieve balanced
optimal performance with some trade-offs, if necessary, among the various com-
peting design requirements. Various modeling work has been performed in these
areas at 3M, however, this belongs to a more expansive scope beyond that of the
current chapter. For a more focused discussion, this modeling section will be limited
to the topic of integrity for foldability.

In the following sections, the general practice of finite element analysis for
simulating the folding of a film stack will be discussed first, followed by a modeling
example to illustrate the potential failure modes of the film stack that need to be
addressed in the design of foldable displays and the effects of OCA in mitigating
these failure modes.

4.3 Finite element analysis of folding of display film stack

4.3.1 Finite element analysis models

The thin film nature of the film stack makes it suitable for using a 2D model to
represent the stack without losing much fidelity, especially when edge effects are
not significant. To model the interactions among the different functional layers,
each layer should be modeled as an individual part of the film stack. In particular,
this simulates the deformation behavior that is critical in understanding the effects
of OCA on the folding performance of film stack. The finite element mesh size
should be sufficiently fine to resolve the stress gradient of the critical layers both in
their thickness direction and in the in-plane direction, especially in the bend region
where stresses vary through the thickness direction.

The bonding of the OCA to film can be simulated by various interaction defini-
tions such as nodal constraint or node coupling of the mesh of the OCA layer to the
mesh of the substrate film layer. This approach will typically not allow the simula-
tion of the separation or debonding of the OCA from the substrates, however, it can
offer most of the needed information to evaluate the bond performance without
the added complexity of simulating the debonding process. To simulate the
debonding process, cohesive elements may be used to represent the OCA bond. If
cohesive elements are used, care should be taken to incorporate the cohesive law
that describes the debonding force-displacement of the OCA bond attached to the
specific films of the actual application because the bond strength depends on the
specific substrate films. Also, separate cohesive laws for tension (normal to bond
interface) and shear should be used to accurately represent the OCA bond behavior
which will require calibrations of the cohesive laws from test data such as those
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the display film stack through the design of the bonding layer becomes an attractive
and often a necessary option.

4.1 OLED panel and construction

The typical functional layers of an OLED film stack may include: cover film, the
touch sensor layer, circular polarizer, thin film encapsulation (TFE) layer, the
AMOLED (OLED) display unit, the back sheet, substrate, and others. The OLED
display unit itself also consists of multiple components including a flexible sub-
strate, encapsulation/barrier, thin film transducer (TFT), and transparent elec-
trode. In more recent developments, display manufacturers are also pursuing
integration of some of these components for thin form factors with fewer layers.
The OCAs are placed between layers to bond them into an integrated display film
stack that is flexible to allow folding as shown in Figure 1. The common industry
practice for specifying the extent of the folding is by the radius of curvature of the
folded region.

4.2 Design requirements for foldable multilayered display panel

The folding of a multilayered panel will introduce bending stresses, both in-
plane tensile or compressive stresses and shear stresses between the layers. While
each individual layer is flexible to withstand being folded into a small radius of
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curvature, the bonded multilayer panel will exhibit a much higher stiffness due to
the larger thickness of the whole panel, and potentially generate very high bending
stresses. The high bending stresses may cause failure in various forms. Of the
various components and layers in an OLED display panel, the permeation barrier
layer, the indium tin oxide (ITO) layer, and the oxide dielectric layers of thin film
transistors (TFT) are sensitive to tensile stress and strain, and they can fracture at a
relatively low tensile strain [24, 36].

While there are many other design requirements for a display unit, in terms of
folding mechanical performance, flexibility, integrity, and durability without dam-
age are required, and fracture, delamination, or buckling under repeated bending
must be prevented.

Other design requirements, including impact resistance to drop impact of dis-
play device or ball/foreign object impact, and scratch resistance are also critical for
foldable displays. They are interrelated with the foldability performance, and often
have competing design requirements. A more systematic and holistic design
approach is necessary to incorporate all the aspects of design to achieve balanced
optimal performance with some trade-offs, if necessary, among the various com-
peting design requirements. Various modeling work has been performed in these
areas at 3M, however, this belongs to a more expansive scope beyond that of the
current chapter. For a more focused discussion, this modeling section will be limited
to the topic of integrity for foldability.

In the following sections, the general practice of finite element analysis for
simulating the folding of a film stack will be discussed first, followed by a modeling
example to illustrate the potential failure modes of the film stack that need to be
addressed in the design of foldable displays and the effects of OCA in mitigating
these failure modes.

4.3 Finite element analysis of folding of display film stack

4.3.1 Finite element analysis models

The thin film nature of the film stack makes it suitable for using a 2D model to
represent the stack without losing much fidelity, especially when edge effects are
not significant. To model the interactions among the different functional layers,
each layer should be modeled as an individual part of the film stack. In particular,
this simulates the deformation behavior that is critical in understanding the effects
of OCA on the folding performance of film stack. The finite element mesh size
should be sufficiently fine to resolve the stress gradient of the critical layers both in
their thickness direction and in the in-plane direction, especially in the bend region
where stresses vary through the thickness direction.

The bonding of the OCA to film can be simulated by various interaction defini-
tions such as nodal constraint or node coupling of the mesh of the OCA layer to the
mesh of the substrate film layer. This approach will typically not allow the simula-
tion of the separation or debonding of the OCA from the substrates, however, it can
offer most of the needed information to evaluate the bond performance without
the added complexity of simulating the debonding process. To simulate the
debonding process, cohesive elements may be used to represent the OCA bond. If
cohesive elements are used, care should be taken to incorporate the cohesive law
that describes the debonding force-displacement of the OCA bond attached to the
specific films of the actual application because the bond strength depends on the
specific substrate films. Also, separate cohesive laws for tension (normal to bond
interface) and shear should be used to accurately represent the OCA bond behavior
which will require calibrations of the cohesive laws from test data such as those
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from butt joint or T-joint tests and lap shear tests. In general, the correct application
of cohesive elements or cohesive contact for OCAs is more involved. Proper training
on the technique will help to avoid misrepresentation of OCA bonds. It is
recommended that users consult with 3M technical support for test methods or test
data related to bond strength simulation.

4.3.2 Modeling OCAs

Being a type of pressure sensitive adhesive, OCA needs to be soft enough to
flow under application of pressure to wet the substrate in close proximity. This
intimate contact between OCA and the substrate allows molecular interactions such
as van der Waals forces to form the basis of the adhesion that underwrites the
overall bond strength. This flow-like behavior of OCA can be described by a com-
bination of nonlinear elastic and viscoelastic/viscoplastic material models.

For OCA’s viscoelastic behavior, its relaxation function can be defined in terms
of a series of exponentials known as the Prony series. For the nonlinear elastic or
hyperelastic constitutive models, the models such as the polynomial hyperelastic
models are most commonly used. They include the neo-Hookean model,
Mooney-Rivlin model, and Yeoh model. All are effective in describing OCAs’ ability
to be stretched to very large strain. Other forms of hyperelastic models including
Arruda-Boyce and Ogden models may also be used. The commercial finite element
analysis packages, such as ABAQUS, ANSYS, and COMSOL offer the finite strain
computational methods and material model libraries that allow advanced simula-
tion of OCAs. Users can apply the material model calibration tools provided by the
finite element analysis software packages to evaluate the material parameters for
these constitutive models from OCA material characterization test data. It is also
recommended that they contact 3M technical support for information on OCA
material data for their specific applications.

4.3.3 Material characterization tests

Several material characterization tests are needed to generate data for the cali-
bration of the constitutive models mentioned above. For calibrating the elastic or
hyperelastic material models, one or more of the tests listed below needs to be
performed on the OCA:

• Uniaxial tensile

• Simple shear

• Biaxial tensile

• Compression and/or bulk compression

For viscoelastic model calibration, the dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA)
test can be performed to produce master curves of the storage modulus and loss
modulus of OCA to calibrate the Prony series. Otherwise, relaxation or creep test
data at various strain rates and temperatures of interest may be used for the Prony
series calibration.

For calibration of OCA bond strength models, such as the cohesive zone model,
the proper measurements of the bond strength using T-joint specimens and lap
shear specimens should be emphasized. These tests should be performed on the
actual substrate materials of the film stack, especially if the potential failure mode
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may be adhesion failure. 3M Technical Support can be a source for information
related to the test methods for adhesive characterization.

4.4 Examples of finite element analysis of folding performance of a foldable
display film stack

The following is an example of finite element analysis of dynamic folding simu-
lation of a display film stack, followed by discussions of the analysis results to assess
the folding performance.

In the finite element analysis (FEA) presented here, a simplified 7-layer film
stack was used to represent a foldable OLED display (Table 2). The film stack was
assumed to be attached to two rigid back plates joined by hinges. The center portion
of the film stack was not attached to the rigid back plate to allow for folding of the
stack. The folding action simulated here is the so-called ‘out-folding’ such that the
film stack is folded towards its back layer. In the fully folded configuration, the
space between the straight sections of the outer layer is 10 mm resulting in the bend
section of the film stack forming an approximate semi-circle of radius 5 mm as
shown in Figure 8. In the simulation, the film stack was folded in 3 s, then held in
the folded configuration for 24 h before it was unfolded in 3 s. The material
properties and the thickness of each layer used in this work are listed in Table 2.
The total thickness of the film stack simulated here was 0.475 mm (layup 1)
and 0.275 mm (layup 2). The simulation was repeated for the two film stack
layups bonded by 3M™ Foldable OCA CEF35 and 3M™ OCA 8211. 3M™ CEF35
has a lower storage modulus than that of 3M™ OCA 8211, and exhibits a more
elastic behavior as indicated by its lower Tan delta value (Table 2) than that of
3M™ OCA 8211.

The simulation was performed using the ABAQUS finite element analysis pack-
age. Due to the large ratio of film stack panel width to thickness, a 2-dimentional

Layers Thickness
(μm)

Material Modulus of
elasticity, E,

(GPa)

Storage Modulus,
G', (GPa)

at frequency of 1
rad/s

Tan
Delta

Cover
film

150
(50)

PET 3.5 NA* NA

OCA 25 3MTM CEF35 (OCA 1)
3MTM OCA 8211 (OCA 2)

/ 0.03E-3
0.07E-3

0.33
0.70

Circular
polarizer

75
(125)

Triacetate 3.2 NA NA

OCA 25 3MTM CEF35 (OCA 1)
3M OCA 8211 (OCA 2)

/ 0.03E-3
0.07E-3

0.33
0.70

AMOLED 75 Polyimide substrate 3.5 NA NA

OCA 25 3MTM CEF35 (OCA 1)
3M OCA 8211 (OCA 2)

/ 0.03E-3
0.07E-3

0.33
0.70

Back
plate

100
(150)

PET 2.7 NA NA

*NA = Not Applicable
The thickness shown in brackets in the table are the values used for stack layup 2.

Table 2.
The simplified 7-layer display film stack layup and the properties used in the simulation.
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may be adhesion failure. 3M Technical Support can be a source for information
related to the test methods for adhesive characterization.

4.4 Examples of finite element analysis of folding performance of a foldable
display film stack

The following is an example of finite element analysis of dynamic folding simu-
lation of a display film stack, followed by discussions of the analysis results to assess
the folding performance.

In the finite element analysis (FEA) presented here, a simplified 7-layer film
stack was used to represent a foldable OLED display (Table 2). The film stack was
assumed to be attached to two rigid back plates joined by hinges. The center portion
of the film stack was not attached to the rigid back plate to allow for folding of the
stack. The folding action simulated here is the so-called ‘out-folding’ such that the
film stack is folded towards its back layer. In the fully folded configuration, the
space between the straight sections of the outer layer is 10 mm resulting in the bend
section of the film stack forming an approximate semi-circle of radius 5 mm as
shown in Figure 8. In the simulation, the film stack was folded in 3 s, then held in
the folded configuration for 24 h before it was unfolded in 3 s. The material
properties and the thickness of each layer used in this work are listed in Table 2.
The total thickness of the film stack simulated here was 0.475 mm (layup 1)
and 0.275 mm (layup 2). The simulation was repeated for the two film stack
layups bonded by 3M™ Foldable OCA CEF35 and 3M™ OCA 8211. 3M™ CEF35
has a lower storage modulus than that of 3M™ OCA 8211, and exhibits a more
elastic behavior as indicated by its lower Tan delta value (Table 2) than that of
3M™ OCA 8211.

The simulation was performed using the ABAQUS finite element analysis pack-
age. Due to the large ratio of film stack panel width to thickness, a 2-dimentional
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The simplified 7-layer display film stack layup and the properties used in the simulation.
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plane strain model meshed with the plane strain solid element, CPE4, was used. Six
elements were used through the thickness for the OCA layer, and four elements
through the thickness for each of the other functional layers.

4.4.1 Discussions of the simulation results

The following potential failure modes typical for foldable displays were
predicted for various film stack layups by the simulation and are also observed in
experiments:

• Failure due to tensile strain from bending exceeding the critical values for
specific components/layers in the display film stack

• Buckling

• Debonding between layers of the film stack

Figure 9 shows the finite element analysis results of these failure modes. In the
following sections, each will be discussed with emphasis on the effects of OCA’s soft
properties on the bending performance.

4.4.2 Fracture and failure due to tensile strain, multiple neutral planes due to large shear
strain of OCA

For film stacks bonded by 3M™ CEF35 and 3M™ OCA 8211, the results show
that the lower modulus of 3M™ CEF35 allows large shear slippage between layers
leading to reduced bending stress in the film stack. The in-plane strain in the OLED

Figure 8.
Simulation results showing the 4 stages of folding. The film stack is folded towards its back layer in the form of
the so-called “out-folding”.
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layer is shown in Figure 10 for the two film stacks bonded by 3M™ CEF35 and
3M™ OCA8211. The maximum tensile strain occurs in the bend section at the
bending symmetry plane after the film stack is completely folded. The maximum
tensile strain ranged from 0.2% to 0.6% in the stacks bonded by 3M™ CEF35, and
from 0.4% to 0.9% for stacks bonded by 3M™ OCA 8211. Depending on the critical
strains of the OLED, ITO, or TFE, a less stiff OCA may make the difference
between failure and no-failure of the display panel.

Figure 9.
The predicted potential failure modes of foldable display film stack.

Figure 10.
Contour plots of in-plane bending strain in the OLED layer when the film stack is fully folded for the film stacks
bonded by 3M OCAs (only the OLED layer is shown in this figure).
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When the OCA’s shear deformation between layers is sufficiently high to allow
adjacent layers to slip over each other, each layer can bend without much
constraint from the adjacent layers. This shear decoupling effect can result in much
reduced bending stresses in some of the layers leading to a neutral plane in each of the
layers, especially for the layers closer to the center of the film stack. In Figure 11, the
bending stress (the stress in the direction parallel to the neutral plane of the film
stack) of the film stack bonded by 3M™ CEF35 is shown. The plot shows the bending
stress distribution at the cross-section of A-B, which is the location where the maxi-
mum bending stress will occur within the bend region of the film stack. For this 7-
layer film stack of a total thickness of 0.475 mm (Table 2), the bending stress on each
of the three OCA layers is negligible due to its low stiffness. The low stiffness of OCA,
on the other hand, facilitates relatively high shear strain, in the range of 300–400%
(Figure 12). This large shear strain between the layers allows each of the CWF,
OLED, and back plate films to bend relatively independently from others resulting in
a neutral plane in each of these functional layers, as indicated by the zero-bending
stress location within each layer.

The ability of soft OCA to shear easily provides an effective design option to
achieve multiple neutral planes in a film stack. This can be of great value since it can
enable more freedom of choice regarding material properties and thicknesses of
other functional layers without compromising their specific optical or electronic
performance in a display.

4.4.3 Buckling

Under bending, a thin display film stack that is partially attached to a stiffer back
plate is susceptible to buckling failure that leads to optical distortion and possible
debonding, either within the film stack layers or from the back plates on which the

Figure 11.
Bending stress distribution at the cross-section A-B which is the plane of symmetry of the folded film stack.
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film stack is attached. Buckling of the film stack can be further categorized into
global buckling and local buckling types.

Global buckling typically gives the film stack a wavy appearance. It happens
during unfolding after the film stack is held in the folded configuration for a period
of time. In the folded configuration, shear creep in the OCA may occur which
can be observed at the end of the film stack where each layer slips over the adjacent
layer (Figure 13). This creep induced shear slip cannot be immediately
recovered upon unfolding. During unfolding, the top layers of the film stack shown
in Figure 11 will then be under compression while the bottom layers will be in
tension. Depending on the amount of the shear creep and the overall stiffness and
thickness of the film stack, this may lead to instability and global buckling as shown
in Figure 14. The more elastic behavior of 3M™ CEF35 limits the shear creep
deformation and, in turn, leads to reduced buckling during unfolding.

Local buckling often appears as a fine and thin wrinkle or wrinkles on the
surface on the compressive side of the folded film stack [36]. It occurs during
folding but may still be visible after unfolding if the buckling is allowed to set in
over a period of time or if the buckling causes debonding in the region.

Figure 12.
Contour plots of shear stress in the transition region for the film stack (layup 1) showing the large shear
deformation of the OCA layers.

Figure 13.
Simulation results showing the shear deformation between layers (a), and the predicted maximum shear strain
in OCA layer and the comparison with the bond strength of the OCA (b).
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film stack is attached. Buckling of the film stack can be further categorized into
global buckling and local buckling types.

Global buckling typically gives the film stack a wavy appearance. It happens
during unfolding after the film stack is held in the folded configuration for a period
of time. In the folded configuration, shear creep in the OCA may occur which
can be observed at the end of the film stack where each layer slips over the adjacent
layer (Figure 13). This creep induced shear slip cannot be immediately
recovered upon unfolding. During unfolding, the top layers of the film stack shown
in Figure 11 will then be under compression while the bottom layers will be in
tension. Depending on the amount of the shear creep and the overall stiffness and
thickness of the film stack, this may lead to instability and global buckling as shown
in Figure 14. The more elastic behavior of 3M™ CEF35 limits the shear creep
deformation and, in turn, leads to reduced buckling during unfolding.

Local buckling often appears as a fine and thin wrinkle or wrinkles on the
surface on the compressive side of the folded film stack [36]. It occurs during
folding but may still be visible after unfolding if the buckling is allowed to set in
over a period of time or if the buckling causes debonding in the region.

Figure 12.
Contour plots of shear stress in the transition region for the film stack (layup 1) showing the large shear
deformation of the OCA layers.

Figure 13.
Simulation results showing the shear deformation between layers (a), and the predicted maximum shear strain
in OCA layer and the comparison with the bond strength of the OCA (b).
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During folding, high compressive stress can develop in the bend region. Local
buckling occurs only in the layers on or close to the surface of the film stack on the
compressive side of the neutral plane. If the compressive stresses in these layers are
not reduced through OCA’s shear deformation, they may cause these layers to
buckle or bulge out especially if any geometric off-axis imperfection is present in
these layers. As shown in Figure 15, the buckling deformation will stretch the OCA
that bonds the buckled layers to the remaining un-buckled layers resulting in tensile
stress in OCA in the direction perpendicular to the bonding interface. Depending on
the OCA bond strength, this tensile stress can cause delamination in this region.

Local buckling was not predicted in the film stacks bonded by 3M™ CEF35 or
3M™ OCA 8211 (the layup specified in Table 2). However, if the OCA modulus is
reduced to 10% of that of 3M™ CEF35, the simulation predicted that local buckling
could occur which is shown in Figure 15 for a particular film stack. On the other
hand, reducing the thickness of OCA to increase the constraint to buckling defor-
mation can effectively improve the local buckling resistance as shown in Figure 16.
Our studies have shown that reducing OCA thickness and increasing OCA
stiffness can improve film stack’s buckling resistance, while reducing OCA stiffness

Figure 14.
Displacement contour plots comparison of buckling of the film stack bonded by 3M™ CEF35 and 3M™ OCA
8211 immediately after unfolding showing the improved buckling resistance of 3M foldable OCA. The
displacement, U2, is in the direction perpendicular to the film surface (unit: mm).

Figure 15.
Predicted local buckling on a film stack bonded with an OCA with a stiffness of 10% of that of 3M™ CEF35.
The inserts are the photos of a local buckling on the actual film stack.
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to facilitate shear slip is also critical in reducing the compressive stress that is the
root cause of buckling. All these demonstrate that the design for buckling resistance
is a balancing act and represents one of the most challenging aspects in film stack
optimization. The competing requirements of stiffness to resist buckling and flexi-
bility for folding, as well as, for minimizing the cause of buckling further highlights
the importance of leveraging OCA’s broader range of properties to achieve the
optimal film stack performance.

4.4.4 Delamination and debonding

Another failure mode often observed in the foldable display is delamination or
debonding, which is characterized by separation of layers either near the ends of the
display panel, or within the bend region.

Typically, the debonding at the end of the film stack is due to shear strain in the
OCA exceeding the OCA bond shear strength, while the delamination within the
bend region is the result of high interlayer tensile stresses on OCA due to local
buckling as described above.

In Figure 12, the shear stress of the film stack is shown for the transition region
where the bent section meets the straight section. The corresponding shear strain
values are indicated on the plots. Figure 13 shows the shear stress at the end of the film
stack. For both the film stacks bonded by 3M™ CEF35 and 3M™ OCA 8211, along the
length of the film stack, the maximum shear strain occurs in the transition region. The
higher the shear strain in the OCA, the more shear slip is allowed between layers,
which reduces the bending stress in the layers. For the layers on the compressive side
of the neutral plane, this means reduced compressive stress and the reduced possibility
of local buckling of these layers. For the layups simulated in this work, the shear strain
can be as high as 600% as shown in Figure 12. The softer 3M™ CEF35 allows not only
large shear strain upon folding leading to improved local buckling resistance, it also
can effectively resist debonding due to its high bond strength (Figure 13).

5. Summary

The simulation examples of folding OLED display film stacks discussed here
demonstrate OCAs’ abilities to reduce bending stresses and to create multiple

Figure 16.
Simulation results showing the effect of OCA thickness on local buckling. The film stacks shown here were
bonded with 3M OCA of different thickness. The ratios of the surface layer thickness to the underlying OCA
layer thickness is 2.0 for the layup on the left, and 1.0 for the layup on the right.
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During folding, high compressive stress can develop in the bend region. Local
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Figure 14.
Displacement contour plots comparison of buckling of the film stack bonded by 3M™ CEF35 and 3M™ OCA
8211 immediately after unfolding showing the improved buckling resistance of 3M foldable OCA. The
displacement, U2, is in the direction perpendicular to the film surface (unit: mm).

Figure 15.
Predicted local buckling on a film stack bonded with an OCA with a stiffness of 10% of that of 3M™ CEF35.
The inserts are the photos of a local buckling on the actual film stack.
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to facilitate shear slip is also critical in reducing the compressive stress that is the
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higher the shear strain in the OCA, the more shear slip is allowed between layers,
which reduces the bending stress in the layers. For the layers on the compressive side
of the neutral plane, this means reduced compressive stress and the reduced possibility
of local buckling of these layers. For the layups simulated in this work, the shear strain
can be as high as 600% as shown in Figure 12. The softer 3M™ CEF35 allows not only
large shear strain upon folding leading to improved local buckling resistance, it also
can effectively resist debonding due to its high bond strength (Figure 13).
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The simulation examples of folding OLED display film stacks discussed here
demonstrate OCAs’ abilities to reduce bending stresses and to create multiple
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bonded with 3M OCA of different thickness. The ratios of the surface layer thickness to the underlying OCA
layer thickness is 2.0 for the layup on the left, and 1.0 for the layup on the right.
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neutral planes in a film stack. The simulation examples also demonstrate three
potential failure modes for film stacks under dynamic folding and unfolding.

• Fracture due to high tensile bending stress

• Buckling

◦ Local buckling of a few layers in the film stack and global buckling of the panel
where the entire film stack buckles and assumes a wavy form

• Delamination or debonding

As shown in these simulation examples, these failures can be addressed through
design and selection of appropriate OCAs. It is also evident that the folding perfor-
mance of a display is a system-level response, where performance is governed by
the properties of each layer in the stack layup as well as the display attachment
methods and folding hinge design. The softest layers in the film stack, the OCAs,
play a critical role in optimizing the film stack’s folding performance when the
options to alter the mechanical properties or thickness of other functional layers to
improve overall stack flexibility are restricted by their designed functionalities.
Design of display film stacks that utilize OCAs’ unique characteristics can lead to
increased robustness of integrated system solutions for foldable displays.
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◦ Local buckling of a few layers in the film stack and global buckling of the panel
where the entire film stack buckles and assumes a wavy form

• Delamination or debonding

As shown in these simulation examples, these failures can be addressed through
design and selection of appropriate OCAs. It is also evident that the folding perfor-
mance of a display is a system-level response, where performance is governed by
the properties of each layer in the stack layup as well as the display attachment
methods and folding hinge design. The softest layers in the film stack, the OCAs,
play a critical role in optimizing the film stack’s folding performance when the
options to alter the mechanical properties or thickness of other functional layers to
improve overall stack flexibility are restricted by their designed functionalities.
Design of display film stacks that utilize OCAs’ unique characteristics can lead to
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Chapter 5

Picture Quality and Sound Quality
of OLED TVs
Jang Jin Yoo, Dong Woo Kang, Jang Un Kwon,
Sunho Park, Jeong Sub Hwang, Don Gyou Lee, Bu Yeol Lee
and In Byeong Kang

Abstract

Unlike the past when cathode-ray tube (CRT) dominated display industry,
many different types of flat panel displays (FPDs) are now leading the industry. Of
these, organic light-emitting diode (OLED) display has recently become a next-
generation display since this display is recognised as having advantages over other
competing technologies in picture quality and form factor. With major attributes of
picture quality considered, a series of evaluations based on objective measures was
performed with an OLED TV compared to an LCD TV. OLED TV outperformed
LCD TV 100 times in black, 20 times in colour contrast, 30% in dynamic range
coverage, 50 times in local contrast and 20 times in viewing angle. In addition,
sound quality of the OLED TV was assessed using both objective and subjective
evaluation methods compared to conventional TV speakers since OLED panel
speaker technology was recently commercialised. The OLED panel speaker showed
better performance both in objective and subjective methods.

Keywords: OLED TV, OLED panel speaker, picture quality, sound quality,
emissive display, HDR

1. Introduction

Although there are many different types of displays nowadays, displays can be
mainly categorised as projection, off-screen, direct view and so on (Figure 1). Most
of all, many FPDs of direct view displays have been commercialised very success-
fully. These FPDs can be also categorised in many ways, but the author will catego-
rise them as an emissive display (or self-emissive display) and a non-emissive
display in order to discuss picture quality of them because this kind of
categorisation is highly related to picture quality.

Non-emissive displays need additional ambient light or illumination emitting
light as a light source because colour and light level could not be expressed with the
panel. In this category, there are electrophoretic display (EPD), electrochromic
display (ECD) and so on, and the most successful one ever is liquid crystal display
(LCD). For LCD, backlighting system is used as an illumination and each pixel of its
panel controls colour and light level as an optical shutter [1].

On the other hand, an emissive display stands for the display which each pixel of
its panel emits light with light level and colour controlled by itself [2]. For example,
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of OLED TVs
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Abstract

Unlike the past when cathode-ray tube (CRT) dominated display industry,
many different types of flat panel displays (FPDs) are now leading the industry. Of
these, organic light-emitting diode (OLED) display has recently become a next-
generation display since this display is recognised as having advantages over other
competing technologies in picture quality and form factor. With major attributes of
picture quality considered, a series of evaluations based on objective measures was
performed with an OLED TV compared to an LCD TV. OLED TV outperformed
LCD TV 100 times in black, 20 times in colour contrast, 30% in dynamic range
coverage, 50 times in local contrast and 20 times in viewing angle. In addition,
sound quality of the OLED TV was assessed using both objective and subjective
evaluation methods compared to conventional TV speakers since OLED panel
speaker technology was recently commercialised. The OLED panel speaker showed
better performance both in objective and subjective methods.

Keywords: OLED TV, OLED panel speaker, picture quality, sound quality,
emissive display, HDR
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in this emissive display, there are plasma display panel (PDP), light-emitting diode
(LED) and OLED which will be investigated in this chapter. OLED technology has
been recently adopted for large TV displays and commercial displays as well as
mobile displays [3].

This fundamental way of displaying causes the difference in picture quality. This
chapter will introduce picture quality attributes and evaluation methods for high-
end TV displays and assess the picture quality of OLED TV as an emissive display
with the reference to LCD TV as a non-emissive display which is a current major TV
display technology, and sound quality of OLED TV using OLED panel speaker will
be also investigated.

2. Picture quality of OLED TVs

2.1 Evaluation method

In order to understand how to evaluate picture quality of OLED TVs, it is better
to start with a well-known concept “image quality circle [4]”. This concept says that
three steps—technology variables (display design factor), physical image parame-
ters (physical measures) and customer perceptions (perceptual attributes)—are
important for foreseeing customer image quality rating (picture quality that con-
sumers consider), and these are organically linked and influence sequentially. Of
these, physical measure and perceptual attribute, also called objective measure and
subjective measure, respectively, should be measured together for an appropriate
picture quality evaluation. In other words, these two measures should be linked for
a perfect picture quality modelling [5].

In this study, only objective measure was considered. It will be also helpful to
refer to a number of product reviews from various consumer reports in order to see
a trend of subjective measure. Black, colour, viewing angle and HDR property were
selected as the objective measures. Because recent high-end TVs have the identical
specifications in resolution, colour bit depth, frame rate, etc., which were tradi-
tionally compared, other attributes causing differences in picture quality were
chosen. The OLED TV used in this evaluation has 65 inches of diagonal size and 4 K
ultra-high-definition (UHD) resolution. Also, 4 K UHD LCD TVs with the identical
65-inch size were compared to see a typical difference in picture quality between

Figure 1.
Display category.
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emissive display and non-emissive display. For the LCD TVs, two different
backlighting types according to local dimming method were evaluated—edge-lit
and direct-lit.

2.2 Evaluation result

2.2.1 Black

2.2.1.1 Pixel dimming vs. local dimming

First of all, the most fundamental performance of OLED TV which makes
difference in picture quality is black level and pixel dimming. These performances
could affect most of perceived picture quality attributes—colourfulness, brightness,
sharpness, contrast and so on. That is why LCD manufacturers attempt to develop
display technologies for lower black level with more number of dimming blocks.

For LCD, the technology which enables lower black level is called local dimming
for backlight. The LCD TVs which were evaluated in this chapter have 12 dimming
blocks for edge-lit backlight and 150 dimming blocks for direct-lit backlight
(Figure 2). Since more dimming blocks secure lower black level and better picture
quality, LCDmanufacturers tend to increase the number of dimming blocks. Recent
premium LCD TVs adopted over 500 dimming blocks. However, more dimming
blocks mean more expensive cost for backlight and relevant electronic parts. Fur-
thermore, direct-lit LCD for more dimming blocks should sacrifice thinner display
thickness compared to edge-lit LCD showing better design.

However, OLED TV can inherently realise lowest black level because every
single pixel can emit no light when black signal is applied. In terms of number of
dimming blocks, OLED TV has more than 33 million blocks when 4 K UHD is
considered (WRGB � 3840 � 2160). This is called pixel dimming because every
sub-pixel (white, red, green and blue sub-pixels) is dimmable. Pixel dimming using
emissive sub-pixels can reproduce peak highlight without halo artefact which nor-
mally appears in LCDs (Figure 3).

To increase brightness of peak highlight in LCDs, brightness of the LEDs in the
dimming blocks corresponding to the peak highlight zone should be increased, and
it will cause halo artefact around the peak highlight zone. On the contrary, if the
brightness of the LEDs is decreased, the halo artefact could be reduced, but the peak
highlight will get darker, and it will be difficult to reproduce the creative intent.

Figure 2.
LCD TVs according to local dimming method. (a) LCD TV with edge-lit backlight. (b) LCD TV with direct-lit
backlight.
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2.2.1.2 Black level and black constancy

In this section, two objective measures for black performance described in the
above section will be introduced. As can be seen in Figure 4, most complex images
we face contain a variety of colour signals around black signals (or darker level
signals). But conventional test patterns [6] in Figure 4b for measuring black per-
formance of displays could not reflect the real situation like this. Thus a set of new
test patterns as shown in Figure 5 were proposed in the International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) [7].

This set consists of five different test patterns with different grey levels of
backgrounds (0, 255, 511, 767 and 1023 grey levels of overall 1024 grey levels) and a
centred black box for measuring black level. Furthermore, black constancy value
can be also evaluated with these patterns. This test shows how consistently the black
level remains depending on neighboured colour signals. The black constancy C
shown in Eq. (1) is defined as the difference between maximum black luminance
and minimum black luminance.

C ¼ max Lk,0 � Lk, ij j½ � (1)

where Lk,0 is the black luminance of the centre at the 0th grey background
level; Lk, i is the black luminance of the centre at the ith grey background level
(i = 255, 511, 767 and 1023).

Figure 3.
Dimming performance comparison between OLED TV and LCD TV. (a) Pixel dimming (OLED TV)
and (b) local dimming (LCD TV).

Figure 4.
Example of various colours around black signals in complex images and conventional black test pattern.
(a) Black signals in complex images and (b) full-screen black [6].
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These black luminance data and black constancy values are summarised in
Table 1 and Figure 6. As can be seen, the black levels of LCD TVs are strongly
influenced by the neighboured colour signals. However, OLED TV’s black level
remains comparatively constant showing 8.2 � 10�4 cd/m2 black constancy. It was
also found that direct-lit LCD showed bigger constancy than edge-lit LCD, which
could be caused by higher brightness of direct-lit LCD.

Figure 5.
Test patterns for black level and constancy measurement.

Black luminance (cd/m2) OLED TV LCD TV (edge-lit) LCD TV (direct-lit)

Max 8.3 � 10�4 6.5 � 10�2 8.2 � 10�2

Min 5.6 � 10�6 1.3 � 10�3 1.7 � 10�3

Ave 4.2 � 10�4 4.4 � 10��2 5.1 � 10�2

Constancy (Max-Min) 8.2 � 10�4 6.4 � 10�2 8.0 � 10�2

Table 1.
Black luminance and black constancy of the OLED TV and the LCD TVs.

Figure 6.
Black luminance according to background grey levels.
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2.2.2 Colour

2.2.2.1 Colour gamut

To investigate colour capability of OLED TV, colour gamut was evaluated in
terms of both area ratio and coverage to standard colour spaces. Both area ratios
with reference to BT.709 [8] and BT.2020 [9] show almost similar values for OLED
TV and LCD TVs. Coverage values with reference to DCI-P3 [10] and BT.2020 also
show similar for both displays. The coverage values for DCI-P3 exceed 95% in all
the TVs compared. This indicates those TVs could reproduce similar colour capa-
bility for digital cinema.

Is it sufficient to explain the colour performance of those TVs with this evalua-
tion? Since OLED TV is generally assessed more colourful at the similar colour
gamut than LCD TVs [11], the reason will be discussed in the next section
(Figure 7).

2.2.2.2 Colour contrast

Simultaneous contrast is one of well-known colour appearance phenomena
which is easily perceived and experienced in our daily life [12]. Figure 8 illustrates
simultaneous contrast. The two identical grey patches presented on different back-
grounds appear distinct. The darker background causes the grey patch to appear
lighter, while the less dark background causes the white patch to appear less light.
Although the centred colours have the identical luminance values, those two colours
could appear different. This phenomenon can be found between TVs with different
black levels.

To quantify this difference considering the relation between black level and
colour, it is suggested to use colour contrast. The test pattern has black background
and centred colour, and colour contrast is evaluated with the ratio of luminance of
the colour to average luminance of the background (Eq. (2)) (Figure 9).

Figure 7.
Colour gamut comparison of the OLED TV and the LCD TVs with reference to BT.709, DCI-p3 and BT.2020
colour spaces (Table 2).
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Colour contrast ¼ Lc

Lk
, Lk ¼ ∑8

i Lið Þ
8

(2)

where Lc is the luminance of the centre and Li is the black surround at the eight
locations.

Colour contrast result was summarised in Table 3. OLED TV shows 60 times
higher colour contrast than edge-lit LCD TV and around 20 times higher colour
contrast than direct-lit LCD TV. This indicates that two TVs which have the same

Figure 8.
Simultaneous contrast phenomenon perceived at the different dark backgrounds in luminance values.

Figure 9.
Test pattern and measurement locations for colour contrast.

Colour gamut (in CIE1976) OLED TV LCD TV (edge-lit) LCD TV (direct-lit)

Area ratio (%) BT.709 129 128 128

BT.2020 75 74 74

Coverage (%) DCI-P3 99 97 96

BT.2020 75 74 74

Table 2.
Colour gamut area ratio and coverage of the OLED TV and the LCD TVs.

Colour contrast OLED TV LCD TV (edge-lit) LCD TV (direct-lit)

Red 120,000:1 1800:1 4700:1

Green 400,000:1 6500:1 17,000:1

Blue 64,000:1 790:1 2300:1

Table 3.
Colour contrast of the OLED TV and the LCD TVs.
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colour gamut performance could show distinct perception depending on each black
level, and this is one of the evidences in which black level affects many picture
quality attributes such as brightness, contrast, sharpness, colourfulness, etc. as
mentioned in the previous section.

2.2.3 High dynamic range (HDR)

HDR displays are recently becoming premium displays as more and more HDR
contents are produced and they are rapidly distributed to the consumer market.
HDR means a dynamic range higher than what is considered to be SDR (standard
dynamic range) or LDR (low dynamic range) [13]. HDR generally offers better
visual experience than SDR. In other words, HDR content could appear more
similar to what human vision perceives. Especially, both bright details and dark
details are expressed more naturally compared to SDR. Therefore, HDR TV should
reproduce such highlight and dark zones more precisely.

Commercial HDR TV was first defined and announced by UHD Alliance
(UHDA) in 2016 [14]. The UHDA announced their certification requirements for a
HDR TV. According to the requirements, the HDR TV should have both a peak
brightness of over 1000 cd/m2 and a black level less than 0.05 cd/m2 for LCD TV or
a peak brightness of over 540 cd/m2 and a black level less than 0.0005 cd/m2 for
OLED TV. These specifications are only the minimum requirement for HDR TV.
After this logo programme was set up, many international standard bodies—IEC,
International Committee for Display Metrology (ICDM), Video Electronics Stan-
dards Association (VESA), etc.—have made an effort to standardise metrologies or
requirements. In this section, deeper consideration and evaluation of HDR proper-
ties for OLED TV will be made by a recent established international standard [7].

2.2.3.1 Dynamic range coverage

It is well known that human vision can perceive very wide range of brightness
and darkness. There is some agreement that human vision can adapt to a value of 14
log units ranging from 10�6 to 108 cd/m2 [15]. For a HDR content based on SMPTE
ST.2084 [16], the code value ranges from o to 104 cd/m2. If a reference dynamic
range is given, a display’s dynamic range coverage to the reference can be easily
evaluated by measuring peak black luminance and peak luminance with the test
patterns in Figures 5 and 10, respectively. That is, after measuring peak luminance
using four patterns, the highest peak luminance is decided. Also the lowest black is
decided with five black luminance patterns. Maximum dynamic range coverage
(Eq. (3)) is obtained comparing the peak luminance value and black luminance
value of reference [7]:

Cdr:max %½ � ¼ Rdr:max

logLw:ref � logLk:ref
� �� 100 (3)

Figure 10.
Test patterns for peak luminance measurement.
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Rdr:max ¼ logLw:max � logLk:min (4)

where Lw,max is the maximum value of measured peak luminance and Lk,min is
the minimum value of measured black luminance.

As a result, dynamic range coverages of OLED TV and LCD TVs are compared
with reference to human vision and SMPTE ST.2084 content (Table 4). For the
black level of SMPTE ST.2084, human vision’s black was used instead of o cd/m2.
The OLED TV shows 61% of dynamic range coverage over human vision and 80%
over SMPTE ST.2084 content, while LCD TVs show comparatively lower dynamic
range coverage values. When the UHDA’s required values are considered, two
displays also show a big difference (OLED TV, 60%; LCD TV, 43%). From this
result, it is clear that OLED TV still needs to achieve higher peak luminance in
addition that the LCD TVs need to have lower black level and higher peak lumi-
nance in order to be a better HDR TV and cover higher dynamic range of human
vision and HDR content. When, however, higher peak luminance is considered,
visual fatigue needs to be considered as well [17].

2.2.3.2 Peak luminance and constancy

One of the great advantages of an ideal HDR TV is that it can express shiny peak
highlights that cannot be experienced on SDR TVs. Therefore, peak luminance of
HDR TV is very important to express such peak highlight zones properly. As shown
in Figure 11, peak highlight appears in real images in a variety of sizes (Figure 12).

To see how large the peak highlights are distributed in the HDR content, all of
the peak highlights of the content were detected, and statistical analysis was
conducted [18, 19]. According to the analysis, it was found that the size of peak
highlight, which appeared the most frequently, was 0.01% in area ratio and that the
cumulative 90% of peak highlights was 0.2% in area ratio. This result indicates a
very important point. That is, HDR displays should express small peak highlights
within about 0.2% very well.

Dynamic range
coverage (%)

UHDA
(OLED)

UHDA
(LCD)

OLED
TV

LCD TV
(edge-lit)

LCD TV
(direct-lit)

Human vision 46 33 61 46 46

SMPTE ST.2084 60 43 80 60 60

Table 4.
Dynamic coverage of UHDA required displays, the OLED TV and the LCD TVs with reference to human
vision and a HDR standard.

Figure 11.
Example of peak highlights in actual HDR images. (a) Peak size of 0.06% and (b) peak size of 1%.
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Cdr:max %½ � ¼ Rdr:max

logLw:ref � logLk:ref
� �� 100 (3)

Figure 10.
Test patterns for peak luminance measurement.
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Rdr:max ¼ logLw:max � logLk:min (4)

where Lw,max is the maximum value of measured peak luminance and Lk,min is
the minimum value of measured black luminance.

As a result, dynamic range coverages of OLED TV and LCD TVs are compared
with reference to human vision and SMPTE ST.2084 content (Table 4). For the
black level of SMPTE ST.2084, human vision’s black was used instead of o cd/m2.
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To see how large the peak highlights are distributed in the HDR content, all of
the peak highlights of the content were detected, and statistical analysis was
conducted [18, 19]. According to the analysis, it was found that the size of peak
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cumulative 90% of peak highlights was 0.2% in area ratio. This result indicates a
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Dynamic range
coverage (%)

UHDA
(OLED)

UHDA
(LCD)

OLED
TV

LCD TV
(edge-lit)

LCD TV
(direct-lit)

Human vision 46 33 61 46 46

SMPTE ST.2084 60 43 80 60 60

Table 4.
Dynamic coverage of UHDA required displays, the OLED TV and the LCD TVs with reference to human
vision and a HDR standard.

Figure 11.
Example of peak highlights in actual HDR images. (a) Peak size of 0.06% and (b) peak size of 1%.
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To evaluate these characteristics, peak luminance patterns introduced in
Figure 10 were used, and 20, 30, 40 and 100% patterns were additionally used. The
peak luminance characteristics of the display can be well displayed according to
peak highlight size. The results of the measurements are detailed in Figure 13. LCD
TVs had higher luminance values than OLED TVs at peak highlight, which is larger
than 1% size. On the other hand, OLED TV showed almost constant peak luminance
values at smaller peak highlight size than 10%.

As mentioned about the UHDA requirement in the preceding section, the peak
luminance of LCDs 1000 cd/m2 is taken equivalent to 540 cd/m2 of OLED TV
because of the high contrast characteristic of OLED TVs. Given this fact, OLED TV
can be said to have consistently high peak luminance not only at 10% of the peak
highlight but also at smaller than 0.01% size. However, only from 1 to 10% size,
LCD TVs have high peak luminance of 1000 cd/m2. As noted in the previous

Figure 12.
Distribution of the size of peak highlights in actual images.

Figure 13.
Peak luminance of the OLED TV and the LCD TVs according to the size of the white boxes.
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section, it can be said that OLED TV is very advantageous in expressing peak
highlight because peak luminance is very important in smaller peak highlight size
than 0.2% (Table 5).

In addition, the results of measuring peak luminance were plotted by varying
the grey level around the white box in the measurement pattern (Figure 14). As can
be seen, the OLED TV implements the maximum peak luminance regardless of the
surrounding signal compared to the LCD TV, while the LCD TV implements the
maximum peak luminance within a relatively small range. In the actual video,
where various signals are inputted, an OLED TV can show consistently bright peak
luminance.

2.2.3.3 Local contrast

Sequential contrast measurement methods, which used to be mainly used, mea-
sure the black luminance and peak luminance values of the display in different
patterns and then determine the contrast ratio by the ratio of those values. How-
ever, with this value, it is difficult to represent the local contrast characteristic
frequently encountered in actual content because dark and bright parts usually
appear at the same time in real life (Figure 15).

In order to measure another important characteristic of HDR, a local contrast, a
measurement method was proposed using the pattern shown in Figure 16 and
Eq. (5) [7]. Measurements showed that OLED TV showed local contrast values 50
times larger than LCD TVs (Table 6):

CRL ¼ 8LC

L1 þ L2 þ L3 þ L4 þ L6 þ L7 þ L8 þ L9
(5)

where Lc is the luminance of the centre; Li is the black surround at the eight
locations.

Size (%) OLED TV LCD TV (edge-lit) LCD TV (direct-lit)

0.01 526 123 49

0.1 544 587 470

1 549 1288 1444

10 548 1263 1523

Table 5.
Peak luminance according to the size of white box.

Figure 14.
Peak luminance of the OLED TV and the LCD TVs influenced by grey level of background.
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2.2.4 Viewing angle

Another big difference between emissive display and non-emissive display is
the performance of the viewing angle. OLED TV has relatively constant optical
properties in the entire direction as light emits from each pixel of OLED panel.

On the other hand, LCD TVs have different displaying ways from OLED TV
because the light emitted from backlight passes through liquid crystal layer which is
optically anisotropic. When the light enters the pixelated liquid crystal layer, it is
polarised. The polarised light goes through phase retardation because of optical

Figure 15.
Example of the images that local contrast measurement is important.

Figure 16.
Test pattern for local contrast.

OLED TV LCD TV (edge-lit) LCD TV (direct-lit)

White luminance 544 1280 1420

Ave. black luminance 0.0005 0.0936 0.0729

Local contrast 1088K:1 13.6K:1 19.5K:1

Table 6.
Local contrast of the OLED TV and the LCD TVs (cd/m2).
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anisotropic property of liquid crystal layer. The phase retardation depends strongly
on the incident angle. Therefore, picture quality is influenced by the viewing angle.
That is, colour, gamma, luminance and black characteristics will vary depending on
the viewing angle (Figure 17).

For colour shift criteria (Δu0v0 < 0.02), OLED TV is 120°, while LCD TV is 92°.
For half-luminance angle where luminance is reduced by half to the front lumi-
nance, OLED TV is measured 132°, while LCD TV is 62°. In addition, for gamma
shift ratio (GSR), which measures the extent of gamma variation at off-axis to the
normal direction, the OLED TV showed 1% variation, while LCD TVs showed
around 20% shift (Table 7). This numerical difference causes colour distortion as
shown in Figure 18.

Next, black performance and HDR properties that were examined in the
previous section were compared at 45° viewing angle. The result is summarised in
Table 8. While the OLED TV showed the identical black luminance value to the
value at the normal direction, the black luminance values of LCD TVs have
increased by four times and six times, respectively. For peak luminance, although
the OLED TVmaintained at 94% at off-axis compared to normal direction, the LCD
TVs showed around 50% or less of peak luminance compared to normal direction.

Figure 17.
Conceptual diagrams of light path of OLED TV and LCD TV. (a) OLED TV and (b) LCD TV.

Gamma shift ratio OLED TV LCD TV (edge-lit) LCD TV (direct-lit)

0o vs. 45o (%) 1.0 19.6 23.0

Table 7.
Gamma shift ratio of the OLED TV and the LCD TVs.

Figure 18.
Picture quality change at the off-axis of the OLED TV and the LCD TVs.
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In addition, the dynamic range coverage and local contrast of the OLED TV were
also relatively maintained compared to the normal direction, whereas LCD TVs
have deteriorated at the 45o viewing angles. In summary, the OLED TV generally
maintains picture quality at the off-axis direction.

3. Sound quality of the OLED TV using OLED panel speaker

OLED panel speaker has been recently developed by LG Display, which vibrates
the thin OLED panel itself with actuator or piezo materials to make a sound on the
viewing screen to deliver directly to consumers. The sound reproduced on the
centre of panel not only increases sound quality but also keeps the borderless and
thin TV design. The OLED panel speaker can maximise vibration transfer efficiency
compared to non-emissive panel speakers which have optical sheet, reflector and
light guide plate in addition to the panel.

At the Consumer Electronics Show (CES) in 2017, LG Display also demonstrated
a technology called Crystal Sound OLED (CSO), which has surpassed the limita-
tions of conventional TVs using indirect reflected sound. This technology makes
consumers feel like they hear the sound coming directly from the OLED TV screen,
not the reflected sound coming from a separate speaker built into the TV.

By combining the technology to transmit its own sound with the OLED tech-
nology, only the advantages of both external and internal speakers applied to TV
have been secured with the differentiated CSO technology.

In this section, the level of sound quality was confirmed through objective and
subjective evaluation based on the difference between the position and radiation
direction of TV speaker. Moreover the sound quality was evaluated between CSO
and conventional TVs [20].

3.1 Objective measures

3.1.1 Preliminary experiment by speaker position

Prior to evaluating the speaker performance of a TV product, the sound quality
of one channel was quantitatively measured by viewer’s location as shown in
Figure 19 with a 65-inch TV product, whose speaker is located at the bottom and
has a structure that radiates sound forward.

For this experiment, the x axis in Figure 20 represents the frequency and the y
axis the frequency response, which is the sound pressure level. The experiment was

Picture quality
attributes

OLED TV LCD TV (edge-lit) LCD TV (direct-lit)

0o 45o 0o 45o 0o 45o

Black luminance
(cd/m2)

5.6E�6 100%
!

5.6E�6 1.3E�3 640%
!

8.3E�3 1.7E�3 440%
!

7.4E�3

Peak luminance (cd/m2) 548 94%
!

516 1263 34%
!

430 1523 49%
!

749

Dynamic range coverage
(%)

80 100%
!

80 60 78%
!

47 60 83%
!

50

Local contrast (:1) 1.1M 91%
!

1.0M 13K 7.7%
!

1K 19K 11%
!

2K

Table 8.
Black and HDR properties of viewing angle of the OLED TV and the LCD TVs.
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conducted in an anechoic chamber to rule out the space characteristics, and the
frequency band has been limited from 250 Hz to 20 kHz to reflect the space
characteristics of the real anechoic chamber. Also, a stepped signal with 1/6 octave
of 20 Hz to 20 kHz has been used as a test signal, and the measurement distance is 1
metre, and the measurement position is shown in Figure 19.

“(a)” is located on the principal axis of the speaker, and “(b)” and “(c)” indicate
positions that are increasingly distant from the speaker. As can be seen in
Figure 20, the measured results show that the sound pressure level in the band
larger than 3 kHz was kept flat without decreasing at “(a)”. On the other hand, the
sound pressure level was drastically reduced in the band larger than 15 kHz at “(b)”.
At “(c)”, the sound pressure level was reduced more in the band from 2 to 10 kHz
when compared to “(a)” and “(b)”, and the sensitivity decreased by about 10 dB in
the band larger than 10 kHz. This result shows that it is difficult for the consumer to
experience the original sound quality of the speaker when performance degradation
occurs in the high frequency band with increasingly receding viewing position and
speaker height position in terms of TV user experience.

3.1.2 Sound quality evaluation of OLED panel speaker

Thus, the frequency responses of the following three products were measured to
be compared—OLED panel speaker (A), a product with a speaker at the bottom

Figure 20.
Frequency response results by speaker height.

Figure 19.
Forward radiation structure, test positions and the distance for the TV sample.
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that radiates sound forward (B) and a product with a speaker at the bottom that
radiates sound downward (C).

The speaker position and the radiation structure of the measurement samples are
shown in Figure 21. The conditions of the experiment are the same as the previous
one. Also, in the case of the measurement position, the screen has been divided into
the speaker channels in order to simulate the situation based on audiovisual stan-
dards in accordance with the scenario where the consumers used to be measured,
respectively, by the centre of the divided screen.

The measurement results for products A, B and C are shown in Figure 22. As can
be seen in the graph, the sound pressure level of the OLED panel speaker tends to be
flat in the band from 2 to 20 kHz. On the other hand, B and C products tend to have
a lower sound pressure level in the band larger than 8 kHz when compared to
product A. This graph also shows that product A with an OLED panel speaker has
the advantage of the physical location of the speaker, which allowed the character-
istics of the frequency response to remain flat up to the high frequency band at the
measuring position for viewing.

3.2 Subjective measures

3.2.1 Preliminary experiment by speaker position

Two subjective measures have been made to compare the sound quality of an
OLED panel speaker with that of a conventional TV speaker. Prior to comparing the
products, the sound quality by the speaker’s position has been compared for TV
products whose speakers are located at the bottom and radiate sound forward to
increase the reliability of this experiment. That is, the speaker is located at the ear
height of the viewer (condition A), 30 cm below the viewer’s ear height (condition B)

Figure 21.
Speaker position and radiation structure for the TV samples.

Figure 22.
Frequency response results. (A) OLED panel speaker, (B) forward radiation and (C) downward radiation.
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and 60 cm below the viewer’s ear height (condition C). Figure 23 shows that a
player called foobar2000 was used on the PC, the PC and TV were connected with
HDMI, the height of the assessment samples was designed to be adjusted quickly
with an automated electric table and a 9-point scale was used for assessment. Test
sound loudness was 63 dB (C), and source type was FLAC, 44.1 kHz, and 16 bit. The
items in Table 9 based on EBU document Tech.3286 have been adopted for the
assessment [21]. A, B and C conditions were applied rotationally to eliminate the
influence of the experimental procedure [22].

As shown in Figure 24, condition A (where the speaker is located at the ear
height of the viewer) has had higher scores in preference by about 1.5 points, in
sound location accuracy and timbre by about 2 points and in sound balance by about
1.5 points when compared to condition C (where the speaker is located 60 cm below
the viewer’s ear height). However, the correlation r for spatial impression was 0.26,
which indicates that there is no significant difference within the range of 60 cm
downward. As a result, it can be deduced that in an environment where you watch
TV, the increasing difference between the height of the TV speaker and that of your
ears negatively affects the sound quality factor of preference, sound location accu-
racy, timbre and sound balance. This experiment has improved the reliability of the
subjective assessment of the sound quality of three TV speakers with different
speaker drive units.

3.2.2 Sound quality evaluation of OLED panel speaker

Next, an evaluation was carried out on the following three TV products for
subjective assessment: product A whose speaker is located at the bottom and radi-
ates sound forward, product B with an OLED panel speaker and product C whose
speaker is located at the bottom and radiates sound downward. The experimental

Figure 23.
Test conditions for subjective assessment according to the speaker height.

Parameter Check point Test programme

Spatial impression Spatial size, balance Classic, POP

Sound location accuracy Location accuracy Classic

Transparency Sound source definition Classic, piano solo

Sound balance Dynamic range Classic

Timbre Sound colour, frequency Guitar, POP

Overall preference Preference All

Table 9.
Test parameter and programme for subjective assessment.
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subjective assessment of the sound quality of three TV speakers with different
speaker drive units.

3.2.2 Sound quality evaluation of OLED panel speaker

Next, an evaluation was carried out on the following three TV products for
subjective assessment: product A whose speaker is located at the bottom and radi-
ates sound forward, product B with an OLED panel speaker and product C whose
speaker is located at the bottom and radiates sound downward. The experimental

Figure 23.
Test conditions for subjective assessment according to the speaker height.

Parameter Check point Test programme

Spatial impression Spatial size, balance Classic, POP

Sound location accuracy Location accuracy Classic

Transparency Sound source definition Classic, piano solo

Sound balance Dynamic range Classic

Timbre Sound colour, frequency Guitar, POP

Overall preference Preference All

Table 9.
Test parameter and programme for subjective assessment.
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conditions are shown in Figure 25. The viewing distance has been set to 1.5H (H
referring to the vertical length of the TV panel) depending on the size of each TV
screen. Both the assessment items and the source programme have been set the
same as in Table 9.

According to Figure 26, product B with an OLED panel speaker has received the
highest score for sound location accuracy, timbre and transparency. Moreover, a
higher score was received for overall preference in descending order of B, A and C,
which is the order where the ears and the screen coincide with each other on the
horizontal axis.

For spatial impression, however, there was no significant difference between the
three products just as in the previous experiment. As a result, it can be deduced that
in an environment where you watch TV, the increasing difference between the
height of the TV speaker and that of your ears negatively affects the sound quality
factor of preference, sound location accuracy, timbre and sound balance.

Based on the above two experiments, it has been shown that observers would
have the best sound quality and preference when the height of their ears matches
that at which the speaker radiates sound, at a distance of less than 60 cm, the
speaker height does not significantly affect spatial impression and at the moment,
most speakers applied to TVs are located at the bottom and radiate sound down-
ward to have poor sound quality for timbre, transparency and preference.

Figure 24.
Results of the subjective assessments by speaker height.

Figure 25.
Test conditions for subjective assessment according to speaker radiation structure of the TV samples.
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4. Conclusions

This chapter dealt with picture quality of OLED TV and sound quality of the
OLED TV using the OLED panel speaker. Reasonable picture quality attributes for
the evaluation were introduced, and this evaluation was performed using the mea-
surement methods based on several international standards. The OLED TV evaluated
here showed better performance in black, colour, HDR and viewing angle properties
compared to high-end LCD TVs. It was also proved that the fundamental reason of
the difference is due to the emissive display which emits light at every single pixel.

Sound quality of the OLED panel speaker was then evaluated in both objective
and subjective ways. It showed better quality particularly in higher frequency and
was evaluated better in most subjective assessment attributes when compared to the
conventional TV speakers, which indicates this technology is one of the good solu-
tions for on-screen sound.
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Chapter 6

TADF Technology for Efficient 
Blue OLEDs: Status and Challenges 
from an Industrial Point of View
Alhama Arjona-Esteban, Barbara Szafranowska 
and Julian Ochsmann

Abstract

The rise of OLED technology for display applications over the past decade was 
impressive. Today, OLED displays can be found everywhere, for example, in smart-
phones, TVs, smartwatches, monitors, cars, or digital cameras. However, as tech-
nology advances, the need for better OLED materials which help to improve energy 
efficiency and resolution of OLED displays is growing. While for the red and green 
pixels, phosphorescent materials have allowed for a boost in performance, the use of 
fluorescent materials for the blue pixel still limits the efficiency of OLED displays. 
Academic research has demonstrated many improvements regarding the efficiency 
of blue OLEDs using phosphorescent or TADF materials. However, studies on the 
limitations of device lifetime are rare. In the present chapter, the development of 
blue OLEDs based on TADF emitters is discussed from an industrial point of view. 
First, the material design principles for TADF molecules as well as the requirements 
for efficient blue TADF emitters are discussed. Moreover, a short literature over-
view on the latest improvements in blue TADF materials in academia and industry 
is presented. Finally, an outlook on this technology, its industrial possibilities, and 
alternatives is given.

Keywords: TADF, triplet up-conversion, industry, deep blue, high efficiency blue

1. Introduction

After their first development in the late 1980s [1], organic-light-emitting diodes 
slowly made their entry into the market of displays for televisions and mobile 
phones. Compared to other display technologies, OLED displays offer advantages 
such as wide viewing angles and very high contrast ratio while maintaining low 
energy consumption. In addition, OLED displays are thin and lightweight and 
can even be fabricated on flexible substrates, which allows for new and exciting 
applications. OLEDs can be produced using small molecules or polymers by vacuum 
thermal evaporation or by inkjet printing.

The basic pixels used to generate the primary colors, red, green, and blue, in an 
OLED display should have similar performance in order to guarantee a balanced 
efficiency and power consumption, which is beneficial for display technology, for 
example, in terms of increasing resolution and decreasing backplane technology 
complexity. However, as of today, the red and green pixels outperform the blue ones 
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by far, which lies in the different technologies used for the different colors: There 
are three main photophysical mechanisms, which are relevant for light genera-
tion in OLEDs: fluorescence, phosphorescence, and thermally activated delayed 
fluorescence (TADF). Fluorescent materials were the first to be used in OLEDs [2]. 
However, the efficiency of a simple OLED device based on fluorescent materials 
is limited. These materials can only convert 25% of the excitons formed under 
electronic excitation into light because quantum mechanics dictates that under 
electronic excitation, singlet and triplet excitons are formed in a ratio of 1:3  
(see Figure 1). Thus, with the discovery of phosphorescent materials, which can 
make use of all the excited states including triplets, the efficiency of green and red 
OLEDs increased drastically [3, 4]. However, as of today, no deep blue phosphores-
cent materials have been found to be stable enough for industrial applications. In 
this regard, the third generation of OLED materials comes into play. TADF technol-
ogy allows, like phosphorescent materials, for the conversion of all excitons into 
light, but holds the promise of longer device lifetime [5–11].

In this chapter, we will focus on TADF technology as a potential alternative to 
fluorescent materials in deep blue OLEDs. We will discuss the advantages of this 
technology and the challenges connected to entering the industrial production of 
displays.

2.  Requirements for TADF behavior and key performance indicators of 
TADF emitters

In this section, we will focus on the main design principles for TADF molecules 
and discuss the parameters that make TADF emission possible and how to tune 
them.

In simple terms, thermally activated delayed fluorescence, as depicted in 
Figure 1, is a fluorescence mechanism based on the repopulation of the singlet state 
by reverse intersystem crossing (RISC) from the triplet state, triggered by thermal 
energy. Thus, the theoretical internal quantum yield (IQE) of an OLED based on 
TADF is 100%, comparable to that of phosphorescent emitters and much higher 
than the 25% achieved by fluorescent materials, neglecting any additional contribu-
tions from triplet-triplet annihilation (TTA).

For the TADF process to be possible, the energy difference between the triplet 
and the singlet states (∆EST) has to be smaller than 0.2 eV [12]. From the molecular 

Figure 1. 
Schematic energy diagrams of fluorescent, phosphorescent, and TADF molecules and their corresponding 
excitation and de-excitation pathways, when used in OLEDs. Fluorescence often relates to the first emitter 
material generation. Phosphorescence is the second material generation. TADF marks the latest conceptual 
development. Figure courtesy of CYNORA.
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design point of view, this small ∆EST is mostly addressed by spatially separating 
the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular 
orbital (LUMO) of the molecule. The use of electron-donating (donor) and elec-
tron-withdrawing (acceptor) building blocks generates a charge-transfer structure 
with localized HOMO and LUMO orbitals. This localization can be favored by 
increasing the twist angle between the donor and acceptor moiety. However, a 
minimal overlap of the orbitals is necessary for RISC to take place, so a trade-off 
between small ∆EST and overlap has to be found.

Besides having a small ∆EST, an efficient TADF emitter has to fulfill other 
requirements: High photoluminescence quantum yields (PLQY) together with 
short excited state lifetimes ensure efficient RISC and radiative decay from the 
singlet state. Furthermore, a narrow spectrum at the desired color coordinate is 
necessary to provide the requested color purity. In addition, and especially for 
industrial applications, a long-lived device has to be delivered in order to satisfy the 
customers.

2.1 Color tuning: how to achieve blue

The use of strong donor and acceptor units is very widespread when aiming for 
small ∆EST and short excited state lifetime. However, in order to achieve blue emis-
sion, the electron-donor and acceptor units have to be carefully matched.

Since the frontier molecular orbitals (FMOs) in TADF emitters are highly 
localized on the donor and acceptor moieties, it can be assumed that the FMOs of 
the emitters will be very similar to the FMOs of the isolated donor and acceptor 
building blocks. Hence, the HOMO of the TADF emitter is determined by the donor 
moiety and the LUMO by the acceptor moiety (see Figure 2).

We can get an estimate on the donor and acceptor strength of different build-
ing blocks by performing density functional theory (DFT) calculations and 
comparing their HOMO and LUMO values. A higher HOMO level (less negative) 
corresponds to a stronger donor, while a strong acceptor has a lower LUMO level 

Figure 2. 
The calculated FMO levels of the TADF emitter depicted on the left can be attributed to the respective HOMO 
(donor) and LUMO (acceptor) of the building blocks depicted on the right.
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(more negative) (see Figure 3). A detailed list of the calculated HOMO and 
LUMO levels of many donor and acceptor building blocks has been published 
elsewhere [10].

Finally, from the difference between the calculated HOMO and LUMO levels, we 
can get a rough estimate of the optical bandgap, which corresponds to the combina-
tion of these donor and acceptor moieties. Carefully choosing the donor and accep-
tor units based on the calculations will allow us to reach the desired color range, in 
this case, deep blue with peak emission between 450 and 470 nm.

2.2 Narrow emission

Typically, TADF emitters display broad emission spectra. The reason is that 
the intramolecular charge-transfer (CT) state, where the emission originates, can 
undergo geometric relaxation, leading to many molecular configurations emit-
ting at different energies. While for lighting applications, this intrinsic property 
of TADF emitters can be seen as an advantage, for display applications, the broad 
emission should be avoided. The display industry requires high color purity with 
CIEy values around 0.1 for the blue pixel, which can, with current host materials, 
only be achieved with a narrow spectrum. Moreover, when the spectrum is nar-
row, the emission onset can be shifted to lower energies, improving the blue color. 
Shifting the emission onset to lower energies is beneficial in matching the emitter 
with available host materials and getting a higher stability of the whole system  
(see Section 4: Requirements for host materials).

The host material can also influence the width and position of the spectrum of 
the TADF emitter. Polar hosts, for instance, often lead to broader and red-shifted 
spectra [13]. However, this effect is small in comparison to the intrinsic variations 
of the different emitter families [14]. Therefore, it is worth aiming to produce 
molecular structures that have an intrinsically smaller full width at half maximum 
(FWHM). In the literature, this is mainly addressed by rigidification of the donor-
acceptor scaffold in order to minimize the rotational and bending modes and 
thereby suppressing the geometric relaxation of the CT state [10]. The rigidity can 

Figure 3. 
Correlation of calculated HOMO and LUMO values of donor and acceptor building blocks with the expected 
emission color of the resulting TADF emitter. Figure courtesy of CYNORA.
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be obtained by fusing the donor and acceptor units or introducing steric hin-
drances, as demonstrated in Ref. [15] by interlocking the donor units.

2.3 Tuning the excited state dynamics of TADF emitters

The main parameters which describe the excited state dynamics of TADF emit-
ters are the fluorescence radiative decay rate kF, the rate of delayed fluorescence 
kDF, the rates of intersystem crossing kISC, and reverse intersystem crossing kRISC, as 
well as the energy difference ΔEST between the first excited singlet S1 and the first 
excited triplet T1 states (see Figure 4). In order to obtain the best performing TADF 
emitters, all of these parameters have to be taken into account and careful molecular 
design must go hand in hand with in-depth photophysical analysis of these emitter 
systems.

The light-emitting performance of TADF materials depends on efficient radia-
tive decay processes (kF and kDF) from S1 to the electronic ground state S0 and is also 
closely related to ΔEST, which governs the up-conversion of excitons from T1 to S1. A 
small ΔEST is crucial to obtain high values of kRISC, improving the triplet harvesting 
through the thermally activated reverse intersystem crossing mechanism.

Decreasing the singlet-triplet energy gap ΔEST and increasing the radiative 
decay rate kF is a useful way to get efficient TADF emission. Unfortunately, as 
mentioned at the beginning of Section 2, there is a trade-off between getting a small 
ΔEST and getting a high kF, which is related to the electronic coupling between the 
ground state and the singlet excited state. A good separation of the HOMO and 
LUMO orbitals leads to a small ΔEST, but it also reduces kF [16]. On the contrary, 
compounds with overlapping HOMO and LUMO orbitals are expected to exhibit 
high values for kF, but yielding relatively large ΔEST, and thus showing less TADF 
contribution [17].

One of the approaches to increase the radiative decay rate, while maintaining a 
small ΔEST in TADF emitters, is the concept of using an aromatic bridge or spacer 
between the donor and acceptor moieties in the molecular design. In such a system, 
the delocalization of molecular orbitals is given, while there is in addition a weak 
overlap of HOMO and LUMO orbitals at the spacer, which induces a larger oscilla-
tor strength, enhancing the rate of radiative decay. This concept was successfully 
demonstrated in many TADF emitters containing phenyl linkers between donor 
and acceptor units in one TADF molecule [17–20]. Initially, the aromatic bridge 
negatively influenced ΔEST—making it larger—because of an increased S1 energy 
level, whereas the T1 level was reduced by the extended π-conjugation. But in such 
cases, the singlet-triplet energy gap could still be reduced by using stronger donors 
and acceptors and thereby strengthening the charge-transfer character [21–23]. In 
addition, the π-conjugation can be interrupted by twisting the donor and acceptor 

Figure 4. 
Schematic energy diagram showing the main parameters which determine the excited state dynamics of TADF 
emitters.
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units, so that they are nearly orthogonal to each other. This design strategy is also 
very beneficial in decreasing ΔEST and hence increasing kRISC.

Other approaches reported in the literature to get highly efficient TADF materi-
als are to delocalize the HOMO by increasing the number of donors [10, 18, 20] 
or to design a dual emitting core [24, 25]. In the second case, light absorption and 
emission is intensified by introducing multiple TADF chromophores fused into one 
molecule, yielding high PLQY.

The rate of reverse intersystem crossing kRISC is directly linked to the easily observ-
able excited state lifetime of delayed fluorescence τDF, which is usually in the order of a 
few microseconds for efficient TADF molecules. The higher the kRISC, the shorter is τDF. 
τDF is a measure for how long on average the triplet excited state of the TADF emit-
ter is populated. Long-lived triplet excitons are believed to be destructive for OLED 
devices, because they enable potentially detrimental processes such as triplet-triplet or 
triplet-polaron annihilation [26–29]. Therefore, triplet excited state lifetimes of TADF 
emitters should be as short as possible to enhance device stability by reducing detri-
mental quenching processes. Again, the reduction of the ΔEST gap results in speeding 
up the triplet harvesting mechanism. Several new molecular design methods have 
been proposed to reach an excited state lifetime of only a few microseconds, including 
physical separation of donor and acceptor units, dual emitting cores, breaking conju-
gation by twisted structures, multi-donor approach, introduction of strong donors and 
acceptors, and others described above [30, 31].

3. Blue TADF emitters in the literature

The general approach followed in the literature for the design of TADF emitters 
consists in combining donor and acceptor moieties into one molecule to separate the 
HOMO and LUMO orbitals and ensure a small ΔEST value. In this section, the latest 
developments reported in the literature since 2017 are collected and classified by 

Compound PI Performance Group

Sf-3Cz Fan, Liao and coworkers [36] 15% EQE at 100 cd/m2

CIE (0.16, 0.14)
Sulfone

G2 Xu and coworkers [35] (no EQE)
CIE (0.15, 0.12)

Sulfone

3DpYM-pDTC Cheng and coworkers [37] 20% EQE at 500 cd/m2

CIE (0.14, 0.18)
Ketone

TXAZ Kim, Kim and coworkers [38] 16% EQE max (DPEPO)
CIE (0.15, 0.13)

Triazine

FATA Kaji and coworkers [34] 11% EQE max
CIE (0.15, 0.13)

Triazine

Ac3MHPM Kido and coworkers [39] 10% EQE at 100 cd/m2

CIE (0.16, 0.15)
Pyrimidine

CNICtCz Lee and coworkers [40] 10% EQE at 100 cd/m2

CIE(0.14, 0.13)
Nitrile

DCzBN3 Adachi and coworkers [41] 10% EQE at 100 cd/m2

CIE (0.15, 0.06)
Nitrile

TN4T-PCZ Zheng, Meng and 
coworkers [33]

20% EQE max
CIE (0.16, 0.03)

CF3-pyridine

Table 1. 
Status of deep-blue TADF technology as published in the literature.
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the acceptor unit. We have focused on efficient devices (EQE > 10%) with deep-
blue color (CIEy < 0.15). The references are collected in Table 1 and Figure 5. For 
earlier results, we recommend other review articles [9–11, 32]. Most of the collected 
articles put their main focus on achieving deep blue color by combining donor units 
based on carbazole or acridine motifs and acceptors such as sulfones, triazines, or 
pyrimidines. While high EQE values can be achieved [33], these data have to be 
taken with care, since often they are given at low luminance (10–100 cd/m2) and 
the devices suffer from high roll-off. Unfortunately, very few data are provided on 
device stability.

Interestingly, many approaches aim for solution-processed OLEDs either using 
small molecules bearing solubilizing chains [34] or dendrimer structures [35]. 
Currently, the vast majority of OLED products issued from the display industry are 
based on the evaporation of small molecules under vacuum. Printing and coating 
techniques are however receiving increasing attention due to the evident advantages 
of cost-effectivity and low material consumption.

4. Requirements for host materials

It is commonly known that the performance of TADF emitters is often very poor 
in neat emitter films, because of concentration quenching, aggregation, and other 
effects. Therefore, diluting the emitter molecules with host molecules at relatively 
low emitter concentrations (10–30%) improves not only their photophysical 

Figure 5. 
Selected structures of published deep-blue TADF emitters.
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characteristics but also boosts the efficiency in devices [42]. One of the basic 
requirements for a host material is a sufficiently high triplet state energy. In fact, 
the T1-state of the host is ideally higher than the energy of the T1-state of the TADF 
emitter in order to prevent Dexter energy transfer of triplet excited states from the 
TADF emitter to the host material, which represents a major loss channel in TADF-
based OLEDs.

Moreover, the HOMO- and LUMO-energy level differences between the host 
and emitter material need to be well adjusted. Large energy level differences 
between the host and emitter may cause direct charge trapping on the emitter 
or unwanted exciplex formation. The energy levels of the materials have to be 
carefully aligned in order to achieve the desired energy and/or charge carrier 
transfer between those two species, which helps in improving light-emitting 
performance.

Besides these two important points described above, a host for TADF should also 
have the following features [28, 43, 44]:

• Thermal and morphological stability: defined by the high glass transi-
tion temperature (Tg) for stabilizing the film morphology and inhibiting 
crystallization.

• High material stability: judged mainly by the bond dissociation energies 
(BDEs) of the single bonds of a molecule under three different conditions 
(cationic, anionic and neutral state).

• Low polarity: to reduce the emitter-host local dipole interactions that tend to 
shift the emission peak to longer wavelengths (bathochromic shift).

Furthermore, the triplet energy T1 is sensitive towards the following [43, 45–48]:

• Extended π-conjugation: triplet energy decreases considerably in the line of 
benzene, biphenyl, and p-terphenyl. Also, fused ring systems lower the triplet 
energy (naphthalene less than biphenyl).

• Connection pattern and torsion angles: highly twisted molecular structures 
reduce the conjugation, increasing the triplet level; meta-linkage leads to a 
lower degree of conjugation and is more beneficial to get high triplet levels 
than para-linkage.

• Aggregation: bulky substituents weaken intermolecular reactions of 
π-conjugated host molecules, thus reducing the red-shift of phosphorescence 
spectra (T1 increase). Hence, depending on the strength of interactions, T1 
measured in solution can be higher compared to those from neat films [49].

Stable hosts for blue TADF emitters are still very rare, because they require trip-
let energies above 3.0 eV to guarantee an efficient exciton confinement. Versatile 
building blocks like carbazole, thiophene, or benzofuran are often used for host 
and emitter materials targeted for deep blue, because of their high intrinsic triplet 
energies of 2.8–3.0 eV.

One of the most popular hosts for blue TADF is DPEPO, benefiting from the 
high triplet energy of 3.00 eV [50]. Unfortunately, OLED devices with DPEPO 
generally suffer from serious efficiency roll-off due to its poor stability [51]. Other 
conventional host examples classified by their potential charge transport character-
istics are shown below [43, 52, 53] (Figure 6):
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5. Next generation OLED: hyper-fluorescence

In the last few years, TADF emitters have become very popular for application 
in OLEDs, because of their triplet up-conversion property, which allows for high 
external quantum efficiency. In fact, TADF emitters can deliver device efficiencies, 
which can be up to three times higher than for OLEDs based on fluorescent dopants. 
However, many highly efficient TADF materials suffer from relatively strong degrada-
tion (e.g., due to long exciton lifetimes) and from broad emission spectra (character-
istic for the intramolecular charge transfer states). One recently reported strategy to 
overcome those hurdles is the hyper-fluorescence approach (which is sometimes also 
referred to as TADF assisted fluorescence), first demonstrated by Adachi in 2014 [54].

In this approach, the outstanding properties of TADF molecules are utilized in 
combination with the narrow emission of fluorescent molecules: the TADF emitter 
serves as the triplet up-conversion material, which is responsible for high efficiency. 
After the up-conversion of triplet excited states to the singlet state of the TADF 
molecule, these singlet excited states can be transferred via Förster resonance 
energy transfer (FRET) to the S1 state of the fluorescent emitter. Ideally, light emis-
sion occurs exclusively from the fluorescent dopant, which delivers a well-defined 
color point (Figure 7). If both, the rates of RISC and FRET are high, the overall 
excited state lifetime in this system is decreased, and hence the operational lifetime 
of the whole system is expected to be increased.
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Figure 6. 
Different host materials reported in the literature classified by their potential charge transport characteristics. 
(a) p-type hosts (hole transport character). (b) n-type hosts (electron transport character). (c) Ambipolar 
hosts (hole and electron transport character).
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excited state lifetime in this system is decreased, and hence the operational lifetime 
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Hyper-fluorescence with all of its potential benefits is a very promising technology, 
which is not easy to engineer, because many criteria have to be met [54–58]. The two 
main criteria, which have to be fulfilled in order to achieve efficient hyper-fluorescence 
are an optimal spectral overlap of the TADF molecule’s emission spectrum with the 
absorption spectrum of the fluorescent molecule and a high PLQY of both molecules. 
Achieving a great spectral overlap while maintaining a high device efficiency is 
especially challenging for hyper-fluorescence in the deep blue color range, where 
fluorescent materials with absorption peaks in the range of 400–450 nm and small 
Stokes shifts have to be combined with blue TADF emitters [57]. In addition, the TADF 
component should exhibit very fast reverse intersystem crossing from the triplet to the 
singlet excited state [57].

Moreover, the unwanted short-range Dexter energy transfer from the triplet 
state of the TADF emitter to the non-emitting triplet state of the fluorescent emit-
ter should be avoided. Since Dexter transfer is highly dependent on the distance 
between the involved species, one way to minimize it is to physically separate the 
fluorescent and TADF emitting cores. This can be done by reducing the concentra-
tion of the fluorescent material in the system (typically ~1 wt.%) or by shielding the 
fluorescent dopant via the introduction of bulky side groups [55, 59]. This kind of 
molecular shielding is also beneficial to prevent self-quenching when using higher 
doping concentrations of the fluorescent material [60].

Finally, it is also important to align the HOMO and LUMO levels of all compo-
nents within the emission layer (EML) in order to reduce charge trapping by the 
fluorescent material.

Besides using a conventional fluorescent molecule in such a “hyper-approach”, 
where two emitters are combined, one can also use DABNA molecules, which were 
first introduced by Hatakeyama in 2016 [61]. DABNA derivatives are very interest-
ing emitters for display applications in a hyper-approach, since they have even 
narrower emission and smaller Stokes shifts than most conventional fluorescent 
dopants.

Summarizing, hyper-fluorescence is a very complex approach where three or 
four materials are mixed within the EML and whose mechanisms are not yet fully 
understood. However, and despite the difficult and limited material selection, 
especially for the deep blue region, this technology is considered a promising 

Figure 7. 
(a) A simplified hyper-fluorescent diagram of a three-component system. The excitons are generated on the 
TADF material. The triplets are up-converted to singlets, which are further transferred via Förster resonance 
energy transfer (FRET) to the fluorescent dopant. The radiative decay to the ground state takes place on the 
fluorescent dopant. The host is omitted for clarity. (b) The FWHM of the emitting system based on TADF is 
significantly reduced when doped with a fluorescent material. Figure courtesy of CYNORA.
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alternative for TADF and phosphorescence technologies, and holds the promise of 
high efficiency and stability as required by the display industry.

6. Industry status: Kyulux and CYNORA

Table 2 summarizes some of the device performances, which were published 
by CYNORA and one result announced by Kyulux. While the efficiency is usually 
reported at a similar brightness (1000 cd/m2), comparing the results for color 
and device lifetime is not as easy, since color cannot be accurately defined by peak 
emission wavelength alone and device lifetime is often measured under different 
conditions depending on the preference of the company. A peak emission wave-
length of ~460 nm is required for deep-blue OLED pixels, but this requirement is 
not sufficient to define the color. Additional parameters that also include the shape 
of the emission spectrum are the CIE 1931 coordinates CIEx and CIEy, which define 
a point in color space. For the deep blue region, it is usually sufficient to only look at 
the CIEy coordinate, which needs to be ≤0.15.

Device lifetimes are determined by measuring the decrease of luminance over 
time until a certain loss of the initial luminance is reached. If the luminance decay 
of a device was measured starting at a luminance of 750 cd/m2 until the time were 
the luminance decreased by 5%, this lifetime value would be given as LT95 at 
750 cd/m2. Lifetimes measured under different conditions can be converted into 
other lifetime values. However, there is always an error connected to such a calcula-
tion. In general, it will always be the case that the lifetime is reduced for increasing 
brightness, and the lifetime is increased when a larger decrease in luminance is 
measured (LT90 is always longer than LT95).

In May 2017, CYNORA announced the result of a sky blue OLED with 15% 
EQE, a CIEy of 0.28, a peak emission of around 470 nm, and a LT95 at 750 cd/m2 of 
around 190 hours. This was an important milestone on the way to an efficient deep 
blue TADF emitter. Before this result, TADF lifetimes LT95 for sky blue and deep 
blue had usually been in the minutes.

In December of the same year, CYNORA could build highly efficient OLED 
devices having 24% EQE with a deep blue TADF emitter at a CIEy of 0.15 and a peak 
emission of 460 nm. However, the device lifetime in this system was also reduced 
by roughly one order of magnitude to 30 hours. These two results impressively show 
the difficulty of reaching deep blue emission color together with high efficiency, 
and maintaining or improving device lifetime at the same time. These three factors, 

EQE at 
1000 cd/m2 

(%)

CIEy Peak 
emission 

(nm)

LT95 at 
750 cd/m2 

(h)

Date

Deep-blue color 
requirement

≤0.15 ~460

CYNORA 15 0.28 <470 ~190 May, 2017

24 0.15 460 ~30 Dec, 2017

20 0.13 464 ~15 August, 
2018

Kyulux 22 470 ~100 July, 2018 
[62]

Table 2. 
Status of Kyulux and CYNORA.
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alternative for TADF and phosphorescence technologies, and holds the promise of 
high efficiency and stability as required by the display industry.

6. Industry status: Kyulux and CYNORA

Table 2 summarizes some of the device performances, which were published 
by CYNORA and one result announced by Kyulux. While the efficiency is usually 
reported at a similar brightness (1000 cd/m2), comparing the results for color 
and device lifetime is not as easy, since color cannot be accurately defined by peak 
emission wavelength alone and device lifetime is often measured under different 
conditions depending on the preference of the company. A peak emission wave-
length of ~460 nm is required for deep-blue OLED pixels, but this requirement is 
not sufficient to define the color. Additional parameters that also include the shape 
of the emission spectrum are the CIE 1931 coordinates CIEx and CIEy, which define 
a point in color space. For the deep blue region, it is usually sufficient to only look at 
the CIEy coordinate, which needs to be ≤0.15.

Device lifetimes are determined by measuring the decrease of luminance over 
time until a certain loss of the initial luminance is reached. If the luminance decay 
of a device was measured starting at a luminance of 750 cd/m2 until the time were 
the luminance decreased by 5%, this lifetime value would be given as LT95 at 
750 cd/m2. Lifetimes measured under different conditions can be converted into 
other lifetime values. However, there is always an error connected to such a calcula-
tion. In general, it will always be the case that the lifetime is reduced for increasing 
brightness, and the lifetime is increased when a larger decrease in luminance is 
measured (LT90 is always longer than LT95).

In May 2017, CYNORA announced the result of a sky blue OLED with 15% 
EQE, a CIEy of 0.28, a peak emission of around 470 nm, and a LT95 at 750 cd/m2 of 
around 190 hours. This was an important milestone on the way to an efficient deep 
blue TADF emitter. Before this result, TADF lifetimes LT95 for sky blue and deep 
blue had usually been in the minutes.

In December of the same year, CYNORA could build highly efficient OLED 
devices having 24% EQE with a deep blue TADF emitter at a CIEy of 0.15 and a peak 
emission of 460 nm. However, the device lifetime in this system was also reduced 
by roughly one order of magnitude to 30 hours. These two results impressively show 
the difficulty of reaching deep blue emission color together with high efficiency, 
and maintaining or improving device lifetime at the same time. These three factors, 
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efficiency, color and lifetime, are clearly very closely linked, which means that device 
performance can only be compared between devices with the same color. Later in 
2018, CYNORA also introduced results based on the hyper-approach. Even a lower 
CIEy of .013 at an emission wavelength of 464 nm together with a high EQE of 20% 
and a - for this color point- decent device lifetime of 15 hours LT95 at 750 cd/m2 were 
achieved.

Also, in 2018 (July), Kyulux announced a first sky blue OLED device result 
based on a hyper-approach with an emission maximum at 470 nm, an EQE of 22% 
and an LT95 at 750 cd/m2 of 100 hours.

Clearly, the results in the field of TADF of both companies, Kyulux and 
CYNORA, are impressive. Within just a few years, the companies showed that the 
TADF technology could be advanced from an interesting R&D topic to a serious 
contender for the next generation of high-efficiency emitters. The challenge for 
CYNORA is now to improve the stability of the TADF-based blue OLED pixel to a 
level that makes mass production with this technology feasible. A highly efficient 
and stable blue emitter will solve many technical issues for the display makers and 
pave the way for displays with lower power consumption and for higher display 
resolution.

7. Conclusion: what needs to be solved to get TADF ready?

From the latest improvements in academia and industry, it is clear that TADF 
technology is capable of achieving the desired blue color point necessary to suc-
ceed in the display field. Many TADF-based systems with deep blue color and high 
efficiency have been reported [9–11, 32]. However, challenges when going to deeper 
blue color remain the availability of suitable host materials with sufficiently high 
triplet levels and device stability. A way to circumvent the issue in the deep blue 
color region of having an emission onset at low wavelengths, that is, high energies, 
is to combine TADF emitters with narrow-emitting fluorescent dopants in the 
hyper-approach, where the excitons formed on the TADF material transfer their 
energy via FRET to the fluorescent emitter. Again, while this approach holds the 
promise of very narrow and efficient emission, engineering a three-component 
emissive layer requires the matching of several materials in terms of absorption and 
emission spectra as well as frontier molecular orbital alignment.

Finally, the most pressing issue and the one receiving the least attention in the 
literature remains the intrinsic stability of the materials, including the host, which 
is the material used at the highest concentration in the emissive layer, the TADF 
emitter, which determines the final efficiency of the device, and all stack materials 
which can potentially affect the device stability. From a molecular design point 
of view, chemically stable bonds are preferred. Moreover, in the device stack, the 
energy levels of all compounds need to be optimized in order to prevent too much 
stress on a particular material, which might lead to decomposition. This challenge is 
the focus of research-driven companies like CYNORA. After the fast development 
of the last years, we are confident that this advancement is achievable in a short 
period of time and that TADF technology will be ready for application soon.
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is to combine TADF emitters with narrow-emitting fluorescent dopants in the 
hyper-approach, where the excitons formed on the TADF material transfer their 
energy via FRET to the fluorescent emitter. Again, while this approach holds the 
promise of very narrow and efficient emission, engineering a three-component 
emissive layer requires the matching of several materials in terms of absorption and 
emission spectra as well as frontier molecular orbital alignment.

Finally, the most pressing issue and the one receiving the least attention in the 
literature remains the intrinsic stability of the materials, including the host, which 
is the material used at the highest concentration in the emissive layer, the TADF 
emitter, which determines the final efficiency of the device, and all stack materials 
which can potentially affect the device stability. From a molecular design point 
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